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Background and Significance of the Study 
Mobillty and family relocation seem to be accepted as 
part of the American way of life. Each year approximately 
20% of the population change residence (Ammons, Nelson & 
Wodarski, 1982: Gaylord, 1979: Levine, Wesolowski & 
Corbett, 1966; Pihl & Caron, 1980; Shumaker & Stokols, 
1982). These relocations may be the result of population 
growth and suburban expansion or major geographic 
relocations resulting from changing economic trends. 
Changes in economic trends cause maJor corporations to 
relocate an average of 100,000 employees and their families 
each year CAnderson & Stark, 1988). Other relocations 
result from family fragmentation, through divorce or death 
of a parent CWallerstein & Kelly, 1979). The subsequent 
abrupt change in the family's economic status frequently 
results in loss of income and the family home (Espenshade, 
1979). As these families relocate, their school-age 
children transfer to new schools. Educational 
institutions must not only expand to meet the needs of 
these new students, but must also consider their 
qualitative differences and special needs (Burns & 
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Brassard, 1982; Morris, Pestaner & Nelson, 1967; Whalen & 
Fried, 1973). The special needs of these children must be 
considered by community based support services as well as 
educational institutions. Social service agencies 
specializing in treatment of children frequently report 
schools as the source of their largest number of referrals 
<Youth Services of Tulsa County, 1982, 1983>, and students 
of fragmented families as their most common referral <Youth 
Services of Tulsa County, 1983). 
There is cons1derable disagreement among psychologists 
and educators regarding the effects of relocation upon 
school students. Lacey and Blane's C1979) meta-analysis of 
28 previous studies concluded that 12 of these documented a 
correlation of lower academic achievement with relocation, 
five demonstrated higher achievement, and 11 failed to find 
any relationships. Some claim relocation has negative 
correlates, such as lower grades <Goebel, 1974: Levine, 
Wesolowski & Corbett, 1966; Whalen & Fried, 1973), impaired 
intellectual growth <Gaylord, 1979), poorer reading ability 
(Morris, Pestaner & Nelson, 1967), poorer math achievement 
<Benson & Weigel, 1980-1981), disruption of sibling and 
peer relationships <Stubblefield, 1955), decreased 
interaction with parents, social frustration <Gaylord, 
1979), fragmented family structure <Levine, Wesolowski & 
Corbett, 1966), poorer school adJustment <Benson & Weigel, 
1980-1981: Hartung, 1975), recurrent behavior problems at 
school (Potts, 1976), more frequent conflict with teachers 
<Hartung, 1975), impaired differentiation from parents 
<Tooley, 1970), decreased feelings of security and 
well-being <Gaylord, 1979), increase in burn accidents 
<Knudson-Cooper & Leuchtag, 1982) and personal emotional 
problems CGaylord, 1979; Stubblefield, 1955). 
Others claim that relocation has neither positive nor 
negative correlates. In some studies, no relationships 
were found to exist between relocation and reading 
achievement CCramer & Dorsey, 1970), math achievement 
CMorris, Pestaner & Nelson, 1967), low self concept 
<Kroger, 1977). emotional adJustment <Ford, 1979; Pedersen 
& Sullivan, 1964), creativity <Lawton & Busse, 1972), 
personality variables <Caron, 1974). and attitude toward 
school attended <Anderson. 1974). 
Still others claim that relocation has several 
positive correlates. Mann C1972l found that relocated 
students demonstrated better social and academic skills. 
Goebel (1974) supported Mann's findings for those students 
who moved early in life. She found contradictory results 
for students who moved dur1ng adolescence. Whalen and 
Fried's C1973) findings supported Mann's study for high IQ 
students. Other positive correlates include improved 
family interactions <Tooley. 1970), more active 
participation in family affairs <Hartung, 1975) and higher 
self esteem immediately following relocation <Hatmaker. 
1977) • 
It is fundamentally important that consideration be 
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given to the changes students must make when relocating. 
For family members, a sense of loss and depression 
<Gaylord, 1979) deterioration of health. little community 
involvement, strong dependency on the marital relationship 
for emotional satisfaction. a significant rate of 
alcoholism. pervasive feelings of social anonymity. 
diffus1on of individual responsibility for social acts 
resulting in lack of involvement. destructive aggression, 
marital discord and high divorce rate <Anderson & Stark. 
1988) frequently accompany relocation. This sense of loss 
may involve past familiarity with schools, classmates, 
locations of grocery stores. laundromats. neighbors and the 
house 1n which family members recall times of togetherness 
and tradition. 
Blended families and single parent families are 
perceived as more vulnerable to detrimental postrelocation 
effects due to their previous experience of intrafamilial 
disruption and ambiguity of family and role definitions 
<Anderson & Clark. 1988). Even a relocation of a short 
distance may pose a complete change of surroundings for 
nondriving students, since immobility effectively 
separates them from past friends. classmates and 
environment CKantor, 1965). This separation, combined 
with reflection upon maJor life events which transpired 
while living in a particular locale add to the apprehension 
and uncertainty facing the student at a new school. 
Particular problems face students who relocate as they 
interact in new environments. Students must adjust to new 
teachers, curricula, instructional methodologies, peer 
groups <Benson & Weigel, 1980-1981) and systems of school 
organization (Phillips, 1978). Despite these 
considerations, some researchers fail to find any 
relationship between relocation and social or educational 
adJUstment CDowling, 1980). 
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The inconclusive findings of some studies and 
contradictory findings of others may result from several 
methodological difficulties. The most readily identified 
of these is different1al definitions of the maJor 
variables. Terms found in the literature which refer to 
the independent variable include mobility, geographic 
mobility, residential mobility, transfer, pupil turnover, 
move, relocation and migration. Researchers also use 
various definitions when referring to each of these terms. 
The variety of definitions has resulted from the failure to 
adequately describe the multitude of dimensions implied by 
the use of any single term CStokols & Shumaker, 1983). 
These dimensions may 1nclude the number of moves made 
withln a period of time, the recency of the latest move, 
the distance of the geographic displacement, access to the 
previous environment and similarity of new environment to 
the previous one. 
Difficulty with definitions of the dependent variables 
are equally numerous. School achievement is variously 
defined as performance on achievement tests CGoebel, 1974), 
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performance on selected achievement tests (Benson & Weigel, 
1980-1981; Cramer & Dorsey, 1970>, IQ covaried achievement 
test scores <Whalen & Fried, 1973), difference scores 
between achievement test scores and IQ proJections of those 
scores <Morris, Pestaner & Nelson, 1967>, reported grades 
and/or achievement test scores <Brown, 1980), average of 
all school grades for the entire school career <Levine, 
Wesolowski & Corbett, 1966> and grades in each separate 
subJect for each grade level <Schaller, 1976). 
Problems are posed when measures of school achievement 
are taken from annually administered school achievement 
tests. Since an assumption of the study of the effects of 
recency of relocation is a time limited impact upon 
achievement, the use of an instrument which measures 
performance annually may not be appropriate <Nolan & Hall, 
1978) 0 
Lack of conceptual agreement on components of a 
non-academic 1ndex of adJustment is also apparent. 
Definitions previously employed in research include school 
records of absence, tardiness, truancy, disciplinary action 
and suspension CBrown, 1980), average citizenship marks for 
the entire school career <Levine, Wesolowski & Corbett, 
1966), self report <Hartung, 1975), referees for outpatient 
evaluation or treatment <Gabower, 1960; Pedersen & 
Sullivan, 1964), scores on assessment instruments which 
measure self esteem <Hatmaker, 1977: Kroger, 1980), 
personality factors (Caron, 1974), specific behaviors 
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<Benson & Weigel, 1980-1981: Potts, 1976). manifest anxiety 
<Ford, 1979) and clinical impressions <Stubblefield, 1955: 
Tooley, 1970). 
Another area of methodological difficulty is the 
failure of some studies to account for the effects of 
confounding or mediating variables. A review of previous 
research has identified several of these variables. They 
include family structure, socio-economic status, distance 
of geographic displacement, IQ. sex, number of schools 
previously attended, family size, parental aspirations, 
military family <Lacey & Blane, 1979) and parental attitude 
toward the relocation (Pedersen & Sullivan, 1964). Other 
unresearched hypothesized variables include reason for 
relocation <Lacey & Blane. 1979), preexisting and latent 
personality disturbance <Tooley. 1970), preexisting 
academic differences <Schaller, 1976). sex-role demands, 
classroom preference <Mann, 1972), father absence and 
fam1ly structure <Ford, 1979), ordinal position and family 
size <Hatmaker, 1977; Whalen & Fried, 1973), frequency of 
relocation (Knudson-Cooper & Leuchtag, 1982), achievement 
motivation and family value system <Morris, Pestaner & 
Nelson, 1967), parental attitude toward relocation <Whalen 
& Fried, 1973) and specific patterns of mobility and type 
of academic achievement <Goebel, 1974). 
A final difficulty results from the application of 
statistical analysis. Statistical analyses of a 
hypothesized relationship in which one of the above 
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mediat1ng, confounding or unresearched variables is present 
may result in the averaging together of positive and 
negative effects in such a manner so as to produce 
inconclusive findings. At this time a more appropriate 
approacn to deal with this complex array of variables is to 
employ a qualitative case study design CBenson & Weigel, 
1980-1981). Methodological difficulties notwithstanding, 
several relationships have been found to exist. In a study 
of fifth grade students in California, a negative 
relat1onship was found to exist between mobility and math 
ach1evement CMorris, Pestaner & Nelson, 1967). In a 
similar study of ninth grade students from six JUnior high 
schools in Colorado, mobility was found to be negatively 
related to math achievement <Benson & Weigel, 1980-1981). 
A negative correlation between mobility and school 
adJustment was also found to exist. 
A variable that has been shown to be related to 
relocation is socio-economic status. In Goebel's Cl974) 
1nvestigation of the variables affecting the outcome of 
mobility, she informs the reader that failure to control 
for socio-economic status in future studies could result in 
inconclusive findings. Two earlier studies <Lehr & 
Hendrickson, 1968: Levine, Wesolowski & Corbett, 1966) were 
careful to limit their generalizability to intact, upper 
middle class families. Finally, Morris, Pestaner and 
Nelson <1967) found socio-economic status to be an 
important med1ating variable related to the impact of 
relocation. 
In Benson and Weigel's study C1980-1981), the recency 
of relocation also was found to impact students. Recency 
of relocation inversely correlated with both math 
achievement and total school adjustment. 
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Although the effects of relocation upon students in a 
fragmented family have not been studied CFord, 1979>, 
several dlfierences in children from single parent families 
are apparent. Brown C1980), in summarizing a study of the 
Ketter1ng Foundation and the National Association of 
Elementary School Princlpals, found a higher incidence of 
family mobility, school tardiness, twice the frequency of 
suspensions, nearly 60% of the truancy, 40% of the dropouts 
and all of the expulsions from school involved students of 
single parent families. These statistics are viewed from 
the perspective that students from single parent families 
constitute only 25% of the school population CBrown, 1980). 
A final varlable shown to be related to the effects of 
relocation upon students is the attitude parents take 
toward the move. In Gabower's <1960) comparison of 
behavior disordered and normal children of highly mobile 
families, no differences between these children or their 
families could be found except that the mothers of the 
behavior dlsordered children were generally opposed to 
relocating. While Morris, Pestaner and Nelson <1967) did 
not study the effects of family achievement-oriented values 
upon relocation of students, they concluded their study by 
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hypothesizing that this area deserves study. They believe 
that those families who perceive relocation as stressful do 
not possess the value structure to make relocation an event 
which stimulates their children to higher academic success. 
In sum, there are discrepant and inconsistent findings 
with respect to the effects of relocation upon students. 
These find1ngs result from definitions of relocation which 
have failed to account for the time since the most recent 
move, the degree of the student's access to the old 
env1ronment, and whether transferring to another school 
without chang1ng residences constitutes relocation. 
Future studies might produce more conclusive results if a 
definition of relocation is limited to a change in 
res1dence and school through which the student has no 
access to the previous neighborhood or school. These 
studies must also consider the time elapsed since the most 
recent relocation. 
Inconclusive findings may also have resulted from 
conceptual difficulties. The assumption that relocation 
affects all students in the same way may have caused the 
averaging together of effects of confounding variables in 
such a manner as to produce inconclusive findings where 
genuine correlates may have been present. 
There is also considerable disagreement among 
psychologists and educators on the effects of family 
fragmentation upon school students. It is difficult to 
separate the effects of family fragmentation from 
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behavior in females, developmental regression <Wallerstein 
& Kelly, 1979) and increased feelings of identification 
with the remaining family unit <Levitin. 1979). 
A second factor recognized to affect student response 
to family fragmentation is the passage of time since 
fragmentation took place. Magrab (1978) and Wallerstein 
and Kelly Cl979) generally agree that most effects are 
resolved by the end of the first year but that some issues 
are not resolved after as long as five years. Levitin 
(1979) however, concludes that most responses remain at 
the end of the first year and require a second year to 
resolve. She also observes that some of these responses 
last into adulthood but that long-term effects are quite 
subtle and few in number. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to describe the effects 
of relocation and family structure upon post-relocation 
academic achievement and behavioral adJustment of eighth 
grade students over time. This study also included 
consideration of variables which may mediate the above 
primary relationships. These mediating variables include 
socio-economic status. size of family, community support 
systems. size of classroom, parental attitude toward the 
relocation and student attitude toward the new school. 
Definition of Terms 
Academic achievement referred to student, parent and 
teacher reports of scholastic accomplishment, compared 
~elatively to p~e-~elocation school achievement and 
~elative ach1evement of classmates, ~espectively. 
Attltude towa~d ~elocation was designated as parent and 
student self ~eports of thei~ subJective feelings about 
hav1ng made the move. For parents, this ~eport was based 
upon assessment of perceived gains and losses from moving 
and upon the ~epo~ted degree of liking for the new 
nelghborhood. new school and new Job, where applicable. 
For students. this ~epo~t was based upon the degree of 
liking fo~ the new school and change in friends. 
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Eehavio~al aa]ustment was indicated by student, teacher and 
parent reports of quality of social interaction with peers 
and family members as well as reports of skipping classes 
or disc1plinary action taken by school officials. Class 
size was deflned as teacher reports of the number of 
pupils in a student's classroom for a given subJect. 
Extended support systems referred to parent reports of 
part1c1pat1on in church, school or other community 
activities. Family structure referred to family size, 
birth order and biological and legal relationship of 
subJect to the adults liv1ng in the household. Number of 
prev1ous relocations was defined as student reports of the 
number of times since the first grade the student has 
changed schools because of moving. Previous grades 
referred to student and parent reports of grades earned by 
the student at the school previously attended. Relocation 
was defined as a geographic displacement of sufficient 
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magnitude that it removed the student from the previous 
neighborhood and that it necessitated attendance in a 
different school at the expense of the previous peer social 
network. Sense of permanence referred to student and 
parent reports of the anticipated length of time the family 
will remain in the new residence. Socio-economic status 
was compr1sed of the estimated annual income of the family 
including alimony and child support, the years of education 
completed for both biolog1cal or adoptive parents and the 
number of persons l1v1ng in the household. Teacher 
expectations referred to initial teacher predictions of new 
students' eventual academic performance and classroom 
behavior. Time was indicated by the elapsed time between 
interviews of subJects participating in the study. 
Research Questions 
This study answers the following research questions 
for the 14 students: 
1. Are there changes in academic achievement for each 
type of family structure following relocation? 
2. Are there changes in behavioral adjustment for 
each type of family structure following 
relocation? 
3. Are there mediating effects of sense of permanence 
of this relocation, attitude toward making this 
relocation, extent of extended support systems, 
socio-economic status, teacher expectations, class 
size, previous grades and number of previous 
relocations upon academic achievement? If so, 
what are they? 
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4. Are there mediating effects of sense of permanence 
of this relocation, attitude toward making this 
relocation, extent of extended support systems, 
socio-economic status, teacher expectations, class 
size, previous behavior and number of previous 
relocations upon behavioral adjustment? If so, 
what are they? 
Assumptions 
In order that this study be conducted several 
assumptions were made. First it was assumed that parents, 
teachers and subjects had verbal skills which were adequate 
to clearly articulate their experience. Second, it was 
assumed that the voluntary part1cipants provided responses 
which were reliable and accurate. Third, it was assumed 
that subJects who participated in the study would not 
change their school schedule, relocate or retract consent 
prior to completion of the study. Finally, it was assumed 
that fam1ly structure, as defined here1n, was a reasonable 
indicator of family dynamics, such as the time parents 
spent with their children, the time they spent with each 
other, the time siblings spent with each other and the 
manner in which income was allocated for use. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I has presented an introduction to the topic 
of this research. Chapter II contains reviews of related 
research. Found in Chapter III are the specific methods 
and instruments implemented in the conduct of this 
research. A presentation of the data is found in Chapter 
IV. Chapter V contains an analysis of the data and in 
Chapter VI is a summary, conclusions and recommendations 
for future research. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Introduction 
The fo11ow1ng rev1ew begins Wlth a presentation of 
research f1na1ngs about the 1mpact of relocation and fam1ly 
structure upon academ1c ach1evement. Following this 
rev1ew. the 1mpact of relocat1on and fam1ly structure upon 
benav1ora1 aaJUStment snall be exam1ned, focus1ng 
part1cular attentlon on the var1ables wn1ch med1ate the 
pr1mary relat1onsn1ps. 
Academ1c Ach1evement 
Acaaemic achievement may be defined as the extent to 
wh1ch the student ga1ns knowledge in a specified curr1culum 
area. The a1screpancy oetween presented material and 
subsequent student aemonstratlon or retention allows for 
measurement of the 1eve1 of academic achievement. 
Customary express1ons of this measurement take the form of 
scores on standardlzed ach1evement tests and periodic grade 
reports. 
Relocat1on 
The relat1onship of relocation to academ1c achievement 
1s an 1ssue of cons1deraole 1nterest and research. The 
quantlty or researcn 1n tnls area may reflect an attempt to 
17 
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further clarify what appears to be conflicting preliminary 
results. 
Falik tl966J studied the erfects of relocation on the 
acaaemic aaJustment of children from an affluent upper 
midwest community. The experimental group of his study 
cons1stea of 24 students from the fourth, fifth and sixth 
grades. To oe Included in tne relocation group, students 
must have relocated to new communities or neignborhoods, 
new schools and peer groups at least three tlmes. All 
relocations must nave been tne result of occupational or 
proressional aavancement en the part of the father, 
representing norizontal or upward social and economic 
mobility. Furtner, tnere must nave been an absence of 
family aisorgan1zat1on or pathology, defined as parental 
death, divorce, desertion, separation, or mental 1llness 1n 
parents or siblings. 
The control group for this study was matched for age, 
Intelligence, sex, parental occupational and educational 
level and classroom placement. Using achievement test 
scores from annually administered Iowa Tests of Basic 
Skills as tne measure or academ1c adJUStment, an analys1s 
of variance Indicatea that relocation had no signlficant 
relatlonship to acaaem1c adJUStment. 
Lev1ne, Wesolowskl and Corbett (1966) exam1ned the 
academlc performance of relocated elementary school 
students. Tne scnool records of the 574 students who 
compr1sed the ent1re student body of this New England inner 
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Clty scnoo1 were exam1nea. By comparing the number of 
prev1ous scncols attended to an average of all past report 
cara grades, severaL trenas were 1dent1f1ea. The number of 
relocatlcns was assoc1atea Wlth an underrepresentatlon of 
good grades. No stuaent Wlth an A average had oeen 1n more 
than two prev1ous scnools. A total of 38% of the students 
with D ana F averages had been in two or more prev1ous 
scnools, nowever. The autnors were careful to caution that 
s1nce tnese results were oasea on low soc1o-economic status 
fam1l1es, tney snou1d not be general1zed to a hlgher 
soc1o-econom1c strata. 
Whalen and Fr1ed (1973) were 1nterested to see 1f 
1nteract1ons were present among relocation, academic 
acnievement, 1ntell1gence and soc1o-econom1c status. 
Relocat1on was aefined as attendance at four or more 
schools located in dlfferent Clties. Academic achievement 
was 1nd1cated by performance on the General Vocabulary 
suosca1e or tne 1owa 'l,ests or Educat 1ona1 Development. 
Intell1gence was defined as performance on the 
Lorge-Thorndlke, Level G, verbal IQ scale and 
soc1o-econom1c status was classified by Hollingshead's 
Occuoat1ona1 Checkllst. 
The researchers 1ncluded 158 high school JUniors from 
a suouroan Californ1a community as a sample and performed a 
three way multivariate analysis of covariance on the data, 
1n wn1cn tne e:tfects of 1nte111gence were controlled. They 
found soc1o-econom1c status fa1led to be a significant 
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variable, or part of a signlficant 1nteract1on. A 
s1gn1ricant lnteraction or Intelligence and relocation was 
found: nowever £ = 6.363, and Intelllgence, by Itself, was 
a s1gn1ficant variable 1n a relat1onsh1p Wlth academ1c 
achievement F = 9.541. ThiS study supports two hypotheses; 
first, that relocated students of high Intelligence have 
higner acaaemic acn1evement tnan non-relocated students of 
high lntelligence: and second, that relocated students of 
low 1ntell1gence have 1ower academic acnievement than 
non-relocated students of low 1ntell1gence. I'he autnors 
suggested that tne lnterests and attituaes of nigher 
1nte1l1gence students may have been stimulated by frequent 
geograpn1c re1ocat1ons wn1le less capable students found 
relocation a bew1lder1ng and more difficult task. 
Goebel Cl974i stua1ed the effects of geographic 
relocation upon 384 high school sophomores. Scores from 
the iowa 'l'ests of £ducat 1onal Development and cumulat 1 ve 
graae po1nt averages were used as measures of academlc 
achievement. Relocation was defined as inter and intra 
commun1ty ana was recorded based on the age of the student 
at the t1me of relocation. The relocation var1ables 
predlcted acaaem1c ach1evement at statlstically s1gn1ficant 
levels when soc1o-econom1c status was controlled. Trends 
of relocation and academic achievement also appeared. 
Higher rates of relocation in early llfe and higher rates 
o~ 1nter-commun1ty relocatlon were assoc1ated Wlth lower 
academ1c achlevement and 1ower socioeconomic status. 
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Goeoel C1974J concluded that failure to control for the 
effects of soc1o-econom1c status and type of academ1c 
acn1evement may proauce inconcluslve results. This wr1ter 
suggests that the role or soc1o-econom1c status 1n 
relocatlon researcn may oe dependent upon now it lS 
aeflned. ~eflectlon upon Whalen and Fried's tl973J 
research suggests tnat holllngneaa•s Occuoat1ona1 Checklist 
may be an 1nadequate 1naex. It falls to consider level of 
educatlon or amount of 1ncome as contributors to 
soc1o-econom1c status. 
Horr1s, Pestaner and Nelson l1967J conducted a study 
of academ1c ach1evement of 410 flfth grade students 
enrolled 1n an 1ndustr1a1 suburban school d1str1ct. They 
nypotnes1zed that an lnteraction of med1at1ng variables 
should produce greater variat1on of academ1c ach1evement 
among highly mob1le students even though the mean 
performance of th1s group may be no different than for the 
non-mo01le group. This study controllea for socio-economlc 
status as measured by an 1ndex of the father's occupation 
on tne Wllson Class1f1cat1on of SES. Students' performance 
on tne L:a11forn1a Test Q.t. Mental HaturltY were usea as an 
1ndex of intelligence wnich was then used to calculate the 
expected level of performance on the California Achievement 
Test (CAT) The dlfference between actual and expected 
performance on the CAT was compared for mobile and 
non-moOlle groups, controlllng for soc1o-econom1c status. 
A statlStlcally s1gn1ficant difference of variation in 
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read1ng scores was found for mooile students when compared 
to non-moo1le stuaents. No such difference was round for 
ar1tnmet1c scores. When mean performances of these two 
groups were compared, no s1gn1ficant differences were 
found. soc1o-econom1c status did not appear to affect the 
dlfference of var1at1on of ar1thmet1c scores between mob1le 
and non-moblle groups. Low socio-economlc status d1d 
however, correlate Wlth greater dlfference of var1at1on of 
read1ng scores oetween the two groups. 
The autnors conc1uaed that a complex 1nteract1on of 
mea1at1ng var1aoles 1nfluenced post-relocatlon aaJUStment 
or 1ower soc1o-economic students. Higher soc1o-econom1c 
stuaents wno relocate appeared 1mmune to the effects of 
such an 1nteract1on. While Morr1s, Pestaner and Nelson 
fa11ea to speculate on the variables related to this 
1nteract1on, they dld point out that personality variables 
nad not been stua1ed. 
Schaller tl976i rev1ewed the 1972 school records of 
895 n1nth grades students 1n Sweden. He identified trends 
related to scnool grades and mobility. Few signlficant 
differences were round for grade point mean averages 
between students who always attended the same school and 
those who attended two schools. S1gn1ficant mean 
differences were found however, between those who attended 
two schools and those who nad attended three or more 
scnools ror grade po1nt averages 1n f1ve out of s1x scnoo1 
suoJects as well as overall grade point averages. Schaller 
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empnas1zed tnat tnese resultS did not necessar1ly imply a 
negat1ve effect of moollity on academ1c performance. When 
ne rev1ewea tne recoras of these same students pr1or to 
tne1r flrst move, he found Vlrt~ally the same dlfferences. 
He concluded that pre-ex1st1ng conditions affect1ng 
post-relocatlon adJUStment were poss1ble and that one of 
tnese conait1ons m1ght oe poorer academ1c achlevement. 
~challer also 1dent1fied a statlStlCally s1gn1ficant 
relationsn1p oetween fragmentea famil1es and high mooility. 
This r1na1ng 1s s1m11ar to Brown·s li380l find1ng 1n a 
sample of Amer1can students. Wh11e not dlscussed, the 
standard dev1at1ons found tor academ1c performance 
presented 1n Schaller's tables lend support to Morris, 
Pestaner and Nelson's ll967l study wh1ch finds greater 
var1at1on of academ1c performance 1n some subJects between 
mob1ie and non-mobile groups. 
Blane, 2illlng and Fogelman Cl985) conducted an 
analys1s of selected aata from a long1tud1nal study which 
tends to support the fallacy of ex post facto researcn 
exposed oy Scha11er ll976). The data were aer1ved from 
recoras kept en all people born oetween Marcn 3rd ana 9th 
of 1958 who l1ve 1n England, Scotland or Wales. ln this 
study, over 8,000 s1xteen year old students' records were 
exam1nea to assess tne1r degree of mobllity over the 
prev1ous f1ve years. Students from military families, 
tnose wno at age 11 had been attendlng spec1al education 
classes for learn1ng impalrments and those who attended 
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four or more schools within tne preced1ng five year per1od 
were exc1uaea rrom tne study. An examination of 
stanaara1zed ach1evement test scores revealed statlStically 
signlficant differences In mathematics among the mobllity 
groups. Whlle not statistically s1gn1ficant, a similar 
trena was Impliea for reading comprehens1on. This find1ng 
tenas to support the hypotnesis of detr1mental effects of 
mob1l1ty on acaaem1c achlevement. An exam1nation of test 
scores at tne neg1nn1ng of the study per1od however, 
reveals tne same ach1evement trends. The authors conclude 
tnat wn11e alfferences of scholastic acn1evement ex1st for 
vary1ng degrees of stuaent moDlllty, these scholastic 
dlfferences preexlstea mobility. The authors then suggest 
tnat the s1gnlr1cant preex1sting differences imply no 
relocation effect. 
Th1s wr1ter suggests conclus1ons made in thlS study 
may still De mlsleading. The preexisting condltions found 
1n this research may be potentially attrlbuted to mobillty 
wn1ch occurred pr1or to tne period of the longitua1nal 
study. In order for conclus1ons from tne above discussed 
research to be accurate, 1t must be assumed that the level 
of mobllity or study part1c1pants 1s randomly dlstributed 
pr1or to tne research period. 
S1mmons, Burgeson, Carlton-Ford and Blyth tl987) have 
exam1ned the effects of geograph1c relocation upon academic 
ach1evement from a more nroad perspectlve. They exam1ned 
the effects of five dlfferent change events upon three 
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alfferent outcome variaoles for 447 s1xth grade students 
from an upper m1dwest school d1strict. SubJects for thls 
stuay were exam1ned over a one year perioa to aeterm1ne 
whetner tney exper1enced a change 1n schools, pubertal 
cnange, 1nit1at1on of dating, geographic mobillty or a 
maJor tam1ly dlsruption. Outcome var1ables were self 
esteem, extracurrlcular part1c1pation and grade point 
average. Selr esteem was measured by the S1mmons and 
kosenoercr Self-Esteem Scale. Grade point average was 
calculated irom aam1nistrat1ve recoras of graaes earned 1n 
core acaaem1c courses and participatlon in extracurr1cular 
actlVltles was der1vea from self reports provided by the 
partiClpating students. Statistlcal analysis was performed 
on tne data using a multlple regress1on moael. F1rst, each 
depenaent var1aole was entered 1nto a regression equation. 
Both correlation and variance values der1ved from this 
process were tnen entered 1nto a second regress1on 
equat1on. The purpose of thls approacn was to be able to 
determ1ne whether any of the change events contrlbuted to 
aeterloration or the dependent variables even it tney were 
not s1gn1f1cant predictors of deter1oration of dependent 
variaoles oy themselves. All statistlcal calculations were 
pertormea 1naependently for males and females. 
The researchers were able to identify that each of the 
change events under study appeared to impact grade point 
average 1n a negatlve way when each of these events 
occurrea 1n comoination w1th at least one other of the 
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cnange events. The amount of deter1orat1on 1n grade po1nt 
average 1ncreasea w1tn tne exper1ence of each aad1t1onal 
cnange event. Grade po1nt averages aropped an average of 
.83 ror stuaents wno had exper1encea four cnange events. 
By contrast, llttle cnange was noted 1n grade po1nt average 
for students who exper1enced only one of the change events. 
Autnors tnerefore concluded that students appear to have 
the aoility to cope Wlth up to three change events 1n a 
relatively snort per1od or t1me. Addition of a fourth 
event however, causes tnem to become overloaaea and to 
exper1ence aeter1orat1on 1n grade point average and other 
outcome variables. 
~amllY Structure 
The re1at1onsn1p or famlly structure to academic 
acn1evement has concernea several investlgators. Hammond 
ll979) stud1ed 165 students 1n tnlrd through sixth grades 
from a 1ower mlddle c1ass suourban commun1ty. Eighty two 
of these students were rrom separated or d1vorced parent 
fam111es ana 83 were from lntact famllies. Academlc 
acn1evement was aef1ned as teacher rat1ngs of performance 
1n math and read1ng, reported on a nine po1nt scale. Using 
an inaependent ~- test to analyze the data, Hammond found 
no s1gnif1cant dlfferences between academic achievement in 
read1ng or math between students from intact and separated 
or divorced parent famllies even when separate analyses 
were conducted for males and rema1es. 
The Nat1onal Associatlon of Elementary School 
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Pr1nc1pais ana the Ketter1ng Founaation's Institute ior the 
Development or Educat1onal Activlties (1980-1981) conducted 
a study of over 18,000 students from 26 elementary and 
secondary scnools 1n 14 states. Family structure was 
def1nea as e1tner one or two parent ana this 1nformat1on 
was taKen from stuaents' records. Acaaem1c achievement was 
defined as a semester averag1ng of grades recorded 1n 
stuaents' school records. The authors concluded that one 
parent cn1ldren. on the whole, showed lower achlevement in 
scnoo1 cnan ald tne1r two parent classmates. 
percent of tne one parent elementary scnool stuaents earned 
letter grades of D or F. compared Wlth only 23% of the two 
parent ram1l1es. Th1s contrasts Wlth the f1na1ngs that 30% 
of the two parent students nad letter grades of A or B. 
wh1le only 17% of the one parent students ach1eved simllar 
grades. The same trend was found for secondary school 
students. The drop out rate for students from .one parent 
students was over tw1ce that for students from two parent 
fam1l1es. Evans and Neel's (1980-1981) rev1ew of the same 
aata founa that these trends represented signlficant 
relat1onsn1ps for Doth elementary and secondary students. 
Anderson ll974) conductea a study of 333 seventh and 
n1ntn grade students from four secondary schools in a 
mldwestern commun1ty. Among the var1ables studied, he 
compared the most recent report of school grades with 
ram11y structure. Js1ng an ana1ys1s of var1ance tecnn1que, 
he supported the hypothesis that students from a family 
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un1t of ooth parents ach1eve at higher levels than do 
s1m11ar stuaents wno 11ve Wlth one parent, step parents or 
foster parents. 
The Nat1onal Assoclation of Elementary School 
Pr1nc1pals ll980-l98l; conducted a rev1ew of tne recoras of 
6556 students attena1ng 15 schools 1n 12 dlfferent states. 
A descr1pt1ve comparison was made of tne academ1c 
acn1evement of students from d1fferent fam1ly structures. 
They concludea that chlldren from one parent fam111es, at 
botn tne elementary ana secondary school level, snowed 
1ower leve1s ot acaaem1c ach1evement than d1d the1r 
counterparts rrom two parent fam1l1es. At the elementary 
scnoo1 level, 38% oi the students from one parent families 
earned letter grades of D or F wh1le only 23% of the 
students from two parent families did so. For secondary 
school stuaents, the figures were 34% and 22%, 
respect1ve1y. Those earning letter grades of A or B were 
30% ror elementary school stuaents from two parent fam1l1es 
ana only 17% from one parent counterparts. Among hlgh 
scnool stuaents, the r1gures were 38% and 26%, 
respectlvely. Evans and Neel (1980-1981) conducted a 
mult1var1ate ana1ys1s on the above data. Smploy1ng a 
tnree-step process consisting of Wilks' lambda multivariate 
analys1s, un1var1ate analys1s and Tukey•s pa1r-w1se 
compar1son of individual means of grades for different 
ram1ly structures, tney found that tnese trends were 
statlStlcally signlficant. 
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Guiauoaldi, Clem1nsnaw, Perry ana Me Loughlin C1983) 
analyzed data collected from 144 members of tne National 
Assoc1at1on of Scnool Psycholog1sts 1n 38 states. The 699 
stuaents wno partlcipatea 1n this study contrlbuted to a 
aata base wn1ch was stratifiea by geographic locat1on, sex, 
grade and by whetner tney 11ved Wlth both b1olog1cal 
parents from the t1me of blrth or presently lived in a 
s1ng1e parent household w1tn one b1olog1cal parent. These 
stuaents a1so were equally d1v1ded between the f1rst, 
tn1ra and firth graaes. Students' academic potential was 
aef1ned as scores on tne Wecnsler lntelllaence Scale ror 
cnlldren--xevisea. Actual performance was assessed by 
aam1n1strat1on or tne w1de ~anae Acn1evement Test. Soc1al 
competence was measured by teachers using the Hahnemann 
£lementary scnoo1 Benav1or ~at1na Scale and tne VIne1ana 
Teacner ouest1onna1re. Self reports of soc1al competence 
were aer1vea rrom tne ~ells and Roff Peer Acceotance-
ReJeCtlon Scale and researcher developed Instruments 
des1gned to measure 1ocus of control and the optimlsm-
pess1m1sm cont1nuum. Demographic Informat1on regard1ng the 
famil1es ana schools of part1Cipants was gathered from 
1nterv1ews conducted With che students, their parents and 
from psycholog1sts' ratings of school characteristlcs. 
An 1nitial analysis of var1ance oy sex. age and 
parents' mar1tal status revealed that students from 1ntact 
rami11es proaucea Detter scores on l4 of the 16 dimensions 
measurea by tne Hannemann Elementary School Benav1or Rating 
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Scale. These students aemonstrated better school 
attenaance, n1gner popular1ty among peers, more 1nternal 
locus of control, n1gner Eull Scale IQ scores and higher 
scores on all three port1ons of the Wide Ranoe Acnievement 
Test. S1m11ar f1nd1ngs were revealed when analyses were 
conaucted wh1ch controlled for lQ, soc1o-econom1c status 
ana parents' occupat1onal ana educational levels. 
In a 1ess encompass1ng study, Boyd and Par1sh (1985) 
conauctea a stuay of 1,274 students from tnlrteen 
elementary ana tnree secondary schools 1n a mldwestern 
co1lege commun1ty. ~cores from read1ng ana matn subtests 
or tne Cal1forn1a Acn1evement Tests and records of grade 
po1nt averages were compared for three levels of fam1ly 
structure. These levels were 1ntact families, single 
parent famllies and familles in which one biolog1cal 
parent and one stepparent were found. A one way analys1s 
of var1ance was performed on the collected data. This 
analys1s revealea that read1ng and math subtest scores were 
s1gnif1cantly n1gher for the students from intact families 
tnan for e1ther of the other two fam1ly groups. Grade 
po1nt averages were also signlflcantly higher for students 
from 1ntact ram1lies than those from s1ngle parent 
fam111es. 
Roy and Fuqua tl983) conducted a study of f1rst born 
school aged children and their custodial parent for 
varlaDles wh1ch were hypotnes1zed to med1ate the observea 
negative effect of s1ngle parent fam11y structure upon 
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acaaem1c performance. They stua1ed a sample oi 22 students 
drawn rrom a northern great pla1ns community oi moderate 
s1ze. They nypotheslzed that greater soc1a1 support tor 
tne single parent was relatea to better school performance. 
us1ng an exper1menter developed survey to assess parent 
soc1al support, Roy and Fuqua conducted an Independent t-
test on this data for the hlgh and low achievement groups. 
As predicted, the parents of the high achievement group 
reported greater social support Ctl = 24) than did the 
parents of tne lOW achievement group Lltl = 19), ~l22l = 
2.o5, ~~.05). They conc1uaed tha~ an adequate soc1al 
support system may mediate the negat1ve effects of single 
parent fam1ly structure upon chlldren's academic 
perrormance. 
To tn1s wr1ter, 1t appears that the disruptlon of the 
social support system wnich is 1ntr1nsic to relocatlon 
reauces tne mect1at1on of the negat1ve effects of s1ngle 
parent family structure upon academ1c achievement. This 
makes these negat1ve effects more predictable. 
In a more recent stuay, Guttmann (1987) exam1ned the 
academ1c performance of 30 tenth grade males in a m11itary 
preparatory school. Academ1c performance was defined as 
the mean average of report card grades of the previous two 
semesters 1n the SUOJects of phys1cs, mathematlcs, bible 
studies and literature. When academ1c performance was 
exam1nea as a functlon of famllY structure, a s1gn1f1cant 
alfference was found 1n which the 15 students from 1ntact 
fam111es aemonstrated higher performance Ctl = 73.10) than 
did the 15 from a1vorced fam1l1es CCtl = 67.50), 
!_l28J = 2.79, Q_<-.025). 
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Forehand, Mldaleton and Long l1987) conducted a study 
of 58 adolescents rang1ng in age from 11 to 14 years. 
Thlrty subJects lived with both of the1r biolog1cal 
parents, wn1le the rema1ning 28 subJects had exper1enced 
the divorce of the1r blological parents withln the prev1ous 
12 montns. Acaaem1c performance of these two groups was 
comparea. Acaaem1c perrormance was aef1nea as a grade 
polnt averag1ng of 1na1vidua1 grades for Engllsh, matn, 
sc1ence ana soc1al stud1es on a four po1nt scale from the 
most recent report card. An analys1s of var1ance was 
performed on the data which covar1ed for socioeconomic 
status. A s1gn1ficant main effect was found in wh1ch 
adolescents from divorced famil1es had lower grade po1nt 
averages than the1r counterparts from intact famllies 
t~t 1 ,48) = 4 .o4, !2..' .o5;. 
Behav1oral Ad1ustment 
Behav1oral aaJustment may be def1ned as the extent to 
whlch one acts 1n ways whlch are soc1ally approved of and 
are personallY satisfylng. The concept of soc1al approval 
1nd1cates the neea for evaluatlng behavioral adJustment 1n 
a var1ety or soc1al sett1ngs. The concept of personal 
sat1sfact1on 1nd1cates a need for self report regarding 
1nteract1on Wltn others. 
Re1ocat1on 
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Fal1x tl966; studiea the effects of relocatlon upon 
the behavioral adJUStment or children from an affluent 
upper miawest community. The experimental group or his 
stuay consistea c~ 24 students from the fourth, firth and 
sixtn graaes. ·robe 1ncluded In tne relocation group, 
stuaents must nave relocated to new communities or 
neignborhoods, new schools and peer groups at least three 
times. All relocations must have been the result of 
occupational or professional advancement on the part of the 
ratner, representing horizontal or upward social and 
economic monllity. Further, tnere must have been an 
absence of ram1ly disorganization or pathology, defined as 
parental deatn, divorce, desertion, separatlon, or mental 
1llness 1n parents or siblings. The control group for thls 
study was matcned for age, intelligence, sex, parental 
occupational and educational level and classroom placement. 
Behavioral adJUStment was defined as a teacher rating 
or pupil oenav1or, oasea on a research Instrument developed 
by Lamnert and Bower Cl961J. An additional perception of 
oehavioral adJustment was provided by peers, In a 
structured exercise wnich ascribed social roles of posit1ve 
and negative value to classmates though a peer nomination 
tecnn1que. This exercise was called "A Class Play." Using 
an analysis of variance for both teacher and peer ratings, 
no relationship was found between relocation and behavioral 
adJUStment. 
In a stuay of older children, Benson and Weigel 
tl980-1981J have exam1ned tne relationsnip between 
relocation and benav1oral adJUstment. The subJects for 
the1r stuay were.o43 n1nth grade students enrolled 1n six 
JUnior h1gh scnools in a western suburban county. 
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The number of relocat1ons was def1ned as tne total 
numoer or scnoo1s each stuaent had attended during JUnlor 
h1gh school. Four categor1es of recency of relocation were 
established, based on students' t1me of enrollment in the1r 
current JUnlor nign school. Behavioral adJustment was 
definea as scnoo1 starr rat1ngs on the Classroom Behav1or 
inventory. 
In Benson and We1ge1 's study ll980-198ll, a negat1ve 
correlatlon was found oetween mooility and benavioral 
adJustment us1ng the Pearson product moment correlation 
proceaure l~(495; = -.33). Recency of mooility was also 
negat1ve1y correlated Wlth behav1oral adJustment 
CrhoC496) = -.33). The authors concluded that relocation 
was negat1vely assoc1atea Wlth students' behav1oral 
adJustment in tne classroom. They also asserted that peer 
group adJUStment was part1cu1arly critical dur1ng the 
JUnior h1gh years and peer group adJustment was a more 
important feature of relocatlon at th1s age than was 
adJustment to the academic environment. ·rhey recommended 
that future stud1es exam1ne not only the total number of 
the moves made by the student, but the recency of the moves 
as well. 
Hartung ll975) conducted a study of 151 h1gh school 
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students f~om a west coast suou~oan commun1ty. She 
attemptea to aete~m1ne 1r tnere was a relat1onsh1p oetween 
tne aegree of moDlllty and the affectlve or personal 
exper1ence or nign scnoo1 students 1n the classroom, 1n a 
group, ana 1n tne fam1ly. Us1ng researcher developed 
1nstruments ana a cn1-square statistical procedure, Hartung 
rouna a1fferences of exper1ence across the three leveLs of 
mobllity. Hlghly moo1le students reported greater conflict 
w1tn teacners and fee11ngs of be1ng unfairly treated in the 
Classroom. ~o statlStlcally dlfferent exper1ences were 
reported for n1ghly mobile students w1tn respect to group 
1nteract1on. W1th1n the fam1ly nowever, these students 
reported tak1ng a more act1ve part in the operat1on of 
fam1ly affa1rs. Hartung concluded that a trend was 
1aent1fied 1n wn1cn general adJUstment problems increased 
Wlth 1ncreased mobllity. 
HatmaKer (1977) conducted a study of tne ent1re fifth 
ana s1xtn grade stuaent oody of a small west coast college 
comrnun1ty. Erorn tn1s group of 383 students, he 1dent1f1ed 
124 as non-moo11e ana 64 as hav1ng moved tnree or more 
t1mes. Hatmaker used the Coopersmltn Self-Esteem InventorY 
lS£1) and tne Coopersm1th Behav1or Rat1na Form CBRF) to 
collect relevant data from the subJects. In addit1on, 
1nformat1on regard1ng age, grade, sex, ordinal pos1t1on in 
the fam11y, read1ng level and parent •s occupat1on were 
oota1nea rrom scnoo1 records. The maJor hypotheses of the 
study were not supported. While self-esteem correlated 
w1tn recency of the last move for the mob1le group, no 
general a1fferences were found for e1ther self esteem or 
oenav1oral adJUStment and the level of moo1lity. 
Pedersen and Sullivan tl964) conducted a study of 27 
male cnildren from Army fam1lies referred to a child 
psycn1atr1c serv1ce 1n a large u.s. m1litary hospital 
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present1ng emot1ona1 or behav1oral complalnts. A carefully 
matchea control group of chlldren of Army famllies was 
selected 1n wh1cn no emot1onal or oehav1ora1 problems were 
apparent. it was nypothes1zed tnat ram1ly n1stor1es of the 
control group woula aemonstrate ~ess frequent relocatlons 
than found 1n the nosp1tal referred group. WLthln botn 
groups, tne fatners were preaom1nantly senior officers Wlth 
hlgh educat1onal backgrounds. Two researcher aeveloped 
lnstruments were implemented 1n tne study. The first was 
des1gned to measure parental acceptance of mob1lity. The 
second measured degree of identiflcation w1th the military. 
Pedersen and Sull1van found that the mean number of 
cnanges 1n res1dences reported 1n family histories was not 
s1gn1f1cantly a1fferent between the two groups. 
Differences were found however, between the measures of 
mothers' attitudes towara the move. Motners of children in 
the referred group scored signlflcantly lower in acceptance 
of mobllity than d1d mothers in the non-referred group 
l~l55) = 1.96, ~(.05). Thls relationshlp was not 
1dent1f1ed among rathers. Dlfferences were found between 
tne motners· 1aent1f1cation Wlth the military. Mothers of 
chlldren 1n the referred group scored significantly lower 
1n m1litary 1dent1f1cation than did mothers in the 
non-referred group c~C55J = 2.62, ~(.01). A s1m11ar 
r1na1ng was made between the fathers of these two groups 
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ll_t55J = 2.79, ~~ .01). While authors were careful to po1nt 
out the n1gner profess1onal and educatlonal status of their 
sample, they conc1uaed that mobllity, per se, has less to 
do Wlth prea1ct1ng oehav1oral dlsturoance 1n Chlldren than 
does parental attitude towara the mooility and 
ldentlrlcatlon w1tn an extended community. 
EamllY Structure 
~he relat1onsh1p of fam1ly structure to behav1oral 
adJUStment has oeen exam1ned 1n a number of studies. The 
National Assoc1at1on of Elementary School Principals and 
the Kettering Foundatlon's Institute for the Development of 
Educatlonal Act1vit1es (1980-1981) conducted a study of 
over 18,000 stuaents from 26 elementary and secondary 
scnools 1n 14 states. Fam1ly structure was defined as 
either one or two parent and th1s 1nformat1on was taken 
rrom the stuaents' records. Behav1oral adJUStment was 
aef1ned 1n terms of referrals to the school off1ce for 
disclplinary reasons, rates of suspension and expuls1on. 
The percentage of students from one parent families 
referred to the school office for d1sc1plinary reasons was 
greater for ooth elementary and secondary students. while 
the average numoer of t1mes these students were referred 
were virtually the same as for the1r two parent farn1ly 
counterparts. The autnors suggested that more one parent 
stuaents present a1sc1pl1ne problems, yet they tended to 
comm1t only sllghtly more offenses than their two parent 
classmates. 
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The percentage of students of one parent famllies who 
were suspenaed from schoo1 was nearly twice that of 
stuaents from two parent familles of both elementary and 
secondary students and expulsion percentages were three 
t1mes as hlgh. Although the authors quest1oned the 
re11aDil1ty of th1s aata due to tne small number of 
stuaents 1nVo1ved, tney concluded tnat a trend of more 
ser1ous offenses comm1ttea by students of one parent 
fam111es was apparent. 
Evans and Neel ll980-1981) performed e1ght statlStlcal 
analyses on tne data prov1ded 1n the aoove report. They 
separated the categor1es of elementary and secondary 
students and f1rst and second semester. They found that 
the dlfferences oetween students or one and two parent 
families was statistlcally signiflcant tor first semester 
expuls1ons, number of referrals to the office tor 
a1scipl1ne and number of suspens1ons tor all but second 
semester elementary school students. 
In another scnool related study, Toullatos and 
Linaholm (1980J exam1ned tne relatlonship of behavior 
problems 1n students from intact, single parent and step 
parent rarn1lies. The subJects for this study were 3644 
whlte students enrolled 1n klndergarten through the e1ghth 
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graae 1n a suouroan scnoo1 a1str1ct of a large south 
midwestern City. inrcrmaticn regardlng fam1ly structure 
was arawn from scnool records. :eacners completea Ouav's 
Benavior ~ron1em ~hecKlist as a measure of behavior 
proolems. Social class was a1so aetermined, 1n terms of 
occupational level of head of hcusenold and was derived 
rrom tne classification system aevisea oy the United States 
uepartment or Labor. 
using a 11near multiple regression model for 
statiStiCal analysis, tne following results were reported. 
~Irst, the overa11 ana1ysis Inaicatea tnat tne differences 
among tne familY types were significant for all of the 
oenavior factors. Cnildren liVIng With only one biological 
parent nad Significantly more difficulties on the checklist 
variables tnan did those from Intact homes. For the two 
subscales of Socialized Delinquency and Personality 
Problems, children living With one parent were shown to 
have greater proo1ems If they were from lower social class. 
The autnors concluaed that children from broken homes 
naa a greater aegree of oenaviora1 proolems than those from 
Intact nomes, particularly In the area of conduct disorders 
and ael1nquency. They further stated that the higher 
Inciaence or oehavior proolems 1n motner only families was 
greatly 1nf1uencea oy the cnaracteriStlcally lower social 
class and financial welfare of tnese families. 
In a stuay more IllUstrative of tne effect of 
socio-economic status, Desimone-Luis, O'Mahoney and Hunt 
ll979J exam1nea tne erfects of d1vorce upon cn1ldren's 
behav1or 1n conJunctlon Wltn 30 demograpnlc factors. The 
subJects for tnls stuay were the ~5 cnildren, aged seven 
tnrougn tnlrteen years, whose s1ngle parents were memoers 
of a cnapter or 8arents Wlthout Partners. Parents ratea 
the1r cnlldrens' behav1or us1ng the LoUlSVllle Behav1or 
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CnecKllst. The rat1ngs of f1ve children Wlthin this sample 
met the checKllst cr1ter1on tor dev1ance 1n terms of 
problem oehav1or. 
An analysis or the demographic data snowed that the 
on1y var1able related to these cn1ldren was a 50% arop 1n 
ram1ly 1ncome 1mmed1ately follow1ng tne d1vorce. Wh1le 
tnis drop 1n 1ncome was present 1n 25% of the non-aev1ant 
group lt was present Wlthout exceptlon 1n the deviant 
group. The authors found tn1s to be a statistically 
significant relatlonship and viewed 1t as an index of the 
depr1vat1on tnese cn1ldren experienced as a result of 
parental d1vorce. 
A later stuay supported Deslmone-Luis, O'Mahoney and 
Hunt ·s conc1us1on aoout tne impact of econom1c factors upon 
behav1or. Farnsworth (1984) examined data collected as 
part of a larger longltudinal study which was inltiated in 
1962. She studiea a sample oi 99 fifteen year old Blacks 
oi lower soc1oeconom1c background from an upper midwest 
Clty. 'Thls group was nearly equally divlded among father 
present ana fatner aosent fam1l1es. A total of 21 
lndependent variables and tour dependent var1ables were 
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exam1nea wh1ch were :related to the research hypothesis that 
aaolescent:s from "broken·• homes are more l1kely to develop 
ael1nquent oenav1o:rs tnan thel:r peers living 1n intact 
ram111es. 
A total of 20 :reduced-model statlStlcal analyses were 
conaucted on the data to determine tne interrelat1onsh1ps 
among va:r1aoles. The autno:r expla1ned that :his unusual 
procedure was aavantageous due to the small subJects to 
va:r1aoles :ratlo and due to the poss1ole lnte:r:relateaness of 
1ndepenaent var1ao1es. Among all poss1ble como1nat1ons 
stua1ea, only one type or ram1ly structure was 
s1gnif1cantly :related to any form of de11nquency. 
Fa:rnswo:rtn conc1uaes tnat the erfect of fam11y structure 
var1ab1es upon delinquency 1n adolescent offspring, while a 
popular notlon, 1s an unfounded presumpt1on of lower 
soc1oeconom1c Blacks. She suggests that economic variables 
may play a more lrnportant :role 1n delinquency outcomes than 
aoes fam1ly structure. 
Another study involvlng the Lou1sville Behavior 
Cneckl1St was conducted by Jacobson C1979). This study 
exam1ned the relationshlp of tlme lost 1n contact with 
fatners and tne behavioral problems of children in 
separated or d1vorced families. The sample cons1sted of 30 
fam111es Whlch 1ncluded 51 children rang1ng in age from 
three to seventeen and whose fam111es nad exper1enced a 
rnar1ta1 separat1on w1tn1n tne 12 month per1oa prior to the 
researcn. These fam1l1es were sequentially chosen from 
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qual1fy1ng applicants tor serv1ces at a community mental 
health center 1n a 1arge western metropolitan community. 
The time the ratners spent With their Children, DOth Defore 
and arter parental separation, was gathered In Interviews 
Wlth the parents and recoraea on the researcher developed 
Time Spent £orm. 2arents tilled out the LouiSVllle 
Behavior ChecKlist for each child. 
In a correlational comparison of time lost with 
fathers fol1ow1na separation, s1gn1ficant relationships 
were fauna ror 13 of the 19 suDscales of the Louisville 
~enav1or ChecKlist. Wnen examined oy age the strongest 
findings were related to children aged seven through 
thirteen. ·rhe author concluded that this may oe due to the 
longer contact older children had Wlth the1r fathers and a 
stronger reaction to time lost Wlth him. Jacobson 
suggestea that further research be done regarding the short 
term effects of parental separation upon children. 
Grove ana Crutcnfield ll982) conducted a study of 620 
iamllies liVlng In a large northern midwest City. The 
purpose or :ne1r study was to examine the relationships 
among various fam1ly cnaracteriStlcs and the Incidence of 
parents' reports ot delinquent acts by the1r 13 year old 
children. Data were collected through a process of 
structured 1nterv1ews held With parents who were randomly 
selected from census tracts to ensure equal representation 
by race. The 1nc1dence of report of delinquent acts among 
children living 1n a single parent family (~ = 32.1) was 
s1gn1f1cantly n1gher tnan that reported wnere two parents 
were present lll = ~2.1, £~.US). An 1mportant feature of 
tnls stuay was control ior potentlally contaminatlng 
var1ables to the exam1nat1on of del1nquency ana fam1ly 
structure. Three categories of poor parental 
characterlStlcs, r1ve categor1es of parent-chlld 
re1at1onsn1ps ana crowded hous1ng were all covaried into 
thls researcn aes1gn. Authors d1d caut1on however, that 
the de11nquent acts referred to in their study were 
generally not ser1cus and pernaps are best referrea to as 
m1soenav1or and not true ael1nquency. 
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~olletta ll983; exam1nea 72 ram111es from a northeast 
metropo11tan cornmun1ty to attempt to determ1ne wnether the 
Known stresses or tne chlldren of female head of household 
ram1l1es were tne result of father absence or due to lower 
1ncome wh1ch 1s frequently assoc1ated w1th this type of 
fam11y structure. To accomplish this, the researcher 
conductea 1nterv1ews Wlth heads of housenolds of tam1lies 
d1fferent1al1y c1ass1f1ed by 1ncome and family structure. 
The three groups 1n thls study were low 1ncome one parent 
famllies, moaerate 1ncome one parent familles and moderate 
1ncome two parent fam111es. A content analys1s was 
performea on transcr1pts or the 1nterv1ews. several 
important r1nd1ngs were d1scussed. First, 70% ot the low 
1ncome female heads of households exper1enced downward 
econom1c moOllltY to sucn a aegree that tney relocatea 1nto 
less expens1ve nous1ng closer to work or day care. Over 
families the least. Two way 1nteract1on between family 
structure and grade was also found to be s1gnificant 
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(~(6, 533) = 2.71, ~ ( .01). The author cautioned the 
reader not to general1ze the f1nd1ngs of tnis study to 
other tnan suburoan populatlons, s1nce students from these 
settlngs were not 1ncluded in his study. 
Eorenana, Long and Hedr1ck (1987J conaucted a study to 
examine and compare the families of young adolescents who 
aemonstrated overt behav1or problems, overt and covert 
behav1or pronlems and nelther type of problem. Twenty 
three suoJects, the1r motners and soc1al stuaies teacners 
part1c1pated in the study. 
SubJects were ass1gned to one of the three behav1or 
groups oased on behav1or rating scores produced by their 
teachers on two subscales of the Revisea Behavior Problem 
Checklist. On thls instrument, overt behav1or problems 
1ncludea temper tantrums, fights and arguments. Covert 
behavior problems 1ncluded theft, lying, drug use, truancy 
and ly1ng. Students were assigned to a no behav1or problem 
group 1r thelr teachers rated them as demonstratlng few of 
tne llsted benav1ors. A behavioral conflict with parent 
rating was produced from behav1or ratings made by tra1ned 
ooservers during a simulated problem solving exercise 
subJects completed Wlth their parents. An additional 
measure of parent-child conflict was derived from scores 
proaucea on the lssues Cnecklist. The 1ssues checKlist 
requ1res parents and adolescents to recall disagreements 
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about 44 spec1r1c 1ssues and whether or not the isssues had 
been a1scussea Wltnin the past two weeks. Age and 
soc1oeconom1c status did not differ s1gn1f1cantly across 
the three groups. Each group was then analyzed for 
differences of intact versus divorced parent families and 
tne extent of parental conflict. Parental conflict was 
aefinea as scores produced on the O'Leary-Porter Scale. A 
one-way ana1ys1s of var1ance was performed on the data. 
A statlStlcally significant relatinship was found for 
scores on tne O'Learv-Porter Scale l£(2,20) = 5.46, ~\.05), 
aaolescent ratlngs on the Issues Checkllst (£C2,19) = 
4.02, ~<.05) and on the behavioral ratings from the problem 
solv1ng exerc1se l~(2,20) = 3.63, ~,.os;. The no problem 
behav1or group and the overt problem behav1or group each 
had f1ve students from intact families and three from 
d1vorced ones. The overt and covert problem behavior group 
had only one student from an intact family, but six from 
divorcea ones. The authors concluded that their study 
offers conslderaole support for the hypothes1s that a 
family with a child wno dlsplays both overt and covert 
behav1oral problems is characterized by chaos and conflict. 
They go on to add that these students typically come from a 
home characterized by interparental conflict, mother-
adolescent conflict and divorce. 
summary 
The research rev1ewed 1n thls chapter lllustrates that 
certain var1ables appear to mediate the relationship of 
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relocat1on and fam1ly structure upon academ1c achievement 
ana benav1oral adJustment. 2ailure to cons1der these 
med1at1ng var1aoles 1n some stud1es has apparently resulted 
1n contl1ct1ng or 1nconclus1ve outcomes. 
Researcn regarding acaaemic achievement has reported 
relat1onsh1ps Wlth dlfferences in fam1ly structure, 
re1ocat1on, tlme passed s1nce changes in either of these 
took place and tne extent of soc1al support 1n the new 
commun1ty. Research on oehav1oral aaJustment illustrates 
1ts re1at1onsh1p to tnese same var1ables as well as 
parents' attltude toward the relocatlon. Several 
potentlally 1mportant areas have been left unresearched. 
Wh1le studles support the not1on that parental attltude 
about relocatlon mea1ates post relocation adJustment in 
children, no study has compared teacher attltudes about 
relocated students with the1r subsequent academic 
performance or classroom behav1or. The reasons for 
relocat1on, although· implled, have not been directly 
studied. Econom1c reasons for relocation may be 
particularly salient. Cross country occupatlonal transfer 
whlch 1s concurrent Wltn promotion and salary 1ncrease may 
mediate post relocation adJUStment in children quite 
dlfferently from cross city relocation due to divorce and 




Presented in this chapter are the methods and 
procedures utilized in this investigation. The selection 
of subjects 1s deta1led and instruments are described. 
Procedures for data collection and analysis also are 
discussed. 
SubJect Selection 
The sample for this study consisted of three groups 
which were selected from a large western suburban school 
district. The first group was comprised of 14 eighth grade 
students who entered participating schools during the 
1985-1986 or 1986-1987 school years and who were willing to 
participate in the study. The second sample consisted of 
14 adults who were living in the household who were either 
parents or legal guardians of these students. The third 
sample consisted of school teachers who were willing to 
participate. The selection of school teachers <n = 28) 
required a minimum of two teachers for each student. One 
teacher was chosen on the basis of teaching a subJect 
commonly assoc1ated with required curriculum. These 
subJects 1ncluded mathematics, English, sciences, social 
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studies, history and geography. Another of these teachers 
was chosen on the basis of teaching a subJect commonly 
assoc1ated with elective curriculum. These subJects 
include physical education, industrial arts, wood shop, 
auto mechan1cs, home economics, metal shop, stagecraft and 
dramatic and performing arts. 
Due to the small s1ze of this study, demographic 
information has been gathered from the subJects so that a 
profile of the sample could be given. This profile is 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
Sampling biases that may have threatened the 
viability of this study were selection of voluntary 
subJects and non-random selection of the first 14 students 
who qualified for inclusion. It is quite possible that 
subJects who participated in this study are different in 
some significant way from subJects who might have been 
randomly selected. For example, it is known that the 
subJects selected for this study underrepresented the 
incidence of eighth grade students who are not accompanied 
to school by their parents for enrollment. Participation 
consent forms which were presented to self-enrolling 
students were almost never returned completed. This 
suggests that those parents who were less involved in the 
academic enrollment of their eighth grade students were 
either less willing to participate in this study or that 
their eighth grade students restricted the communication 
which typically takes place between parents and school 
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Table 1 


































































Ca) Includes alimony, child support and public assistance. 
(b) Given in number of years. Associate Degree = 14 years, 
Bacnelor•s Degree= 16 years. Master's Degree= 18 years. 
Cc) Respondent declined to answer. Cd) Unknown. 
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Table 2 





































1st of 2 
1st of 4 
2nd of 4 
Only Child 
2nd of 2 
4th of 10 
1st of 4 
1st of 5 
1st Of 2 
4th of 4 
1st of 2 
1st of 2 
Relationship of Adults 




Mother, 2nd Stepfather 
Mother, Mother's Friend 
Mother, Stepfather 
Mother, Stepfather 











Semi-structured interviews were conducted which 
followed questions developed to elicit responses to 
pert1nent top1c areas. The Teacher's Survey <Appendlx A) 
provided the format for an interview of the relocation 
experience from the teachers• perspective. It was designed 
to prompt responses relating to classroom instructors• 
v1ews of relocated students in general. as well as 
questions relating to the particular student of this study. 
The Parent's Survey CAppendix B) provided the format for an 
interview of the relocation experience from parents• 
perspective. Topics pursued in this survey included 
socio-economlc status, significant changes occurring in 
synchronicity with relocation, parental attitudes about 
relocation and other areas of interest. 
The Student's Survey <Appendix C) provided the 
structure for understanding students' responses to 
relocation. Areas assessed in these interviews included 
student att1tude regarding relocation, perceived influence 
in the decision to move, expected losses related to 
relocation and anticipated experience following relocation; 
including academic performance and social acceptance. 
The semi-structured nature of the survey instruments 
allowed for the inclusion of subJect responses not 
specifically covered by the questions. Following 
complet1on of the structured portion of the survey all 
subJects were asked if there were any additional factors 
which may have contributed to postrelocation adjustment. 
Validity 
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Validity of the interview schedules was attained 
through two means. First, content validity was derived by 
writ1en items JUStlfied by findings of prev1ous research. 
Second, face validity was established by the items being 
submltted to a panel of experts for review to determine if 
they addressed important issues related to relocation and 
whether or not the 1tems were free from cultural and other 
biases. ·rhe panel of experts cons1sted of three members: 
two possessing doctoral level education and substantial 
exper1ence in the fields of education and adolescent 
behavior and a third possessing counseling experience with 
young adolescents. 
Item Justification 
Items for the semi-structured interviews were derived 
empirically from prev1ous research and conceptually from 
the identification of aspects not yet researched. Items 
may be JUStified by the extent to which they fall into 
either or both of these categories. 
Teachers• Survey 
The process of asking teachers their views regarding 
relocated students can only be JUStified conceptually. 
Previous research has failed to consider teacher input as 
valuable. For this reason the only input teachers have 
provided in previous relocation research were grades, 
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obJeCtlve behav1or ratings and reports of disciplinary 
action. The conceptual JUStification for asking teachers 
about their perceptions is that they are qualified by their 
direct exper1ence with students to provide input. The 
limitatlon of thls input has potentially excluded relevant 
informat1on which teachers may possess. 
Just as parental attitude about relocation has been 
shown to mediate the effects of relocation with respect to 
behav1oral adJustment <Whalen & Fried, 1973), it may be 
hypothes1zed that teacher attitude may mediate both 
behavioral and academic adJustment in the classroom. Items 
numbered one, three, four. seven and eight of Part One of 
the Teacher's survey CAppendix A) assessed teacher 
attitudes about relocation generally and specifically with 
respect to expectations for behav1oral and academ1c 
adJUStment of the student. Item number two has been 
conceptually JUStified in that student adJustment to new 
teachers. curr1cula and instructional methodologies 
CBenson & Weigel, 1980-1981> may have initially requ1red 
greater one-to-one contact with the teacher. Since a 
larger class size reduces teacher ability to respond to 
individual needs, class size may have mediated post 
relocation adjustment in the classroom. Item number five 
allows an unstructured opportunity for instructors to 
discuss potentially unidentified mediators of post 
relocation adJustment worthy of further research. Item 
number six was Justified both conceptually and empirically. 
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This item was conceptually relevant as comprising one 
aspect of teacher attitude about relocation as discussed 
above. The question was empirically JUStified in that 
prev1ous research has measured post relocation adJustment 
at var1ous 1ntervals rang1ng from one semester CBenson & 
Weigel, 1980-1981: Cramer & Dorsey, 1970: Goebel, 1974) to 
the entire school career CLevine. Wesolowski & Corbett. 
1966). Since the time interval for post relocation 
adJUstment has been questioned CNolan & Hall, 1978). it 
appeared that teachers were able to offer relevant input. 
Item number one of Part Two of the Teacher's Survey 
assessed the reliability of teachers' report on item six of 
Part One as well as provided an index of reliability of 
post relocation adJustment as determined from the responses 
to subsequent questions. Items five and six augmented item 
one in assess1ng the final level of post relocation 
adjustment particularly if this adjustment appeared to have 
been incomplete at the time of the follow up interview. 
Items two. three and four asked teachers for responses to 
dependent var1ables defined in Chapter One. Item seven 
assessed the consistency of reports of teacher expectations 
as determ1ned in Part One. The last item assesses the 
extent to which the teacher believed the student was 
academically prepared for placement in the class. It was 
hypothesized that differences of textbooks and general 
academ1c standards between schools reflect differences of 
curricula w1thin a subJect area. Accommodating to these 
differences becomes part of the student's adJustment task 
<Benson & Weigel, 1980-1981). 
Parents' survey 
Just as studies have restricted the range of teacher 
input, so most studies have limited parent input as well. 
Information historically provided by parents has included 
parental occupation and educational level CFalik, 1966: 
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Goebel, 1974: Whalen & Fried. 1973). Only one study has 
compared post-relocation adJUStment with non-demographic 
variables. Pedersen and Sullivan <1964) found that 
parents' att1tude toward the move was a better predictor of 
subsequent adJustment of their children than was the number 
of previous moves. From this limited research it was 
hypothesized that nondemographic variables associated with 
the parents also may have had mediating effects upon the 
relocation experience of their children. 
The first three 1tems of Part One of the Parent's 
survey (Appendix B) explored losses, gains and reasons for 
relocation. Prev1ous research has suggested that the 
reasons for relocation may have mediated post-relocation 
adJustment CLacey & Blane, 1979). Items four through seven 
assessed parental attitude toward the move. This has been 
shown to be an 1mportant mediating variable as discussed 
above. Items eight and nine focused on changes in the 
social support system of parents. Roy and Fuqua's study 
(1983) found that the extent of the social support system 
of single parents had a mediating effect upon academic 
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performance of tneir school aged children. Item ten was 
JUStified conceptually. If it was hypothesized that 
parental attitude about a move mediated a student •s post 
relocation adJUStment, it also may be hypothesized that 
parental sense of permanence following the move could have 
a similar effect. If this move was viewed as temporary, it 
was possible that the entire fam1ly will feel less 
committed to mak1ng new friends or establishing ties in the 
community, s1nce these actlvities were associated with 
res1dential permanence. Items 11 and 12 provided a reality 
check of information asked of students about their own 
grades. Item 13 asked parents about changes in the 
subJect's benavior since the move. While previous research 
hypothes1zed a relatlonship of post-relocation behav1or 
with the relocation itself CPedersen & Sullivan, 1964: 
Potts, 1976: Stubblefield, 1955), other studies have 
suggested maladaptive behavior may have preceded the move 
(Schaller, 1976). By asking parents about changes in 
subJeCt behavior following the move, the pitfall of 
conclus1ons based on ex-post facto research have been 
reduced. The final four items of Part One of the Parent's 
Survey asked for informat1on to assess socio-economic 
status as defined in Chapter One. 
The first item of Part Two of the Parent's survey is 
conceptually similar to item eight of Part One. Since 
recency of relocation was shown to be related to post 
relocation behaviQr, this item attempted to identify the 
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level of resolution of behaviors which were apparent 
immedlately following relocation. Item two prov1ded a 
~eliability check of info~mation obtained from students in 
1tem one. Part Two of the Student's survey. Item three 
attempted to assess parents' JUdgement, based on their 
notion of the "seriousness" of changes in behavior. of 
subJects• post relocation adJustment. Item four attempted 
to assess the same Judgement based on parents' familiarity 
with pre and post relocation grades. Item five attempted 
to determine the extent to which informatlon during from 
the follow up interview represented the final state of the 
subJect's behavioral adJustment. The last three items 
prov1ded follow up information to items nine. six and five 
of Part One, respectively. 
Students' survey 
The Students' Survey <Appendix C) was designed to 
glean pertinent lnformation directly from the subJect. The 
first three 1tems of Pa~t One asked for information about 
family structure, birth order and family composition as 
deflned in Chapter One. This information appeared to be 
relevant s1nce studies have demonstrated relationships 
among behav1or problems. relocation and differing family 
structures <National Association of Elementary School 
Princlpals. 1980-1981). Since frequency of relocation has 
been linked to post relocation adjustment, item four was 
designed to identify the number of times subjects have 
relocated, as defined in Chapter One, during their academic 
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career. Althougn unresearched, students' sense of 
permanence was conceptualized as effectlng behavior and 
grades following a move. That frequency of relocation was 
related to these variables suggests anticipation of future 
moves reduced commitment to do well academically or make 
the effort to establish friendships. Item five was 
des1gnect to assess students' sense of permanence. 
The methodological difficulties regarding ex-post 
facto research discussed above also apply to school grades 
and conduct. This study has relied on self report of 
prev1ous grades and school behavior as requested in items 
s1x through ten. as a reference of prerelocation conduct 
against which self reports of postrelocation conduct and 
grades can be compared. Items 11, 12, 16 and 17 were 
similar to quest1ons asked of parents. It was 
hypothesized that if the social support system of parents 
mediated the academic achievement of their children that 
the soc1al support system of students may have had a 
s1milar effect. Items 13 and 14 attempted to assess the 
extent of change in curriculum. Benson and Weigel 
(1980-1981) have identified adjustment to changes in 
curr1culum as an important postre1ocation task. Items 15 
and 18 attempted to assess students' general attitude about 
the most recent relocation. 
Although students' attitudes about relocation have not 
been previously researched, a relationship between the 
attitudes of their parents and student behavior following 
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relocation has been established. It was conceivable 
therefore, that students• attitudes also may have been 
related to subsequent grades and behavior. The first two 
items of Part Two of the Student's Survey were designed to 
assess school achievement as defined in Chapter One. Items 
three, four, five and s1x provided indices of behavior 
dur1ng the time following relocation. Items seven and 
eight corresponded to similar items on the Teacher's and 
Parent's Surveys which attempted to determ1ne any trends or 
changes in behav1or suggestive of an incompleteness of 
postrelocation adJUStment. Items nine and eleven assessed 
changes 1n the support system which may have occurred since 
the initial interv1ew. Items ten and twelve follow up 
items eleven and twelve of Part One. They were intended to 
assess any changes in attitude which might have occurred 
during the time between the interviews. 
Research Design 
This research was an intensive case study des1gn with 
multiple subJects. Several advantages were intrinsic to 
this model. One advantage was the opportunity to identify 
heretofore unresearched but potentially salient variables. 
These included birth order, intra- and extra-family support 
systems and subJects' typical means of coping with 
stressful events. A second advantage was that this design 
provided a more qualitative and potentially dynamic 
understanding of the forces at work during a time of 
multiple systemic changes which occurred with relocation. 
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A number of d1sadvantages and limitations also were 
intrinsic to this design. First, the subJective reporting 
of experience did not allow for relative comparison from 
one subJect to another. Second, the use of nonquantified 
data did not allow relative comparison of independent 
variables in their contribution to outcomes, nor 
statist1cal tests of probability to determ1ne the 
s1gnificance of independent variables. Third, use of a 
nonrandomized sample of such small size limited 
genera1izabl1ity of results. 
Procedure 
Prior to selection of subjects, permission was secured 
from administrators of participating schools. All teachers 
were then provided with the Teacher's Consent Form 
CAppendix D) • Those teachers who completed the form were 
considered for participation in the study based on whether 
or not a qualifying student enrolled in their classes. 
Upon enrollment of qualifying subJects, parents or 
custodial guardians were provided with the Parent's Consent 
Form <Appendix E). The first 14 subjects whose parents or 
custodial guardians completed this form were included in 
the study. Based on the information provided on the 
Parent's Consent Form, subjects' parents or custodial 
guardians were contacted by phone to arrange interviews. 
The voluntary participants in the study consisted of 
relocated eighth grade students, their parents and 
teachers. 
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The 1nitial interviews CPart I) with students, parents 
or custodial guardians and teachers were then conducted. 
Dur1ng the fifth week of school following the first 
interv1ews, followup 1nterviews were conducted CPart II>. 
At that time, lnformation provided during the first 
interviews was reviewed. focusing particular attention on 
changes which had taken place 1n the 1nterim. All 
interviews were tape recorded and rev1ewed by the 
researcher dur1ng the analysis of data. 
Analysis of Data 
A content analysis of the data was performed 
emphasizing the following maJOr areas of interest; academic 
performance, classroom behavior in elective subject and 
required subJect, behavior at home and with peers, 
classroom environment. family size and birth order. Also 
of interest was how these measures changed from the first 
week to the fifth week following r~location. Other themes 
which became apparent upon examination of the data were 
also analyzed. Informat1on from the interviews is 
presented on a subJect by subJect basis as well as a 
cross-subJect basis as suggested by Yin (1984>. A 
single-case data collection and analysis with a cross-case 
analysis design is utilized. The cross-case analysis is 
found in Chapter v. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Introductlon 
Data collected during the conduct of this study are 
presented in this chapter. For each of the 14 eighth grade 
students who partlcipated, an introductory paragraph is 
found. Under a subsequent heading, the two interviews 
conducted with the student are summarized. The following 
section provides a similar summary of the interviews held 
with the parent or legal guardian living in the household. 
A final division is allocated to a summary of the four 
interviews in which two of each students' teachers 
particlpated. 
SUbJeCt 
Presentation of Data 
SubJect 1 
SubJect number one was female and an only child. 
Following the divorce of her father from her stepmother, 
she and her father moved to their present residence. Prior 
to the divorce, this subJect lived first with her father, 
stepmother, stepsister and half sister, then with her 
paternal grandparents. The move under study represents the 
second change of residence and therefore the third school 
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attended during this school year. During her school 
career, subJeCt number one has moved one other time during 
a school year. Both of this subject's biological parents 
have completed high school and the estimated monthly 
1ncome of this family was S1600. 
SubJect number one reported that she earned about a 
3.5 grade point average. During her previous school year, 
she was an academ1c honors student. Follow1ng her most 
recent move, she reported her grades as" ••• about as good 
as they were when I was in one place and not moving 
around." These grades were and continued to be a little 
better than those of her classmates. While grades remained 
consistent, they did not do so without effort; " ••• my 
work, 1t was harder because they didn't know which level I 
was in ••• and I had to work up and stay after <school) and 
make up all this work to get up to where they were." This 
eighth grader reported that both prior to and following her 
most recent move, she had not skipped any classes nor been 
involved in any activ1ty which would have resulted in 
aisciplinary action at school. This student describes her 
behavior at home as unchanged, except that she talked more 
to her father about school interests follow1ng her most 
recent relocation. She expressed an initial interest and 
positive view about moving despite the loss of friends. 
This subJect saw this as a more permanent move than 
the previous two because she will not move again 
" ••• probably 'till I'm out of high school." This subject 
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reported that following her immediately previous move, she 
became concerned that she was not making new friends. She 
felt better after the school counselor told her that it 
takes a little longer to become accepted into new groups. 
Following that advice, this student reported that she felt 
more patient about making friends. During the course of 
the move under study, this eighth grader left about 50 
friends beh1nd. She reported making between 10 and 15 
fr1ends dur1ng the first two days in her new school and 
between 100 and 150 friends by the fifth week. This 
student did not partic1pate in any clubs, organizations or 
act1v1ties at her previous school. At her new school 
however, she had JOined a dance club and had signed up with 
some of her new friends to try out for parts in a stage 
presentation at an all school assembly. 
Parent 
SubJect number one's father stated that he and his 
daughter reJoined and moved primarily for her benefit. He 
stated that both he and his daughter preferred this area 
due to its closeness to stores, school and church. This 
father d1d not agree with his daughter that the move was 
relatively permanent. He would like to have moved from the 
apartment into a house and suggested that he may do so 
within a year. He added however, that any house would be 
in the catchment area for the high school his daughter 
would attend the following school year. This parent's 
primary gain in mov1ng was reunification with his daughter, 
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since prior to the move she had been living with his 
parents. This father had recently separated from his 
second Wlfe, primar1ly due to marital distress and poor 
relationship between his wife and the subJect. This father 
saw his daughter's developmental needs as most important at 
th1s time: " ••• it's a critical part of (student •s name) •s 
life where she needs the guidance to grow up." This parent 
felt like he needed to be with his daughter to provide 
adequate guidance. While he reported losses of his wife, 
newborn daughter and stepdaughter, this parent appeared to 
experience these as only moderate. He reported that he and 
his wife's relationship had always been tenuous. He 
reported that his daughter is " ••• a lot happier now" and 
that her grades had returned to their previously high 
levels. This parent reported a very close relationship 
between himself and h1s daughter, whom he described as 
" ••• a very car1ng and loving kid." He added that her 
behavior both immed1ately after the move and at five weeks 
following the move remained relatively unchanged from her 
behavior before moving. 
This father reported no previous or current 
participation in community activities or organizations. He 
generally agreed with his daughter's reports of her grades, 
but noted that prior to this move, the best grades she made 
were while she was living with him and her stepmother, even 
though there was considerable family stress. 
Teacners 
This student's teachers developed some initial 
expectations tor her grades and behavior during the first 
few days she attended their classes. Neither teacher 
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would speculate on the possible effects moving and changing 
schools might have produced upon her grades. One of the 
teachers bel1eved that these exper1ences had produced no 
effects upon tne student's behavior. Both felt that 
following an adequate time for adJustment, this student 
would demonstrate "normal" or "average" classroom behavior. 
These expectations appeared to mater1alize. At the five 
week interview, one of the teachers noted that this student 
appeared somewhat more "open" but that this was a subtle 
difference. Overall, her behavior was described as 
" ••• about normal--she talks out of turn JUSt like she's 
supposed to." Both teachers attributed th1s student's 
behavioral adJUStment to early indicators of her ability to 
make friends. 
One of the teachers noted that this student may have 
made a better behavioral and academic adjustment for two 
reasons. First, she made friends with another student who 
moved and enrolled 1n this school the same day she did. 
Second, this teacher overheard the student telling some of 
her new acquaintances that she was participating in this 
study. Witn respect to the second observation, the teacher 
surm1sed that the awareness of being observed had a 
motivatlng effect on this particular student to try to do 
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well. He qualified his observat1on by suggesting that this 
type of response may only occur among those students who 
are already somewhat motivated to do well. 
While both teachers speculated that the time needed 
for behav1oral and academic adJUstment was in the range of 
three weeks, one of the teachers felt that adJUStment was 
not complete at the time of the follow-up interview. She 
felt that an additional two weeks would be needed. While 
this student made one friend initially, she had remained 
relatlvely quiet and established no other sign1ficant peer 
relationships In the class. 
Both teachers expected that this student would 
demonstrate no lower than average academic performance. 
These expectations also materialized. At the follow-up 
interv1ew, both teachers reported the student's grades were 
about 3.0. One of the teachers noted a slow trend of grade 
improvement. While one of the teachers stated that a 3.0 
was about class average for grades, the other teacher found 
this student's grades fell in the upper one third of her 
class. Both teachers felt that moving and changing schools 
dur1ng the school year produced no lasting effects on this 
student's behav1or. One of the teachers suggested that 
some minor deterioration of grades may have taken place. 
It is interesting to note that the teacher of the 
required, or core subJect felt that previous academic 
preparation had little to do with present performance. His 
experience was that: " ••• most kids can't tell me what they 
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were previously studying ••• " in this subJect area prior to 
changing schools. The elective class teacher reported that 
prev1ous preparat1on is 1mportant due to the emphasis on 
spec1fic skills development in typing. She felt this 
student's academic preparation had been adequate. 
Both teachers reported that they had about 35 students 
in class. One teacher reported this class size to be about 
average. The other teacher believed this class s1ze was 




SubJect number two was male and an only child. This 
subJect's parents had recently divorced following his 
father's diagnosis with a terminal illness. This student 
and his mother moved from an adJacent state following a 
requested JOb transfer. Relocation to this area had 
afforded the student with an opportunity to be near his 
hospitalized father. It should be noted that between the 
1nitial and follow up interviews. this subJect's father 
died. Both of this subJect's biological parents have 
completed high school and the estimated monthly income of 
this family was $1600. 
SubJect number two reported that he earned about a 0.9 
grade po1nt average at his previous school. He assessed 
these grades to be somewhat lower than those of his 
classmates. This eighth grader did not know what grades he 
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had made at his new school because he had been absent two 
weeKs since enrolling and was therefore" ••• still making 
up work." It was anticipated however, that they were 
better than at his previous school. This anticipation was 
based on the subJect's knowledge that he has some type of 
difficulty learning which, at previous schools, had 
resulted in placement in some classes for learning disabled 
students. This student attributed his previously poor 
grades to the school's inability to provide him with these 
classes. Since subJect number two has enrolled in his 
present school, he had been placed in some special 
education classes. This student reported that both prior 
to and following his recent move, he had not skipped any 
classes nor been involved in any activity which would have 
resulted in disciplinary action at school. He described 
hiS behavior at school and home as somewhat changed. 
Immediately following relocation, the subJect reported 
that he was more nervous, quiet, friendless and not having 
much fun. He subsequently reported feeling more calm and 
confident. He therefore participated more in class 
discussion, enJoyed more activities and carried on many of 
these activities Wlth his "15 or 20" new friends. This 
student expressed a positive change in his attitude about 
moving: "It's not as bad as the way I was expecting it to 
be." He reported that he liked h1s new school because the 
classes were easier and because the school is not as 
strict--students here are allowed to chew gum in class and 
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are not requ1red to use a particular type of paper for all 
ass1gnments. SubJect number two saw the move as quite 
permanent. He believed this was so because his mother 
purchased the condomlnium in which they both lived. This 
student did not particlpate 1n any commun1ty based support 
groups either before or after relocating, with the 
exception of the church. 
Parent 
SUbJect number two's mother stated that she and her 
son moved for several reasons. First, they wanted to be 
near the hosp1tal where the subJect's father was being 
treated. They also moved because regional consolidation by 
the mother's employer made transfer to this regional hub 
eas1er. This parent stated that she felt there were few 
losses experienced in relocation. She stated that she 
v1ewed thls move as relatively permanent and that she 
purchased the condominium in which she and the subJect 
live. The subJect •s mother added that the condominium is 
both larger and nicer than the house she previously rented. 
She liked being in a larger city and having close neighbors 
in the condomlnium complex. This parent added that she had 
met several neighbors already and that they planned to have 
a community oarbecue soon. 
This mother reported that her son has made a very good 
behav1oral adJustment to relocation; " ••• he's altogether 
different ••• he's JUSt more at ease here." This mother 
descrlbed her son as more relaxed, cooperative and willing 
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to help with household chores. She did not however, 
believe five weeks was adequate time within which to make a 
complete adJUStment. While her son had made a number of 
friends, this mother believed he needed more time to make 
additional ones. 
SubJect number two's mother found it difficult to 
assess her son's academic status. She reported that he had 
been absent nearly two of the five weeks following 
enrollment due to his illness and to the death of his 
father. As a result, he had many incomplete grades. She 
added however, that her son was diligent about staying 
after school to make up work and that in the classes he has 
caught up, his grades are good: " he made a B in one of 
his classes." She qualified this observation by adding 
that she expected his other grades to not be quite as good 
because he made up work in the classes he liked best and 
that his 1ncomplete grades were in classes which were not 
so favored. 
Finally, this mother stated that she had a real 
apprec1ation for the support she and her son received 
following the death of her son's father. She was 
particularly 1mpressed that even though her son was a newly 
enrolled student, the school took i~ upon itself to find 
out about the death in the family and to send a plant and 
card to her house. She added that the local church had 
been very supportive as well. The youth and choir director 
took her son to and from the hospital regularly to visit 
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with h1s dad and the m1n1ster of this church officiated at 
the funeral even though the funeral was held out of state. 
Teachers 
Both of subJect number two's teachers agreed that more 
time would be necessary for him to adJust to his new 
school. Due to his two week absence from to school, one 
teacher observed; "It's almost as if he wasn't here.'' The 
other teacher initially thought this student would take a 
month to fully adJUSt but subsequently reported an 
additional month would be required. Both teachers expected 
that this student would do average to somewhat above 
average work once an adJustment period was complete. They 
could not nowever, substantiate these expectations due to 
the student's uncompleted assignments. 
There was some difference of opinion between the 
teachers regarding thls student's classroom behavior. 
Initially, both felt this e1ghth grader demonstrated good 
conduct. During the follow up interview however, the 
teacher of the elective class reported the student's 
behavior was somewhat more disruptive than the class 
average. He qualified these observations by adding that 
the class contained a very high percentage of disrupt1ve 
students. As a result, learning and good behavior were 
difficult for even well mot1vated students to accomplish. 
Both teachers concluded that had this student begun 
the school year in his present school, his grades would be 
better, but they came to this conclusion for different 
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reasons. One teacher saw an upward trend in post 
relocation grades suggestive of better overall academic 
performance. The other teacher observed that this student 
did nothing to attempt to keep up with his schoolwork while 
absent. She felt that this reflected a lack of involvement 
with school which was characteristic of new students. She 
added that had this student started the school year in his 
new school, he would have probably been more likely to keep 
in touch with his teachers and stay abreast of homework 
ass1gnrnents. 
Two final observations were made which were each 
attributed to making mid year relocation more difficult for 
this student. First, the student's absences had occurred 
JUSt prior to the ending of a school quarter. The timing 
of this absence afforded the student virtually no time to 
make up missed assignments before quarter grades were 
issued. Second, this student's placement in his elective 
class was made because all other elective classes were 
full. He was therefore placed in a class for which he had 
no prev1ous academic preparation. This was also a class in 
which many behaviorally disruptive students had been placed 
when they have not done well in other classroom settings. 
SubJect 3 
SubJect 
SubJect number three was female and the elder of two 
children. She lived with her biological mother, second 
stepfather and a five year old half sister born to her 
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mother and her first stepfather. This student's mother 
marr1ed a third time two months before relocating. The 
move under study 1s the tenth or eleventh that thls student 
recalled making s1nce the first grade during a school year. 
It should be noted that this student reported attending 
this same school two years ago. Her mother added however, 
that the earlier residence and enrollment in this area was 
only of a couple of months duration. This subJect's mother 
and both stepfathers have completed a high school 
education. Estimated monthly household 1ncome was S2250. 
SubJect number three recalled that her prerelocation 
grades were about a 3.2 Grade Point Average CGPA). She 
characterized these as about the same as those of her 
previous friends, but somewhat below the grades earned by 
her new schoolmates. During the course of this study, this 
student reported that her grades improved substantially. 
She estimated her postrelocation grades at a 3.5 GPA and 
felt very good about the improvement. This eighth grader 
stated that her grades became on par with those of her new 
friends and attributed the improvement to spending less 
time with friends. 
SubJect number three recalled that she was very 
talkatlve and popular at her previous school and that her 
attention was therefore more socially focused. At her new 
school, thls student had fewer new friends wlth whom to 
talk and therefore focused her attention on academic 
matters. SubJect number three reported that she was 
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involved in some type of disciplinary action during this 
school year at her previous school on two occasions. She 
denied skipplng any classes at that school or at her new 
one. She also den1ed involvement in disc1plinary action at 
her new school. 
This student experienced a change of attitude about 
her re1ocat1on which she attr1buted to a change of friends. 
During her first interview, this eighth grader stated that 
she gave up about 50 friends when she moved. To date she 
nad made about five new friends. She felt that the change 
1n fr1ends was the most difficult aspect of relocation; 
" ••• leaving friends is hard and not having new friends is 
embarrassing." Despite having attended this school two 
years earlier, this student discovered that she had either 
forgotten most of her old friends or that they had moved 
away. During the follow up interv1ew however, subJect 
number three said that she was glad she had made the move 
because she had made about as many new friends as she had 
prior to mov1ng and that her new friends were more 
thoughtful and courteous. 
This student participated in one school organization 
prior to moving and in three following relocation. She 
acquired two new classes and therefore did not have two 
subJects previously taught. This student reported that she 
used to move about twice during each school year. When 
asked how long she would live here, she replied; "I have no 
ldea--a couple of years, from what my mom says." 
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Parent 
SubJeCt number three's mother stated that ~he primary 
reason for mov1ng was to have more space. The move under 
study added one bedroom to the fam1ly's living space and 
there1n afforded the suOJeCt a room of her own. While 
this mother liked the area and had met one of her 
neighbors, she stated that the family would probably live 
1n their new res1dence only about a year before buying a 
home of thelr own. She anticlpated that at that t1me the 
fam1ly might move to a nearby city. Immediately following 
relocatlon, this mother's church related activities were 
disrupted. Those activlties were restored by the time of 
the follow up 1nterview. 
This eighth grader's mother felt adequate time had 
transpired for her daughter to have made a full adJustment 
to relocatlon and a new school. This mother reported that 
her daughter's behavior and grades changed very little 
following relocatlon. In contrast to her daughter's report 
of academic performance, this mother reported significant 
positive changes took place about one month before moving. 
She concurs with her daughter that earlier grades were 
about a 0.9 grade point average. During the month prior to 
mov1ng however, these grades dramatically improved so that 
they averaged nearly 4.0 at the time records were 
transferred between schools. This subJect's mother 
attributed the earlier poor grades and their improvement to 
several factors. Following the divorce of her mother and 
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stepfather, the subJect's first stepfather rernarr1ed. This 
resulted in subJect number three being reJected by her 
stepfather's second w1fe and subsequently by him as well. 
Following the divorce, the student's mother worked two JObs 
in order to meet f1nancial demands. This left the subject 
at horne primarily alone and in charge of her younger 
s1ster. Improvement in subJect number three's grades 
coinc1ded Wlth her mother's remarriage and an academ1c 
interest taken 1n her by her new stepfather. Child care 
respons1bilit1es also dirnlnished. It was during this 
per1od that th1s e1ghth grader met her biolog1cal father 
for the first t1me. The 1nitial contact between the 
subJect and her biological father was very positive and 
prec1pitated subsequent positive contacts. This mother 
expressed the op1nion that had these pos1tive events not 
occurred prior to the subJect's relocation, the posit1ve 
outcomes experienced with this relocation would not have 
taken place. This mother felt that her daughter's self 
esteem and grades would have remained very low. 
Finally, the subJect's mother indicated that this 
relocation may have been made eas1er on her daughter 
because one of her daughter's friends had also recently 
moved and was attending the same school and living in the 
same apartment complex. Since moving, the subJect and her 
friend have spent conslderable t1me together. 
Teachers 
During the first few days of school, the two selected 
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teachers developed few impressions or expectations for 
subJect number three's academic performance or behav1or. 
One of the teachers attributed this openness and lack of 
expectation on her observation that this student had been 
very quiet 1n her class. She stated that during the first 
three days of class, this student had not asked any 
questions. The other teacher attributed lack of 
expectat1ons on hav1ng no records of prev1ous academic 
performance. While the second teacher saw some value in 
hav1ng prev1ous school records, he acknowledged that some 
students make positive changes following enrollment in new 
schools. Should prev1ous school records reflect poor 
performance. this teacher believed he might have been 
preJudiced 1nto treating the new student in a way Whlch 
might thwart positive postenrollment change. This 
student's elective teacner did have some initial 
impressions. His interpretation of subject number three's 
good eye contact, receptiveness to new ideas and enthusiasm 
were that this student would probably adjust to her new 
school in about a week and that she would probably display 
about average behavior when compared to classmates. He 
also predicted that she was probably a 3.5 grade point 
average student. 
Both teachers agreed that this student's adJUstment 
was completed by the beg1nning of the fifth week of school. 
Even though one of the teachers saw some academic 
1mprovement following initial grades. she saw 
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stabilization of grades by the fifth week. Both teachers 
reported that student number three's grades were at the 4.0 
level. One teacher added however, that overall grades 
were at the 3.0 level due to absences and associated 
incomplete schoolwork. One teacher reported that previous 
academic preparation was adequate. The other teacher 
reported that this student's previous knowledge was better 
than about 90% of her classmates. This aroused some 
susp1c1on by this teacher that the student may have had 
some informal famil1ar1ty with the subJect material. The 
student's parent denied this was so. 
Both teachers felt this eighth grader had made a very 
good acaaem1c and behav1oral adJUStment following 
relocatlon and attributed it to several personal and 
1nterpersonal factors. They both described this student as 
outgo1ng and friendly. One of the teachers described her 
as a " ••• take charge person ••• ·· with leadership qualities 
who 1n1tiated conversation w1th others and made friends 
easily. This teacher also indicated that the student chose 
to affillate with peers who made good grades and 
exemplified at least average classroom behavior. She saw 
the behavioral and academ1c qualities of chosen affiliates 




SubJect number four was the only female and the eldest 
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of four children. She had a younger brother and two half 
brothers from her mother's second marriage. This subject 
lived w1th her mother. her mother's male roommate and her 
two younger half brothers. During the course of this 
study, this subJect's brother moved from the new residence 
to live w1th his father and an uncle due to behav1oral 
proolems. H1s mother stated that her son told her: "I'm 
not afraid of you and what you say doesn't matter because 
you're my mom." While th1s subJect reported that this move 
was the only one she has made during a school year. she 
stated that she attended school in this area about seven 
years ago. Her mother reported that she was" ••• tired of 
moving around." The subJeCt's mother also made references 
to having lived in Hawa1i and California. This parent 
stated that her eighth grade daughter was in special 
educatlon classes and was held back one year while in 
California. It is unclear: therefore, how many times this 
subJect had moved during her academic career. This 
subJect's mother reported that she completed the eleventh 
grade of high school but did not graduate. Estimated 
household monthly income was ssoo. 
This student reported that her school grades fell in 
the 2.0 range. She had only a vague notion of the grades 
she had earned during the five weeks following relocation. 
This student reported that she was sure she had not failed 
any classes but that she had received little other feedback 
from teachers. While she first thought her grades were 
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somewhat better than those of her new classmates, she later 
discovered that they were about the same. 
This student reported that both prior to and following 
the move, she had not skipped any classes. She added that 
durrng the current school year, she had been sent to the 
principal's office for fighting with classmates on four 
occasions pr1or to moving. This student suggested that 
fight1ng had been a fairly common way she had used to 
solve interpersonal difficulties and that she had 
difficulty controlling this behavror: "I can't fight, my 
morn won't let me fight, 'cause if I fight my morn'll kick my 
butt and I '11 go fly1ng through the room." 
This eighth grader reported that she was relentlessly 
heckled by a fellow student following enrollment in her new 
school. Two days before our second interview, the other 
student was suspended for this actiVIty. 
While this student's mother reported no changes in her 
daughter's behavior following relocation, the student 
herself reported that she had become more contientious 
about doing her homework and household chores. This 
student stated that she felt very good about moving 
despite leavrng friendships with " ••• half the 
school ••• "where she lived. This student appeared to 
make friends very quickly. She reported having about 200 
friends after four weeks at her new school. She added that 
all of her old friends were "new wavers" and her new 
friends are "rockers." 
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This eighth grader's involvement in soccer, volleyball 
and basketball were uninterrupted by moving. Following 
relocation. sne also added an immediate involvement with 
bow11ng and planned to begin baseball as soon as the season 
starts. This student reported that she had added classes 
in computer skills. dance and social studies. She no 
longer studied science. 
Parent 
SubJect number four's mother reported that she had two 
primary reasons for mov1ng. First. she had recently ended 
a marr1age of flve and one half years. Following divorce, 
thls man returned to the house and " .•• beat me up really 
bad and I had hlm arrested." One reason for moving, then, 
was to avoid further contact with this man. Second. the 
subJect's mother reported that she had been paying too 
much rent and that her lanalord left the property in a 
state of disrepair. Gains found in moving included closer 
proxlmity to ne1ghbors. children's friends and schools. 
This mother reported that her previous residence was in the 
country and about 15 miles from schools. The only reported 
liability was an increase in rent. 
This mother reported that she liked the neighborhood 
and the neighbors she had met. This attitude remained 
unchanged during the course of the study. While this 
parent statea that she generally liked the school her 
daughter attended, she had criticism 1n several specific 
areas. She believed that while the school's rules for 
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student conduct were good, they were also more strict than 
those at her daughter's previous school. She also became 
very upset over the manner in which one teacher reported 
susp1c1ons of substance abuse by the subJect. This parent 
reported be1ng favorably impressed by the phone 
conversation she held with her daughter's counselor but 
added that she had not had the time to go to the school to 
meet staff. 
This mother thought her daughter had made a good 
relocat1on adJustment. She believed her daughter might 
requ1re an additional couple of months to fully adJUSt, but 
noted that grades had improved substantially. 
Teachers 
SUbJect number four's teachers described her first 
five weeks at school in a substantially different way. 
lnltlally, both teachers developed impress1ons that this 
student m1ght not do as well as some others. Negative 
first impress1ons 1ncluded attire and personal appearance. 
One of the teachers described the student's attire as 
"grubby clothes" instead of the "nice clothes" most 
students wear. She was careful however, to suggest that 
the difference of attire seemed more an expression of 
social ratner than econom1c class. Specifically mentioned 
were a Levis Jacket, Jeans and T-shirts: all of which were 
frequently un1ronea and less than fully clean. Personal 
appearance included a somewhat unkempt hair style and use 
of long, dangling earr1ngs. Additional negative first 
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impressions were based on this student not bringing 
requ1red mater1als to class, turning in few class 
ass1gnments and talking excessively to classmates dur1ng 
class time. One teacher stated that she had changed the 
student's assigned seat during the first week of school due 
to talking. 
The elective subJect teacher was more optimistic than 
her counterpart regarding antlcipated academic performance 
and behav1or. She felt the student would eventually 
demonstrate about average behavior and grades in the 3.25 
range. The other teacher anticipated less than average 
grades and erratic behavior: "I think she's going to hit 
the school rules head on every once in a while." 
Both teachers lnitially felt that this subject had 
already made whatever adJustment she was going to make 
following relocatlon. These views changed by the time of 
the follow up interviews. Both teachers felt that 
substantially more time would be needed for postrelocation 
adJustment and both expressed concern that this student may 
never adJust. One of the teachers reported that she had 
spent some time talking individually with the student and 
found that adJustment to school was eclipsed by attempts to 
cope w1th domestic difflculties. "(Student's name) has a 
lot of home life problems which are more pressing than 
adJUStlng to school at this t1me." 
Both teachers identlfied deterioration of grades over 
time. One of the teachers reported this student's five 
week grades to be at the o.s level due to absences and 
uncompleted ass1gnments. 
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It should be noted that contrary to the reports from 
this subJect, one of the teachers stated that she observed 
tn1s subJect talking w1th the school v1ce principal prior 
to being suspended. One teacher described this subJect's 
behav1or as becoming more defensive and obstinate over 
time. The other stated that she observed no change, but 
rece1ved interestlng feedback from classmates while this 
student was absent. On one occasion, other students 
expressed their relief that the student was absent because 
they reported that they had been verbally threatened by 
her. This teacher therefore concluded that the e1ghth 
grader appeared to exhibit about average behavior in the 
classroom. When the occasion permits however, she 
appeared to al1enate herself from peers by coercive 
conversation. 
Both teachers felt this student's previous academic 
preparation was either adequate or irrelevant to the 
subJect they taught. Both also felt that this student's 
behavioral difficulties probably reflected difficulties 
which e1ther preceded her relocation or at least were not 
related to her attempts to adJUSt to her new school. 
SubJect 5 
SubJect 
SubJect number five was the second of four children. 
She 11ved with two sisters, a brother, mother and 
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stepfather. Her move was the fifth one during a school 
year. It was a relocation from another state and 
represented the greatest distance displaced of any of her 
moves. This subJect's mother and stepfather had both 
completed high school and some JUnior college courses but 
neither had completed degrees. Total family monthly income 
was $1750. 
Th1s e1ghth grade student reported s1gnificant 
1mprovements 1n her grades following moving. At the 
beg1nn1ng of the school year, this student reported earning 
about a 2.5 grade po1nt average. Her mother also reported 
she had one F. Following relocation however, grades 
improved to a 3.3 grade point average. The student 
reported that her previous grades were about the same as 
those of her friends but she did not know how her new 
grades compared Wlth the grades of her new friends. 
Overall, this student felt "pretty good" about the 
changes she experienced with her new school. Despite 
initial indicatlons from the princ1pal that the new school 
would be challenging, this student found classwork to be 
easier and disc1pline to be more lax. She felt good about 
this because her prev1ous school rules and procedures 
seemed excessively strict and impersonal. This eighth 
grader also felt very good about the new friends she made. 
She reported that even dur1ng the first week of school she 
perceived other students as more warm and friendly. She 
left about 15 friends behind when she moved and made about 
six new ones during the first week of school. By the 
fifth week, this student reported she had made between lO 
and 15 fr1ends and added that she didn't think she could 
make friends this quickly. During the follow up 
1nterv1ew, this student still reported miss1ng her old 
friends even though she really liked her new ones. 
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Th1s eighth grader den1ed skipping classes or being 
involved 1n any disc1p11nary action at either school. She 
reported that her classroom behav1or had not changed s1nce 
she moved but that she got along better with her two 
slsters. Neither before nor following the relocation did 
this student JOin or participate in school or community 
organizations or activities. 
Parent 
This parent and her husband decided to move because 
they wanted to leave the1r previous city. They felt life 
there was too tension inducing. Both mother and stepfather 
were able to transfer with their employers. This 
sub)ect •s stepfather gained a promotion at the time of 
transfer. This mother reported that she experienced no 
losses related to changing residences. She reported little 
soc1al 1nteract1on outside the immediate family. Prior to 
moving, she was not involved in any commun1ty or church 
act1v1ties. Fo11ow1ng relocation, she had chosen to meet 
only the neighborhooa friends of her children. She had not 
JOined any commun1ty actlvities or organizations following 
relocation and had been to the school only to enroll her 
daughter. Her limited interaction with personnel at the 
school caused her to have little opinion regarding the 
school. She did state that the counselors seemed more 
personable than at her daughter's previous school. 
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Th1s parent reported pos1tive changes 1n both her 
daughter's behav1or and grades after relocation. She 
reported that her daughter's grades had gone up about one 
and one nalf letter grades. She added that her daughter 
appeared more relaxed, humorous, talkatlve and sociable at 
home. These pos1t1ve changes caused this mother to 
conclude that her daughter appeared well adJUsted in the 
five weeks following relocation. 
Teachers 
There was high agreement by this student's teachers 
regarding the1r flrst impressions of the student's likely 
behavior and grades. While they described this eighth 
grader as 1n1t1allY reluctant to participate in class 
d1scuss1on, they found that from the first day she began 
casual conversation with other students on a one to one 
basis. One of the teachers described this as a positive 
and appropriate attempt to establish a peer social network. 
The teachers agreed that short time, about an additional 
two to three weeks, would be need to make a full 
postrelocat1on adJUstment: "••• she may do well fast." 
There was some difference between the teachers w1th 
respect to expectations for academic performance. The 
elective subJect teacher felt that this student would earn 
grades 1n her class not lower than a 3.0 grade point 
average while the requ1red subJect teacher felt this 
student's grades would be in the 2.5 grade point average 
range. 
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Dur1ng the follow up 1nterv1ew, both teachers 
described this eighth grader's behavior as better than that 
of most of her classmates. The required subJect teacher 
was somewhat disappointed to find that this student's grade 
was not only somewhat lower than initlally expected, but 
also somewhat below this student's initial performance. He 
attributed th1s to the strong emphasis the present school 
places in the subJect area and the student's inadequate 
academic preparation. The other teacher also reported the 
student had 1nadequate academic preparation. Grades 
nonetheless exceeded the teacher's expectations because 
th1s teacner stated that previous knowledge 1n this area 
was not required in order to do well. 
Both teachers felt that relocat1on produced little lf 
any effect upon this student's grades or behavior. They 
based these perceptlons on the cons1stency they observed in 
academic performance and behav1or from the first day of 
class. Both teacners felt that this student had made a 
full and successful adJustment to her new school w1thin the 
first five weeks of class. 
The requ1red SUDJect teacher reported that his class 
size was about 32 and that this number was too large for 
the subJect matter and class composition. The elective 
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subJect teacher reported her class size was about half the 
size or her other classes and described this as quite 
small. The latter summed up her observatlons by say1ng: "I 
wish they could all make that easy of adJustments." 
SUbJeCt 6 
SubJect 
SubJect numoer six was male and an only child. This 
move and enrollment in a new school represents the fourth 
such exper1ence during the subJect's academ1c career. The 
relocation under study was local 1n nature and resulted in 
a change 1n scnools, but this student remained in the same 
school d1str1ct. This student lived w1th his mother and 
stepfather. His mother had completed high school and an 
additional two years of college training. His stepfather 
had completed high school but had no additional formal 
education. Monthly household income was S3600. 
SubJect number six reported that he was convinced this 
was a permanent move: "My parents say they'll not move 
aga1n." This e1ghth grader recalled that his grades were 
quite poor JUSt prior to relocation. 
Neither this student nor his parents could 
specifically report these grades because the subJect hid 
his last report card from his parents. The student stated 
that his grades were about the same as those of fellow 
students and he attrlbuted them to focus1ng his attention 
away from grades and toward socializing with friends: "I 
started to know kids better and I guess I started to goof 
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off more." 
This e1ghth grader reported that he had "••• 20 or so 
••• " friends at his previous school whom he missed during 
the first week. He added that he perceived himself as 
rather shy and therefore bel1eved it would take about 
three or four weeks to make new friends. Dur1ng his first 
week follow1ng relocation. this student reported that he 
had made a couple of friends and by the fifth week, he 
reported that he had "six or seven" new friends. 
This student reported that he was sent to the 
princ1pal's office on one occasion for disciplinary action 
at h1s previous school. He denied skipping any classes at 
e1ther his previous or new school and denied being involved 
in any discipl1nary action since mov1ng. This eighth 
grader added that his classroom behavior was better than 
that of some of his classmates. He reported that he felt 
nervous at first about enrolling at a new school but that 
some of these ieel1ngs began to abate during the first 
week. He felt hls adJUstment to the new school was made 
easier by the fact that one of his previous friends had a 
cous1n who attended the new school. This student had made 
contact with the cous1n and found it easy to talk to him. 
During the follow up 1nterview. this student reported 
that his grades had improved substantially. While he did 
not know all of hls grades for the recently completed term 
yet, he knew he had so far earned a 3.5 grade point 
average. Overall. this subJect reported that he felt good 
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about relocating. While he had fewer new friends, he 
reported that all of them lived close to his home. This 
afforded hlm a new opportunity to get together Wlth friends 
after school. 
This subJect stated that if given a choice to have 
remained at hls prev1ous school or to have moved, he would 
have chosen to move. Following relocation, this subJect 
reported feeling less nervous. more comfortable and more 
talkatlve. 
Parent 
This eighth grader's mother reported that the family 
moved in order to have a larger home and to live in a nicer 
nelghborhood. She gained a very favorable impression of 
her son's new school which remained unchanged during the 
course of the study. She reported that the faculty and 
counselors she met seemed genuinely 1nterested in teaching 
and support1ng her son's learning process. By contrast: 
"in the last one <school), it's almost as if they were all 
depressed." 
This parent recalled the disinterest of previous 
school teachers dur1ng a time following her son's breaking 
of a wrist 1n a skateboard accident. She stated that due 
to the fear of heckling from peers in a particular class, 
her son kept his arm and cast covered in his Jacket each 
school oay. For thls reason, he did not complete any 
class assignments. His teacher did not ask him why he had 
stopped turning 1n assignments until half of a term had 
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passed. At that time, the teacher still did not know this 
subJect had a broken wrist. When this mother asked if her 
son could bring home a proJect other students were working 
on 1n class, the teacher refused. 
This mother reported that there were some indicators 
that her son was making substantially better grades at his 
new scnool. She could not positively say that grades had 
improved because report cards were due out the week 
following our follow up interview. She did however, attend 
parent-teacher conferences and found that her son had 
achieved high grades on quizzes and homework assignments. 
Dur1ng enrollment, this mother recalled that the subJect 
discussed with his new school counselor that he was having 
dlfficulty Wlth his previous algebra class. The counselor 
placed him 1n a prealgebra course and after reviewing this 
student's record stated that he should not have been placed 
1n an algebra class at his previous school. This mother 
added that her son seemed more contentious about completing 
homework assignments. 
The subJect's mother reported that behavioral changes 
had taken place as well. Immediately following 
relocation, thls student stopped wearing h1s Lev1s Jacket 
to school and requested that his mother buy him a 
windbreaker. He got his hair cut shorter and became more 
concerned aoout h1s personal appearance. By the t1me of 
the follow up 1nterview, this mother observed that her son 
had neighbornood friends running in and out of the house 
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frequently. She stated that her son was" ••• happier than 
he has been 1n a long time ••• having a great time." This 
parent bel1eved that wnile her son was much happier than he 
was prior to relocation. an additional three or four weeks 
would be needed before he would feel an equal member in 
peer groups. 
Finally, this mother stated that she was not much of a 
JOlner. She nad few opinions yet about her nelghborhood 
because she has met few neighbors. She expected this 
s1tuat1on to change following the winter season. This 
parent reported that she had not partic1pated in any 
commun1ty organizations or actlvities except for fa1rly 
act1ve but informal involvement with the Parent Teachers' 
Association. Overall, this parent reported that she was 
personally happy with having relocated and felt equally 
enthus1astic about the positive changes she saw in her son: 
"I'm really glad we made the move." 
Teachers 
There was little agreement between the two teachers 
regarding early impressions or expectations for behavior 
and grades. Both teachers saw this student as initially 
quiet, reserved and reluctant to engage with other 
students. The teacher of the elective course anticipated 
this student would become more outgoing as time went on. 
The core subJect teacher felt the "shyness" was a more 
stable aspect of this student's personality and therefore 
did not expect change. This eighth grader's behavior 
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tended to remain cons1stent in both classes with the 
teachers• earliest perceptions. While he apparently became 
somewnat more talkative and willing to work in groups 1n 
his requ1red subJect, he remained generally reserved. The 
elective teacher interpreted this reservedness as less 
involved while the required subJect teacher considered this 
to represent model student behavior. She stated that she 
gave hlm an "honors" grade in citizenship. 
While the elective teacher had too little information 
to predict the type of grades this student might make, the 
required subJect teacher felt that this was a good student 
who would probably earn grades 1n the 3.4 range. Both 
teachers felt that a month was sufficient time for this 
student to fully adJUSt to his new school. During that 
time, this student made a number of new friends and 
demonstrated consistency 1n his academic performance. As 
predicted, he earned about a 3.5 average in his requ1red 
SUbJeCt. 
This student did not do as well in his elective 
course, however. His teacher reported that he was doing 
somewhat below the class average. The elective subJect 
teacher interpreted this level of performance as below the 
student's capability and attributed it to several 
possibilities. First, given the composition of the class 
and the suo)ect taught, the class size of 36 students was 
quite large. Maintaining order in this class was also made 
difficult by the presence of two or three very disruptive 
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and 1nt1midating students. Second, this was the last class 
in the school day. This teacher found most students to be 
somewhat restless JUSt pr1or to going home. He also felt 
that the new student may have felt intimidated by the few 
disruptive students or by tne teacher's attempts to 
maintain order. Finally, this teacher's curriculum served 
as a model for standard1zat1on for the entire state. Due 
to the lack of standardizatlon of this subJect matter in 
other schools, tnis teacher found most students were ill 
prepared to enter his class and do well without requiring 
ten to twelve hours of indlVldual attention. Because this 
teacher reported that he did not have this amount of time 
to spend Wlth new students. he felt this student's academic 
adJustment to h1s class would take about an additional 
month. 
The required subJect teacher, by contrast, had a class 
size of 26 whlch she consldered average. She described her 
class as well behaved and motivated. She found the new 
student to be well prepared to be in her class by 
demonstration of his good organizational, writing and 
reading skills. She also attributed his positive 
adJUStment to hav1ng prev1ously attended another school in 
the same school dlstrict. She believed this made him more 





SubJect number seven was female and the second of two 
children. She lived with her mother and adoptive 
stepfather. Her older sister remained behind with 
relat1ves when the fam1ly moved out of state. The older 
sister chose to remain behind in order to complete her 
current year of college. The relocation under study was 
the f1fth one exper1enced by this student during her 
academic career. The subJect's mother had completed one 
semester of college and her adoptive father had completed 
high school. Monthly family income was S3350. 
Student number seven reported that her grades prior to 
mov1ng were 2.89 grade point average. These grades were 
somewhat higher than those of previous classmates. This 
student observes that greater importance was placed on 
grades by her new classmates than by her previous ones: 
"They'll start cry1ng if they don't get a 4.0." As a 
result of this perceived difference, this eighth grader 
initially resolved that she would probably work harder to 
raise her grades. This resolution became apparent in an 
overall improvement that this student reported five weeks 
following enrollment. At that time, she reported that her 
grades were now about the same as those of her peers. This 
e1ghtn grader attributed her 1mprovement to peer pressure, 
advanced curriculum and tighter school regulations: 
This school is more strict and has better kids that 
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influences me to do better. The kids take their work 
more seriously. Kids where I used to live thought life 
was a game and influenced me to be the same. 
This student recalled that she had between 400 and 
500 fr1ends at her previous school: "An easier way to say 
the question would be 'how many friends I didn't have, • 
wh1cn would be about five or six people." During our 
initial Interview, this subJect reported that she did not 
know If any of the people 1n her new school were her 
friends: "I mean, they're nice to me and stuff and I'm nice 
to them but we don· t really know each other." She did 
report that she had made a number of acquaintances. 
Overall, thls student did not like the first impression her 
classmates and school made upon her: "Everyone here is so 
goodie-goodie and don't kick off their shoes and have fun." 
This student reportea that she missed the boyfriend, 
sister, grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins she left 
behind. The only advantages she saw in moving were having 
a nicer and larger nouse and that she got to go clothes 
shopping before her first day of school. 
Attitudes about friends and school changed 
considerably by the fifth week. When asked how many new 
fr 1ends she had made. this student responded: "Everybody, I 
guess--I don't have any enemies." She added that she had 
made no c1ose friends yet and that she still did not 
identlfy w1th a particular group: "I usually find myself 
pass1ng from group to group each day not knowing where to 
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be or who to ne Wlth." This student reported that despite 
her lack of close friends, she found classmates to be more 
s1ncere in their relationships than those from her previous 
school. She reported that the day after quittlng her other 
school, her boyfrlend started dating her closest 
girlfriend. He also informed her of this during their very 
next phone call. She added that while many of her old 
friends prom1sed to write, few did so desp1te hav1ng been 
wr1tten to five or s1x times. This eighth grader summed up 
her changed attitude about friends by saying that while she 
had no new close friends yet, she felt that when she did 
make some they would be closer and less superficial than 
the ones she left behind. 
This student •s attitude about school also changed 
considerably. At the fifth week of attendance when this 
student reported improved grades, she added that attendance 
at this school was to her benefit " ••• 'cause l 'm doing 
better in scnool and I'm getting better work habits for the 
future." 
This eighth grader reported that she had never been 
involved in disclplinary action nor skipped any classes. 
She did report changes 1n behavior from the first week to 
the fifth week in her new school. This student reported 
that she talked more, since she has more friends. She was 
also aware that the number of friends she has 1n any g1ven 
class affects how much she talks. In English class, where 
this eighth grader had many friends, she reported that her 
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behav1or was probably a little more disruptive than the 
class average because sne could do all of her schoolwork at 
home, so she spent class time passing notes and talking. 
In math class, on the other hand, she talked very little 
because the scnoolwork must be completed in class and she 
had few frlends. 
Changes 1n behavior at home are also reported. 
Despite long term frict1on with her father, this student 
reported that s1nce mov1ng her relatlonship with him was 
1mproving. She attr1buted these improvements to three 
factors. First, the new house was larger, so there was 
less need for 1nterpersonal contact. Second, arguments in 
the past had been broken up by lnterventions from the 
student's mother. Immediately following mov1ng, the 
subJect's mother was frequently gone on business trips, 
leaving tne student and her father on their own to resolve 
their conflicts. Finally, this student made the 
observation that she was maturing more. 
Overall, it appeared that substantial attitude changes 
took place following relocation of this student. Early 
negat1ve attitudes about the loss of friends, strictness of 
the new school and seriousness with which classmates 
pursued their studies gave way to a greater appreciation 
for the sincerlty of new friends, better study habits and 
better grades. 
Parent 
Some responses prov1ded by this student's mother 
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reflected limited knowledge or experience with the school 
or neighbors since relocation. This limitation resulted 
from work related travel WhlCh took her out of the country 
for three weeks between the initial and follow up 
interv1ews. 
This mother reported that the family move was the 
result of her JOb transfer to this area. She reported that 
the famlly had a history of moving every three or four 
years, so they would probably remain at their new residence 
for at least that long. While she did not receive a JOb 
promotion Wlth transfer, this mother did report other 
gains. She looked forward to "getting out of the rat race" 
she experienced llving 1n a larger metropolitan area. 
Financial ga1ns also were apparent inasmuch as the new home 
was nicer, more than twice the size of the old one and 
stlll much less expens1ve. About the only identifiable 
loss this mother reported was inaccesslbility to the beach. 
This parent had a positive impression from the single 
contact she had with school personnel. She went to school 
with her daughter for enrollment and interviewed with both 
counselors. She did not meet the teachers. This mother 
perceived the school as somewhat more regimented than the 
prev1ous one. 
While her reports of her daughter's previous school 
grades co1nc1de Wlth her daughter's reports. this parent •s 
reports of grades following relocation do not. After 
rece1ving interim progress reports. this parent believed 
little change had taken place in her daughter's grades. 
She felt that because her daughter faced some academic 
obstacles, an absence of grade deterioration represented 
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good postrelocatlon adJUStment. In particular, this mother 
reported that her daughter experienced difficulty 1n 
finding good math class placement. The course in the 
previous school fell somewhere between the curriculum 
offered 1n two math courses at the new school. Few other 
difficulties of this nature were reported. 
This mother stated that she had noticed some 
behav1oral changes. Her daughter had been going more out 
of her way to get along with her father. This g1rl's 
mother attr1buted the change to a resolution on her 
daughter's part to "turn over a new leaf" and start fresh 
with her father s1nce the family was starting fresh in a 
new city. 
Dur1ng the course of this lnvestigation, this parent 
began attenaing a local church regularly. She anticipated 
that she would also Join a chamber orchestra group and that 
her daughter might JOin a community theatre or drama group. 
Prior to relocation the parents had participated in school 
activitles with tneir older daughter. 
This mother reported that more time would be needed 
for her daughter to fully adJUSt to living in her new home. 
Time was needed to establish close friendships. The amount 
of time needed was unclear, since there had been some 
unpredicted events in the friend making process. On the 
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three or four occasions the subJect had invited 
acquaintances to stay overnight, these peers had without 
exception cancelled at the last moment even though they 
seemea excited at first. This mother wondered why this 
pattern appeared to develop and suspected that the parents 
of the other eighth grade students obJected for some 
reason. 
Teachers 
The two teacners Interviewed for subJect number seven 
fe!t that this student was academicaLly well prepared for 
placement 1n their classes. One of the two instructors 
Initially felt that the two remaining months of this school 
year were insufficient for complete adJustment, whereas the 
other Instructor felt that by the end of the first week of 
classes most of this student's adJUStment had already taken 
place. By the fifth week of class, both instructors felt 
relocation adJUStment was complete. 
Both instructors Identified indicators of good 
academic adJustment. These included bringing adequate 
materials to class, good attendance, participation in 
classroom discussions and demonstrated understanding of 
prerequisite skills and knowledge. They both agreed that 
this student would make good behavioral and social 
adJustment. Indicators of this included physical 
attractiveness, friend maKing skllls and an interest in 
students around her. 
The teachers agreed that this student's grades after 
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f1ve weeks of school did not fully reflect her good 
understandlng or ability. One teacher expressed her 
frustration that this student did exceptionally well in 
classroom discussion and on those ass1gnments Whlch were 
turned in. on the other hand, even after prompting, this 
student had neglected to turn in a substantial number of 
assignments. Both teachers felt this student placed so 
much empnas1s on making and maintaining friendships that 
less than adequate time and commitment remained to do 
academic work commensurate With her potential. One of the 
teachers interpreted this behav1or as typical of eighth 
grade students who relocate. He expressed the belief that 
thls student placed great emphasis on informal peer 
interaction and upon attempting to become accepted and 
liked by peers. 
While both teachers agreed that this student was not 
disruptive 1n the classroom, one of the teachers described 
her as 1nit1a11y quite distracted by peers and less so with 
time. He felt that as this student became more accepted by 
peers, she began to focus more of her attention on academic 
matters. The other teacher described a different behavioral 
trend. She felt that this student was initially more quiet 
and necame more talkative as she established friendships. 
By the fifth week of class, the latter teacher portrayed 
this e1ghth graaer as more talkat1ve than most of her 
classmates. The inverse relationship between grades and 
friendshlps seemed supported in each of the teachers' 
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reports of academ1c performance. In the class where more 
fr1endsh1ps and more talking were reported, this student 
had earnea an average of 2.0. This placed her in the 
bottom quarter of the students in her class. By contrast, 
1n the class where 1ncreasing focus upon academ1c processes 
was reported, this student had earned a 3.0 and was 
therefore 1n the top third of her class. 
While there was a substantial difference between the 
sizes of tnese two classes, both teachers reported that 
g1ven the composltion of their respective classes and the 
subJect matter, the1r classes were too large. By the t1me 
of the rollow up interv1ew, neither teacher felt that they 
knew this student well enough to speculate on the manner in 
which relocation might have affected subsequent grades. 
SubJect 8 
SUbJeCt 
SubJect number eight was male and the fourth of eleven 
children. He lived with nine of his siblings and both 
parents. His oldest sister remained behind when the rest 
of the family relocated. This relocation was the fourth 
experienced by this student during his academic career. 
His mother has completed high school and his father 
completed the llth grade. Monthly fam1ly income was 
$5200. 
Th1s subJect reported that signlficant changes took 
place in his grades prior to relocation. During the first 
half of the school year, this student recalled that his 
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grades averaged about a 1.0 grade po1nt average. During 
the third quarter and before moving, he brought them up to 
aoout a 3.1 average because "they started to mean 
somethlng" to h1m. This student reported that his improved 
grades were about the same as those of his fellow 
classmates. While he knew little about his new classmates, 
this eignth graaer believed his grades at the time of 
enrollment were about the same as the1rs. He added 
however, that his graaes fell a llttle dur1ng the first 
four weeks at hls new school and bel1eved they were 
subsequently a little below those of hls new classmates. 
Th1s student's re1ocat1on caused him to experience the loss 
of one of hls previous classes in exchange for a new 
SUbJeCt. 
SUbJect number eight recalled that he had about 13 
fr1ends at hlS prev1ous school. Withln his first week at 
his new school, this student had made about five new 
frlends. He added an additional one or two friends by the 
fifth week. This student reported that he had a good first 
impression of hls new school and classmates. Even before 
he developed friendships, he perceived his new peers as 
friendly. Dur1ng the follow up interview, this eighth 
grader reported that his positive feelings had not changed. 
His response did however, suggest initial reservation. He 
stated that while he saw this as a good move, he would 
still have cnosen to remain where he had been. He added 
that lf th1s researcher had waited until the seventh week 
follow1ng relocatlon to ask that question, he would 
probably have had a different answer. 
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This subJeCt reported that prior to relocation, he had 
been sent to the princ1pal 's office on one occasion for 
misbehavior. He denied skipping any classes prior to or 
following hls change in schools. This eighth grader 
reported that he perceived no change in his behavior at 
home surround1ng relocation. He added however, that he had 
become more talkative, less shy and more comfortable with 
hlS new school, peers and faculty. This student reported 
that his postrelocation school behavior is about the same 
or a llttle better than that of hls classmates. He felt 
he and h1s family may move aga1n after about six months. 
Parent 
This subJect's mother reported that the family moved 
from another town because her husoand was commuting here to 
work. While this fam1ly left relatives and the childrens' 
friends behlnd, they experienced a number of benefits. 
Financial gains included reduced car fuel and long distance 
phone bills. This mother also reported that a larger, 
n1cer home was acquired and that her husband was home more. 
Like her son, she reported the family would live at their 
present res1dence for s1x months and may move after that. 
This mother reported that her impression of her son's 
new school was solely based on the contact she had with the 
school counselor at enrollment time. Her positive feelings 
about the school were established at that time, in part, 
due to the 1nformat1on she was given about the school's 
hlgh academ1c standing. This initial attitude was 
unchanged over time aue to the mother's lack of further 
contact with school personnel. 
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This mother's reports of her son's grades tended to 
confirm reports made by her son. She reported that his 
grades were quite low for the first half of this year. 
Because she felt her son had untapped academ1c potential, 
she requ1red that he apply hlmself much more during his 
third quarter. She stated that her son was required to 
br1ng nome about two hours of homework a night and that he 
was not allowed to play with friends or watch television 
unt1l the homework was complete. She attributed his 
1mproved grades to this intervention. Following 
relocation, this mother reported that her son's grades 
dropped somewhat. While she said her son claimed the grade 
deterioration resulted from higher academic demands at his 
new school, she bel1eved 1t resulted from reduced 
motivatlon: "He's going back to his old ways a little 
bit." This mother added that relocation itself had also 
produced detrimental effects on her son's academic 
performance. While attending his previous school, this 
student rece1vea an award for the most improved grades of 
all his classmates. Relocation meant that this eighth 
grader lost recogn1t1on for that accomplishment; "He's had 
to start all over." 
This student's mother felt like her son has made a 
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very good behav1oral adjustment. She reported that no 
behavioral changes were noticed following relocation. His 
consistency and tne speed with which he had made new 
friends at school and in the neighborhood were posltive 
Indicators to her. This mother attributed her son's good 
adJustment to a history of being popular with fellow 
students even though he had moved several times. This 
parent believed first impressions were important in making 
new friends. She therefore took her son shopping for new, 
more fashionable clothes before the first day of school. 
She believed this haa paid off because: "the girls have 
told his sisters they think he's 'massively cute.'" 
By the time of our first Interview, this mother had 
met most of her neighbors and developed a positive feeling 
about where she lived. She reported that there were many 
other same agea children with whom her son had made 
friends. Relocation meant disruption of typical church 
Involvement for a couple of weeks. Following the move, 
participation in a new church was initiated. This pattern 
also applied to the subJect's participation in team 
baseball. 
Finally, this subJect's mother reported that another 
couple of weeks would be needed for her son to fully adJust 
to moving. She reported that he still felt uncomfortable 
calling new rrlends for r1des to places and that he still 
seemed somewhat awkward In some social settings. Because 
her son's previous peer interaction was free of this 
discomfort, sne felt it Wlll be so again in more time. 
Teachers 
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It snould be notea that one of the teachers 
lnterviewed for subJect number e1ght had limited contact 
Wlth the student. Because this student enrolled dur1ng the 
last few days of the grade quarter, the reporting teacher 
stated that he spent some of his class time finalizing 
grades and al1ow1ng students to watch films about the 
subJect mater1al. Further, this teacher was absent from 
his classroom 11 school days between the preliminary and 
follow up 1nterv1ews. 
There was some disagreement between the two teachers 
regarding the sultability of this subJect's previous 
academic preparat1on to be in their classes. While one 
teacher reported that preparation "seemed to be pretty 
good," the otner teacher reported that this student didn't 
have as good of knowledge base as other students in his 
class. The second teacher added however, that this 
student seemed to quickly learn those things he was 
lacking. 
Teachers reported that between two and four weeks 
would probably be needed for this student to fully adJUSt 
to hls new school and to make new friends. While one of 
the teachers felt this process was complete by the time of 
the follow up 1nterv1ew, tne other felt thls student would 
not fully fit 1n with other students until the beginning of 
the next academic year. While the latter teacher observed 
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the subJect to be qu1te friendly with other students, she 
gave several reasons for the need of additional time. 
First, she stated that her subJect area requires great 
structure 1n the classroom. As a consequence, new students 
are not allowea to socialize with other students in a way 
whlch would allow them to make friends qulckly. Second, 
she believed it would be difficult for any new student to 
make friends when moving at the beginnlng of the third 
quarter of the scnool year. The teacher attributed this 
oplnion to her observatlon that by this late in the school 
year, most students had formed into social groups. The 
establlshea structure of these relatlonships tended to 
preclude involvement with other students: "he's really 
friendly with kids around him, but no one else is bothering 
to get to know hlm." 
Both teacners felt quite reluctant to predict what 
kind of grades this student would earn dur1ng the first 
five weeks 1n thelr classes. One teacher tentatively 
predicted grades would fall in the 3.0 grade point average 
range. The other teacher did see positive predictors of 
academic and behavioral adJustment in that the student did 
not appear nervous when lntroduced to the class and that by 
the second day of class, he had already begun talking to 
two nearby classmates. Both teachers' early perceptions 
were validated during the followlng weeks. They both 
reported that thls subJect's grades were in the 3.0 range. 
One of the teachers reported this to place the e1ghth 
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grader in the top 25 percent of his class while the other 
teacher reported this as about average performance. 
Both teachers reported that the size of class this 
eighth grader attended was about 35 students. One of the 
teachers reported this as about average while the other 
described 1t as "extra large." While one of the teachers 
would not speculate on how relocation may effect subsequent 
classroom behavior, the other teacher reported that this 
student would prooably become more talkat1ve and "cocky" 
over time. This predict1on did not materialize. By the 
fifth week of school, both teachers reported this student 
to have oeen conslstently well behaved and quiet. One of 
the teachers reported that the subJeCt's behavior was 
better than about 80 percent of his classmates. 
Both teachers initially reported that they felt this 
student would have a difficult time adJUSting because of 
the late date 1n the school year at which relocation took 
place. By the follow up interview however, both had 
changed their minds. Based on the consistency of this 
student's behav1or and grades from the first day of class, 
they agreed that relocation, even this late in the school 
year, had little effect. In this regard. it should be 
noted that the teacher who initially reported the rest ot 
the school year would be needed tor this student to tully 
adJUSt shortenea her prealction during the secona 
interview. At that time. she reported that only an 
add1t1onal month would be needed to fit in with peers. She 
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attributed tnis to the attractive dress and physical 
appearance this e1ghth grader displayed: "If a student is 
clean, good 1ook1ng and dresses nice, kids l1ke hlm ••• he 
doesn't look like a nerd." 
Wh1le th1s student and his parents reported that he 
relocated from a nearby town to his new school, one of his 
teachers reportea that the student had told her class he 
had moved from Californ1a. It appears that this student 
and hls parents bel1evea that peer acceptance is paramount 
to overall adJUStment. This student used his good personal 
appearance and new stylish clothes to present himself as 
lnterpersonally attractive to peers. The reporting 
teacher hypothesized that this student falsely reported he 
had moved from California to heighten his novelty and 
attractiveness to new peers. 
Subject 9 
SubJect 
SUbJect number nine was female and the first of four 
children. She l1ves Wlth both biological parents and all 
of her siblings. This out of state relocat1on was the 
fourth during this student's academ1c career. Her mother 
has completed high school and her father has completed a 
Bachelor's degree. Monthly fam1ly income was s2250. 
This student recalled that her grades at her previous 
school exceeded a 3.9 average. She added that these grades 
were about the same as both her previous and present 
classmates. The reason this student gave that these high 
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grades were about the same as classmates was that she was 
placed 1n classes Wlth stuaents of s1milar ability at her 
new school and tnat her previous school was a private one 
in whlch all students were well motivated to achleve. 
Follow1ng relocation, this student reported that her grades 
dropped somewhat. She stated that while her work was on a 
4.0 level, sne was told by some of her teachers that it 
would be unfa1r to give her the same grades as other 
students wno completed more work to earn the1r grade. 
Th1s e1gnth grader reported that she had two or three 
close fr1ends and a lot of casual fr1ends at her previous 
school. During ner first week fol1ow1ng relocation, she 
reported that sne had not yet made any friends; " ••• when 
you go to a new school, everybody looks at you like you got 
lice or something." By the fifth week of class, she 
reported that she nad made one close friend, but did not 
have many causal friends. This eighth grader added that 
students at her prev1ous school were much more frlendly. 
She attributed th1s to the much smaller student body size 
and to feeling like students "here are more stuck up, more 
closed into the1r cliques." Because of feeling more closed 
out by peers, this student felt that she m1ght not fully 
fit in Wltn peers until the beginn1ng of the next school 
year. "It seems l1ke you have to start school in one 
place. ·• 
This e1ghth grader reported that she was not involved 
in any d1sc1plinary action either at her previous school 
nor at her new one during the course of this study. She 
also denied skipping any classes. She reported that she 
perce1ved no cnanges 1n her behavlor either at home or 
school dur1ng the time following relocation, but that by 
the flfth week, she felt more relaxed at school. 
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This student participated 1n a church youth group 
pr1or to relocation. This particlpation was apparently 
dlsruptea, but was reestablished in a new church by the 
flftn week of class. No partlcipation in other 
extracurrlcular activlties was reported either prior to, or 
follow1ng relocation. Desplte the impersonal atmosphere 
thls student reported she experienced at her new school, 
she felt relocation was made easier by the fact that her 
fam1ly had extended relatives livlng in the area. That 
made it easier for her to make new friends outside the 
scnool sett1ng. 
Parent 
This student's mother reported that the family move 
resulted from changes in her husband's work. He was 
promoted and transferred to this area. Gains the family 
experienced in mov1ng included more income and closer 
proxlmity to her husband's extended family. In addition, 
this mother reported that with her husband's promotion, he 
would not be required to travel nearly as much. This meant 
he woula be able to be Wlth the fam1ly more. The only loss 
this mother reported was separation from her extended 
famlly. Th1s mother stated that she felt ''fine" about 
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mak1ng this move. Her Chrlstian values tended to reinforce 
this attitude 1nasmuch as she added that she felt the move 
was ordainea by God. 
This mother was very favorably impressed by her 
daughter's new school dur1ng enrollment. She was impressed 
by the school counselor and with the quality and var1ety of 
the curr1cu1um he offered her daughter. She was also 
impressea that while she was enrolling her daughter, the 
principal steppea out of his office, saw her enrolling her 
daughter and spontaneously lntroduced hlmself to her. 
While this mother had no additional contact with school 
personnel at tne t1me of the follow up interview, she 
continued to remain positively impressed and looked forward 
to upcoming parent-teacher conferences. 
This parent's report of her daughter's grades is 
somewnat more optlmistic than her daughter's report. The 
mother reportea that her daughter has always ma1ntained 
very high grades and that these were unaffected by moving. 
She added that this represented good postrelocat1on 
academic adJustment. 
This parent reported that her daughter's behavior at 
nome suggested that she was having some difficulty 
adJUStlng to leaving friends behind. She described her 
daughter as demonstrating more attention gett1ng behavior, 
more emotional dependency upon her, more self absorption 
and somewhat more tearfulness. She suggested that her 
daughter did not want to move. This parent added that she 
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felt many students do not assume their rightful 
responsibllity to ass1st new students to feel more at ease. 
She descrlbed this insensltlVity as "haughtiness and 
arrogance." By the time of the follow up interview, this 
parent descrlbed her daughter as more resigned to having 
moved and as less vulnerable and dependent. She added that 
her daugnter stlll seemed friendless, stating that her 
daughter still ate her lunch at school alone. She felt 
however, that this new res1gnation represented progress in 
mak1ng a successful adJustment because she felt her 
daughter needed to face the reality of leaving her past 
fr1ends behind before she could begln the process of making 
new ones. Th1s mother felt that her daughter would require 
about an additional two months for adJustment in which time 
it was expected that she would initiate and foster 
development of at least one endur1ng friendship. 
The first week following relocation represented a 
disruption of involvement in community based activlties. 
By the time of the follow up interview however, this mother 
reported that she and her family had reestablished 
Involvement with community support systems. This 
involvement centered around church and church related 
social actlVities. While this mother identified that she 
had only met one of her neighbors, she seemed impressed 
with the neighbornood and w1th the new acqua1ntances her 
children brought 1nto her home. 
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Teachers 
Both teachers interv1ewed for this eighth grade 
student felt that her prev1ous academic prepaFation for 
placement in their classes was "very good" to "excellent." 
Since placement in each of these classes was based on 
demonstrated except1onal ab1l1ty and oackground, both 
teachers had hlgh initial expectations for this student's 
academic performance. By the fifth week of class, it was 
clear that these expectations were met. Both teachers 
reported that this e1ghth grader earned grades which were 
at to well above average when compared to high achieving 
classmates. One of the teachers reported that this student 
was in the top five percent of her 31 classmates and that 
she earned perfect scores on homework and tests quite 
often. 
Both teachers also agreed that an additional one to 
two months would be necessary for this student to make a 
complete behav1oral adJUStment. Initially, both teachers 
felt thls student would make a very good classroom 
adJUStment. This was Indicated by the extent to which the 
eighth grader asked questions about class material and 
sol1c1ted teacher attention. By the fifth week however, 
it became apparent that if anything, the need for teacher 
attention had increased. Both teachers agreed that this 
student's need for attention was in excess of her need for 
academic guidance and of their ability in the context of a 
classroom setting to fulfill. One of the teachers reported 
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that this student's insatiable need for attention had not 
only become Irritating to her, but had, without the 
student's awareness. produced alienation from other 
classmates. At the fifth week of school, one of the 
teachers reported that she perceived this student as still 
essentially friendless. She reported that upon entry of a 
new student In another class. that teacher told her that 
the subJect of tnis study requested to sit next to the new 
student to try to make friends. These reports are 
consistent With the student's mother's report of increased 
attention seek1ng from adults. It appears tnat in the 
school settlng, this student focused her attention on 
trying to get affiliative needs met from teachers. This 
behavior reduced the likelihood of having these needs met 
from peers. One of the reporting teachers hypothesized 
however. that this attention seeking behavior was probably 
not the result of the relocation. She believed that this 
student's behav1or suggested that she had few close friends 
1n her prev1ous school. 
Both teachers agreed that relocation probably had 
little effect on this student's subsequent grades or 
classroom behavior. They felt that if any postre1ocat1on 
effect were apparent. lt m1ght be some transient soc1al 
isolation and anxiety. 
SUbJeCt 10 
SUbJect 
SubJect numoer ten was female and the oldest of five 
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children. She 11ved Wlth all of her younger siblings and 
both of her blological parents. This student reported that 
this move 1s her third dur1ng a school year. SubJect 
number ten's mother has completed two years of college and 
holds an Assoc1ate degree. The subJect's father has 
completed a total of f1ve years of college in two different 
fields. He has not completed any degrees. The amount of 
monthly famlly 1ncome was not disclosea. 
Student numoer ten reported that her grades prior to 
mov1ng were about a 3.00 average. While these grades were 
a little hlgher than those of her previous classmates, they 
were about average with the grades of her new ones. This 
student also noted that in both her prev1ous and new 
schools, she attended advanced classes. This eighth grader 
reported that her grades following relocation fell nearly 
.75 grade po1nts. She attrlbuted this to attempting to 
adJUSt to school following mov1ng. 
This student recalled that she had about five close 
friends and between 20 and 25 casual ones at her previous 
school. During her first week in the new school, she 
reported that she made about 10 casual friends. This 
number increasea to about 25 by the fifth week. This 
eighth grader 1n1tially felt "pretty frustrated" about 
mov1ng and enrolling at a new school. She reported that 
she felt a little lonely and wished she could have stayed 
at her prev1ous school. She felt that it was hard to make 
new friends. This difficulty was compounded by the 
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observation that none of her classmates lived in her 
immediate nelghborhood. By the fifth week however, some of 
these feellngs had changed. This student was able to 
ident1fy the benefit of hav1ng moved into a larger home. 
She also came to realize that an old childhood friend of 
hers attended her new school. While the two of them did 
not share any classes, they arranged to eat lunch together 
nearly every day. By thls time, the subJect felt 
"Indifferent" about the relocation experience overall. 
SUbJeCt number ten reported that she was not Involved 
in any disciplinary action. nor did she skip any classes 
either prior to or following relocation. She described her 
classroom behavior as about the same as that of her peers. 
The only change she noticed in herself over the course of 
the study was that she became somewhat more talkative With 
friends. Th1s student did not see any changes in her 
behavior at horne, but this report is different from the one 
provided by her mother. She also reported that she did not 
participate In any extracurricular organized actiVIties or 
organizations preceding or following relocation, but her 
mother reports that by the fifth week of school she was 
participating In a school performing drill team. Finally. 
SUDJect number ten believed that this relocation was the 
last time she would move and change schools until she 
graduates from high school. 
Parent 
SubJect number ten's mother agreed with her daughter 
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that the relocat1on under study was permanent. The 
subJect's father was a housing contractor and bullt the 
home spec1f1ca11y to meet family needs. Relocation to this 
home was necessary because of an increase in the family 
size and 1ncreasing population density 1n the old 
neighborhooa. Spec1f1c ga1ns associated with relocation, 
tnen, 1ncludea a beneficial financ1al 1nvestment 1n a new 
home, the ga1n 1n liv1ng space and a less crowded school 
for this student to attend. The only losses reported by 
this parent were close relationships Wlth prev1ous 
ne1gnoors. 
This mother reported that she formed a consistently 
h1gh opinion of her daughter's new school. This was in 
part the result of knowing that her daughter had not 
changed school districts and that the physical layout of 
her daughter's new school was Vlrtually 1dent1cal to that 
of her previous one. Addltional supports for this 
perspective were the positive contact she had with her 
daughter's counselor at time of enrollment and her 
daughter's increasing requests to be taken to the public 
llbrary to research schoolwork. This mother interpreted 
the latter as an 1ndicator of a more r1gorous curriculum. 
fhere 1s a high degree of agreement between this 
mother's and her daughter's reports of grades. This mother 
addea nowever, that whlle her daughter's postrelocation 
grades fell somewhat, she feels assured that they will at 
least recover. She bases this anticipation on the 
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observation that dur1ng the fourth and fifth week following 
relocatlon, her daughter reported increased test scores in 
her more dlfficult subJects and that she was more Wllling 
to study each even1ng. 
There was some d1sagreement between the self report of 
behav1or at home and observations made by this sUbJect's 
mother. While the subJect reported no changes in her 
behav1or at nome, her mother observed that immediately 
following the move, the e1ghth grader seemed more 
emotlonally stable and relaxed. By the fifth week, this 
mother addea that she felt her daughter was more 
cooperat1ve at home, more obedient, not as easily upset and 
more 1nterested in doing her homework each evening. She 
added that her daughter also showed a trend of better 
school attendance. 
Immedlately follow1ng enrollment, this student 
aeveloped lllnesses that her mother felt were 
psychosomatlc 1n nature. The frequency of these and 
concomitant school absences diminished over time. This 
student's mother attrlbuted these improvements to the sense 
of permanence associated with the new school and home. She 
stated that prior to moving, she and her fam11y lived in a 
much smaller res1dence for a brief interim. She believes 
that her daughter had a hard time coping with the 
trans1tory nature of her prev1ous residence and with 
anticlpated change of school. 
This mother reported that she felt consistently 
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positive about her new neighborhood. She stated that the 
horne site was deliberately chosen so that geographic 
barr1ers prevented people from building too close. She 
added that because she had so few neighbors, she believed 
people were more frlendly and trusting. During the follow 
up lnterview, she stated that she had given one of her 
ne1ghbors a key to the house so the neighbor could check on 
things when the fam11y was gone. 
This parent was 1nvolved in a numoer of church and 
school related actlVlties prior to relocation. These 
included bible teachlng and nursery supervlsion with the 
church, 1eaa1ng a Girl Scout troop and partlcipating at 
school as a room mother for three classes. Following 
relocation, she 1mmed1ately resumed all of these activities 
with the exceptlon of Girl Scout troop leadership. 
This mother felt that her daughter was making a good 
adJUStment to mov1ng and relocating during this school 
year, but that more t1me than five weeks would be needed to 
complete the process. She anticipated that her daughter's 
behav1or at home and her school grades would stabilize in 
about another month. 
Teachers 
The two teachers interviewed for subJect number ten 
reported a class s1ze of between 30 and 35 students. They 
felt that the suoJect of th1s study must nave had "at least 
med1ocre" preparation for participation in their classes. 
Both teachers seemed to lack confidence in their assessment 
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of the student's preparation, but neither felt that this 
subJect was inadequately prepared or inappropriately placed 
in their class. 
Both teachers were far more unsure of how completely 
this e1ghth grader had adJusted to her new school and 
classmates by the fl~th week of school. The primary reason 
both teachers gave for this uncertainty were the student's 
remarkable cons1stency of academic performance and behavior 
from the first aay of school. Both teachers predicted that 
subJect number ten would earn grades in the area of a 3.5 
average. They developed these pos1tive expectations based 
on the student's abillty to qu1ckly p1ck up and follow 
directions, her good eye contact when talking with the 
teacher and on her initiat1ve to ask for feedback regarding 
academic performance. 
One of the teachers did report a behavior typically 
associated w1th lowered grades. She recalled that during 
the first week of class, the student requested a change of 
seating arrangement so that she could sit near her friends. 
This behav1or may have oeen more significant than the 
teacher initially est1mated inasmuch as the student's 
academ1c performance by the fifth week of school was in the 
1.8 grade po1nt average range and that this placed her in 
the bottom one third of her class. In her elective class 
nowever, thls student confirmed the valldity of her 
teacher's initial expectations. The student's earned 3.5 
grade point average put her in the top third of this class. 
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Both teachers reported that this eighth grader was 
quiet and shy from the first day of class. Her 
cons1sten~ly qu1et behavior caused the teachers to conclude 
that either the student required no period of time for 
adJUStment to her new school and classmates or that 
virtually no adJustment had occurred by the fifth week of 
school. When asked whether this s~udent's behav1or or 
grades had been affected in some way by relocating and 
chang1ng schools dur1ng the academic year, both teachers 
seemed unsure: " .•• frankly, I still don't know anything 
about her." Due to the consistency of grades and behavior 
irom the f1rst day, ooth teachers tentatively concluded 
that relocation appeared to have no effect. 
One 1mpor~ant addltional observation was made. The 
teacher of the elect1ve subJect was aware that when a new 
student enters ner class, she must dev1ate from her 
teaching plan to familiar1ze the new student Wlth the class 
and curr1culum. She reported that it is an ongoing 
struggle for her to avo1d resenting new students for the 
initial attention they requ1re. The effect of this upon 




SUbJect number eleven was male and the elder of two 
children. He lived with both biological parents and his 
younger sibling. His paternal grandmother was also a 
temporary member of the household. The relocation under 
study was the only one exper1encea by this subJect. He 
spent his previous seven years of education in the same 
parochial school in another state. This e1ghth grader's 
father had completed two years of college and his mother 
was a high school graduate. Monthly 1ncome was $5000. 
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SubJect number eleven reported that he oelieved the 
move from out of state was permanent. He stated that he 
made about a 2.5 grade point average in his previous 
school. He reported that these grades were a little higher 
than those of his classmates there, but probably a little 
lower than those of hls new classmates: "It seems like 
schools are a lot tougher here." This subJect stated that 
when he began coursework in his new school, he began to 
take a greater interest in his grades. He found that he 
stua1ed more. It appeared that this new level of energy 
was necessary in order to mainta1n his 2.5 grade po1nt 
average in the new, possibly "tougher" school. As he had 
suspected, these recent grades were somewhat lower than the 
grades of hlS new classmates. 
SubJect number eleven recalled that he had 25 friends 
at his prev1ous school. At the tlme of his 1nitial 
interv1ew. he had five or six new friends. By the fifth 
week of school, he had added an additional 15 friends. It 
was very apparent to this examiner that thls e1ghth grader 
was distressed over the loss of his previous friends at the 
time of the initial interview. When asked how he felt 
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about his change of friends, he said: "not very good" and 
cr1ed. He also reported that he did not like his new 
school nor the !oss of the speech and drama class he had 
enJoyed prior to moving. 
These perceptlons ana attltudes changed substantially 
by the time of the second interview. By the fifth week of 
school, this student reported that he felt "good" about his 
new friends and aaded that his new school was "pretty 
good--it's fun." He told this interviewer that while his 
behavior at home had not changed, changes were apparent at 
school. He descrlbed hlmself as having become "a little 
rowdy" in tnat he talked to frlends in class quite a bit. 
Thls student added that he felt he talked a little more 
tnan most of h1s classmates because the teacher yelled at 
him frequently to be quiet. This student was aware of a 
turnabout about how he percelved the relocation experience. 
He was at a loss however, to explain what produced this 
cnange. 
Parent 
Like her son, this mother reported that the family's 
move was permanent. She and her family had vacationed in 
this area on three previous occas1ons and liked it so well 
that they arranged to move here. This parent was aware of 
quite a number of gains assoc1ated with moving, but her 
only loss was old frlends. Ga1ns included other friends 
who lived here, a slower lifestyle, nicer house, cleaner 
a1r, beautiful scenery and much better educatlonal system. 
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This mother developed an initially positive impression 
of her son's new school follow1ng a tour she took at the 
t1me of his enrollment. She was particularly 1mpressed 
Wlth the library and looked forward to her son's 
particlpation 1n a more rigorous curriculum. Th1s 
impress1on was moderated somewhat by input from a friend 
during the 1nter1m between interv1ews. The friend told the 
subJect's mother that she believed the new school promoted 
stuaents from one grade to the next whether or not they had 
fulfilled minimal academ1c requ1rements. 
This eighth grader's parent generally confirmed the 
accuracy of her son's self report of his grades. She felt 
that the consistency of her son's new grades with his 
previous ones represented a "pretty good" academic 
adJUStment consider1ng the amount of energy he had to spend 
at school to deal Wlth other aspects of adJUStment. This 
parent felt however, that her son was performing well below 
his ability. In this regard, she was encouraged by the 
1ncreas1ng interest her e1ghth grader displayed in his 
schoolwork. She reported that he studied more over time 
and eventually requested to have a desk put in his room. 
This mother observed that her son had "mellowed out" 
s1nce mov1ng. His use of profane language had diminished. 
This parent attributed the increased interest in schoolwork 
to her son's recognition that hls new school had a more 
difficult curr1culum. She believed his reduction in 
profane language resulted from peer pressure. 
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This parent reported that she met two of her 
ne1ghbors during the four weeks following relocation. 
Desp1te this lim1ted interaction, she ma1ntained a posltive 
1mpression of her neighbors and neighborhood. She stated 
that mov1ng JUSt before the Christmas holidays made meeting 
neighbors difficult. This parent reported that before she 
moved, she volunteered at the school in several capaclties. 
Her husband was a scout leader and her son an altarboy at 
church. Relocat1on disrupted all of these activities. 
They were not resumed by the time of the follow up 
interv1ew due to recurring sickness in the family. In 
consideration of her son's behav1or, this mother reported 
that her son had adJUSted " ••• very, very well--! figured he 
would." 
Teachers 
The two teachers 1nterv1ewed for subJect number eleven 
made substantially different reports 1n nearly every area. 
For that reason, the1r Interviews are discussed separately. 
The instructor of this eighth grader's elective subJect 
felt that the student had no background whatsoever in the 
subJect matter. This was a discovery she made which was 
contrary to her initial understanding. When initially 
interviewed, this teacher felt that the student might have 
already adJUSted, both behaviorally and academically, to 
his new scnool. This was after only two days of class. By 
the follow up interview, she was fully confident that 
complete adJUStment had taken place. 
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This teacher 1n1tially reported that she expected her 
new student would earn about a 3.0 grade point average. In 
reality, h1s grades fell far short of this. By the f1fth 
week, the student's average was below 0.5. He started out 
well, but nis graaes quickly deter1orated. The teacher's 
report of this eighth grader's behav1or casts some light on 
his academic performance. She reported that from the 
second day of class, this student seemed to 1nteract well 
Wlth peers and to talk frequently. By the fifth week, she 
reported that ne felt " ••• a little too at ease." She added 
tnat he talkea qu1te a bit and was occasionally disruptive 
due to hav1ng tun with friends. This more relaxed behav1or 
correlated Wlth the deter1orat1ng grades. Low grades 
resulted from not studying for tests and failing to 
complete some group proJects. Those proJects which were 
turned in were done well. The teacher added that all of 
the stuaents 1n subJect number eleven's study and work 
group earned s1milar grades while no one else in her class 
did so. 
This teacher made a final observation. She believed 
that this student would have earned better grades and 
displayed more controlled behavior had he started the 
school year 1n her class. She believed this would have 
been so because she attributed his current grade 
deter1orat1on ana lax nehav1or to attempts to test and 
determ1ne the teacher's limits. This teacher felt that had 
the student started in her class the first of the year, he 
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would alreaay have an understanding of her limits and 
therefore would concentrate his efforts on more productive 
pursuits. 
A substantlally different experience is recalled by 
subJect numoer eleven's requ1red subJect teacner. First, 
it should oe noted that this instructor reported that he 
had 22 years teaching experience and was "a 
d1Sc1pllnar1an." Perhaps this helped the student to more 
quickly ldentify oehavioral limits and to funct1on within 
them. Wh1le thls teacher felt his student's academ1c 
preparation was not exceptional, it was adequate. He was 
aware that his new student had already studied the unit of 
material the class was working on when he enrolled. He 
also had placement test results which suggested that 
desp1te the student's famlliarity with present subJect 
matter, the subJect was generally difficult for this 
student. The 1nstructor initially reported that he thought 
the student would complete academ1c and behavioral 
adJUstment by the end of the second week of class. He 
based this assessment on the student's early assert1veness 
1n asking quest1ons and on his stralghtforward and positive 
manner. By the fifth week however, he felt an additional 
five weeks would oe necessary in order for the student to 
make more friends and feel more accepted. 
This teacner inltlally felt his new student would earn 
about a 2.5 graae point average. This opinion was clearly 
validated by the time of the follow up interview. This 
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instructor saw none of the talkative or lax behavior 
descrlbed by the teacher above. He reported that his new 
student dlsplayed about consistently average behavior from 
the first day. As a result of these outcomes, this teacher 
felt that relocation and changing schools during the school 
year had virtually no impact on postrelocation outcomes. 
SubJect 12 
SubJect 
SubJect number twelve was female and the youngest of 
ten chlldren. She l1ved with both of her biological 
parents and three ot her siblings. The other six siblings 
were e1ther away at college or were married and had 
famil1es of the1r own. This subJect's family had a record 
of frequent relocations. Over the previous 31 years, they 
had moved 26 times. The present relocation is the third 
one exper1enced by the subJect dur1ng a school year. The 
subJect's mother has completed one year ot college. Her 
father has completea seven years of college and has earned 
a doctoral level degree. Monthly family income was 
estimated at S6250. 
This student reported that she earned a 4.0 grade 
po1nt average at her previous school. This placed her in 
the top 20 percent of her class. This average dropped to 
3.7 by the fifth week following relocation. It was 
reported that tnese grades were st1ll ••good" and better 
than the graaes of most classmates. The greatest factor 
which seemed to account for a reduction in grade point 
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average was differences 1n curriculum between the prev1ous 
and present schools in the area of mathematics. This 
student had previously attended an advanced math class. In 
her new school, she was therefore placed in an advanced 
class. After a per1od of diligent study and consistently 
low grades, this eighth grader transferred to a less 
d1ff1cult class. 
Thls student reported that she considered everyone in 
her prev1ous e1ghth grade class to be her friend. This 
amounted to about 100 students. During her second day of 
class at her new school, she reported that she had made 
about 15 friends. This number grew to 15 good friends and 
another 50 or so casual fr1ends by the fifth week of 
school. This student took a more detached view of moving, 
her new school and the loss of her old friends; " ••• it's 
f1ne Wlth me--l don't care, I'm used to moving." She d1d 
however, express some dlscomfort about being temporarily 
friendless 1mmed1ately following relocation: 
Well, 1t would have been n1ce if I could have brought 
all my friends from lprev1ous state of residence) and 
taken them here until I got some other good friends and 
then I'd be O.K. 
By the fifth week of school, this eighth grader 
reported feeling "a little better" because she had made 
more fr1ends. She added that the fr1end making process 
was easier in two ways. First, this student's mother had 
arranged for an eighth grade girl from church to show her 
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around school dur1ng the first couple of days. Second, 
this student recalled that during the first week of school, 
she "fell in Wlth" the r1ght group of kids. As she met the 
kids 1n th1s group, each of them introduced her to their 
friends in other groups. This process increased her number 
of friends quickly. 
This student reported that she was ne1ther involved in 
any disclplinary action nor sklpped any classes either at 
her prev1ous school or dur1ng the course of this study. 
She descr1bed her classroom behavior as varied from class 
to class throughout the day, but generally reflecting the 
class norm. She added that she was quieter in classes 
where she was seated toward the front of the classroom and 
away from friends. Overall, this eighth grader could not 
recall that her behavior at school or home changed any over 
the course of thls study. She was aware that she was at 
home less on Saturdays because she arranged to do more 
things with new friends. 
Parent 
This fam11y relocated following the father's 
retirement from a mllitary career and promotion in a 
second. His retlrement afforded this famlly with the 
opportun1ty to settle permanently. This area was chosen 
for its inclusion 1n the geographic area the student's 
father workea at hls second career. Reported gains 1n this 
relocation include a nicer home, proximity to snow skiing 
and to an extens1ve church organization of the family's 
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denomlnation. This mother added however, that the family 
actively partlClpated in their previous church, so the 
greater church organlzation in this area was only a minor 
gain. No losses could be associated with this relocation. 
While this mother acknowledged that many families leave 
friends behlnd, she and her family did not do so. She 
explained that her family's hlgh degree of moblllty in the 
past has conslstently resulted in trans1ent relationships 
which were quickly replaced by others following a move. 
This mother did not express much 1nterest in the 
quallty of her daughter's new school or 1n the education 
offered there. lt was her oplnion, based on previous 
famlly exper1ence, that the school and its educational 
resources were less important than her daughter's 
motivation and interest to earn an education. This 
parent's report of her daughter's prerelocation grades 
reflected a high degree of agreement with the subject's 
self report. She was less certain however, about her 
daughter's academic performance follow1ng enrollment at her 
new school. In the absence of specific reports from the 
school, this parent simply expressed her confidence that 
her daughter's grades were probably unaffected by 
relocation because they had failed to be affected by 
relocations 1n the past. This mother was so confident that 
her oaugnter was earn1ng conslstently high grades that she 
even felt the difficulty her daughter experienced with math 
class placement would have little effect. 
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Th1s parent did not notice any changes 1n her 
daughter's behavior at horne following relocation. 
Cons1stent with her daughter's report, she found that over 
tlrne, her daughter became more involved in the activities 
of her friends. Of s1gn1ficance to this parent was the 
observation that inltially, her daughter participated in 
those things to which she was 1nvited. This level of 
1nvo1vement 1ncreased by the fifth week following 
relocation to the planning and initiation of activities 
with fr1ends. To this mother, her daughter's behavior 
expressed a "very fine" adJustment. 
Th1s parent reported a consistently positive attitude 
about her neighbors and neighborhood. She found the new 
and larger homes here to be more desirable than the ones in 
the neighborhood she left behind. She met a number of 
ne1ghbors when she moved in and was aware that she would 
meet more, s1nce new ones had moved 1nto the new homes 
immediately adJacent to hers. 
This mother reported that she and her family were very 
involved in church activ1t1es and Parent Teacher 
Assoc1ation before moving. Dur1ng the first week following 
relocation, the family participated in church activities 
only. By the fifth week the family also had become members 
of a health and recreation center. 
Thls parent felt that a substantial amount of 
addltional time would be needed for her daughter to fully 
adJUSt to relocatlon and change of schools. She felt the 
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additional time would be needed to become geographically 
familiar with the area and to be recognized by peers as 
fully one of them rather than as a new student. This 
mother felt peer recognltion and full acceptance would not 
be complete untll the beg1nning of the next school year. 
Teachers 
Follow1ng the third week of class, subJect number 
twelve dropped enrollment 1n her math class in favor of one 
which was not as advanced. The student's math class 
teacher was selected as one of the participants in this 
study. This examiner, then, 1ncluded the math teacher's 
interv1ews nere based on three rather than five weeks of 
exposure to the student. The less acceptable alternative 
to this pract1ce would have been to discontinue this 
subJect, parent and teachers from the study. 
The two teachers interv1ewed for subJect number twelve 
either felt that her previous academic preparation was good 
or that little prev1ous background was necessary. Both 
teachers felt that adJUStment to the new school environment 
was complete by the end of the second week. One of these 
teachers reported that only one or two days were necessary. 
These teachers agreed that this e1ghth grade student would 
probably do well. They based this 1nitial expectation on 
observed student affiliation with other known good 
students, demonstratlon of politeness and respect for the 
instructors, eagerness to ask questions, ability to respond 
to questions asked by the 1nstructor and willingness to 
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complete and turn in the first assignment when due. 
One of the 1nstructors could not identify any trends 
1n this student's grades over time. He attributed this to 
the nature of his class. He explained that students work 
on proJects which require four or f1ve weeks to complete 
and that h1s new student had not yet completed a proJect. 
The other instructor however, was able to identify a 
downward trend in grades from an in1tial grade point 
average of 3.0 to 1.8. The reason g1ven for this trend 
appears 1ncons1stent with the assessment of adequate 
academic preparation. The instructor attributed 
deter1orating grades to lack of student exposure to some 
concepts. Whlle she felt the student made a good choice by 
transferring out of her class, she also believed that with 
more effort, this student could have successfully completed 
her class. 
Both teachers reported the number of students in this 
e1ghth grader's class as between 30 and 35 students. Both 
teachers reported that th1s student demonstrated 
consistently good classroom behav1or. Behavioral 
adJUStment was conceived by both instructors as appropriate 
interact1ons w1th peers. One of the teachers felt good 
peer interaction was a more important predictor of good 
academic performance than was intellectual ability and 
interest. He felt this way because he knew that he didn't 
have the time to orient a new student to procedures and 
expectations in his subJect area. He felt that this 
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student would successfully learn these things from peers. 
Based on cons1stency of classroom behavior and little need 
for prev1ous academic preparat1on, one of the interviewed 
teachers felt that relocation had produced no effect on 
good academic and behavioral adjustment. The other 
instructor felt that relocation deprived this student of a 
review she conducted dur1ng the first few weeks of the 
school year. Thls instructor felt that being depr1ved of 
that review contributed to the student's deteriorating 
grades and eventual transfer out of her class. 
SUbJeCt 13 
SubJect 
SubJect number thirteen was female and the elder of 
two children. She livea with her younger brother, mother 
and adoptlve father. The relocation under study was the 
second that this student experienced during a school year. 
Her mother has completed two years of college and her 
adoptive father has completed four years of technical 
schooling. He has earned two Associate degrees. Estimated 
monthly fam1ly income was s2750. 
This eighth grade student reported that the grades she 
earned at her previous school fell within the 3.5 grade 
point average range. While she does did know how these 
grades compared with her new classmates, she found them to 
be aDout the same or a little lower than the grades of the 
peers she left behind. During the fifth week of school, 
this student reported that she had no feedback about how 
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her grades were turning out. On that basis, she was unable 
to speculate about how she was doing relative to her new 
classmates. She a1d however, express confidence that her 
grades would probably end up in the range of her previous 
ones. 
This eighth grader recalled that she had about 25 
friends in her prev1ous school. During her first week at 
her new school, she stated that she had made two friends. 
Thls number grew to five by the fifth week. This subJect 
stated that it was difficult to make new friends. She felt 
that classmates had already formed into friendship groups 
and that these groups were closed to new members. Further, 
she felt students here were generally unfriendly. She 
recalled that one student swore at her during the first day 
of class and that her lockermate told her that she would 
not be allowed to use the assigned locker. She was 
1nstructed by this student to f1nd locker space elsewhere. 
This eighth grader also developed negative impressions of 
the school and its staff. She felt the teachers had little 
control over the behav1or of her classmates. She also 
d1dn't l1ke the school building because it was older and 
quite run down when compared to her previous school. ThlS 
student felt that her best opportunity to fit in with 
classmates might not occur until the beginning of the next 
scnool year. Even then, she was skept1cal that she would 
fit in. 
These initial impress1ons seemed unchanged by the 
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fifth week of school, though this eighth grader did report 
some decrease in her lockerrnate's unfriendliness. This 
student did not believe that any of her behavior at school 
or horne changed during the course of this study. She was 
not subJeCt to any disclplinary action nor did she skip any 
classes at either her prev1ous or new school. She added 
that she thought she was substantially more quiet than her 
peers in most of her classes. 
Parent 
SUbJect number thlrteen's parents decided to move so 
they could have a larger and nicer horne and live in a 
neighborhood cornpr1sed of new homes. The only loss 
reported was that of friends from the prev1ous 
neighborhood. These parents' first impression of their 
daughter's new school was not entirely positive. Like 
the1r daughter, they found the bUlldlng to be old and 
perhaps in need of remodeling. They also found the staff 
to be confused when attempting to complete the enrollment 
process. They also stated that their daughter had some 
concerns. She was close enough to her new school that she 
would have to walk instead of take a school bus. For her, 
this meant a 20 rn1nute walk every day while carrying a 
rnus1cal 1nstrurnent. There was also concern that since the 
school prov1ded no secure area for musical instrument 
storage similar to that provided by the previous school, 
there was an increased risk of theft. By the fifth week, 
these parents were less sure of their opinion of their 
daughter's school. They were confused that while their 
eighth grader continued to voice disappointment, their 
seventh grade son who attended the same school expressed 
only positive attitudes. 
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This eighth grader's parents were in a hlgh degree of 
agreement with the1r daughter about the grades she earned 
at her prev1ous school. They reported that she earned a 
3.8 grade point average and that she was a recogn1zed 
honors student. They also agreed with their daughter that 
they aid not know now her grades were turning out yet 
because grade reports were not to be released for another 
week. 
These parents also agreed with their daughter that no 
significant changes took place in her behavior following 
relocation. This consistency caused them to conclude that 
she nad made a good postrelocation adJUStment. 
These parents reported that they liked their new 
nelghborhood. Even though the winter weather inhibited 
them from meeting any more than a few neighbors, they liked 
the ones they met and enJoyed the privacy the new 
neighborhood afforded. This family experienced no 
dlsruption 1n their particlpation in community actiVlties 
because they had no history of participation. They felt 
another four weeKs was needed for thelr daughter to fully 
adJUSt to relocation. It was believed that during this 
time, their daughter would have the opportunity to make 
more friends in the neighborhood. 
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Teachers 
There was a s1gnificant difference between how the two 
teachers 1nterv1ewed for thls study perce1ved subJect 
number thirteen's preparation to be in their classes. One 
of the teachers was ''glad she was prepared as she was" 
while the other became aware of areas of substantial 
deficltS 1n knowledge. The second teacher added that while 
these deficits were apparent, they were not necessarily 
insurmountable. He felt these deficits could be overcome 
in three to four weeks. 
Both teachers were lnitially impressed that this 
student would do well. They were impressed that she 
displayed a good investment of energy to do well on 
academ1c tasks, came to class the second day prepared to 
fully participate and that she was well liked by her peers. 
No trends were reported by e1ther teacher in this student's 
academ1c performance. She consistently earned about a 3.7 
grade point average. 
Teachers reported that this eighth grader was also 
cons1stent from the first day in her behavior. She was 
quiet, but appeared comfortable with this. Comfort was 
suggested inasmuch as this student did interact well with 
peers and teachers, but was never loud or out of turn. Due 
to the consistency of behavior and grades from the first 
day, 1t was reported that relocation appeared to have very 




The last subJect of this study was male and the older 
of two children. He lived with his mother, sister and 
stepfather of one year. The move under study represented 
the fourth this student experienced during a school year. 
This subJect's mother was a business college graduate and 
his father has completed high school. Monthly family 
1ncome was s5000. This student's mother reported that from 
Kindergarten through the sixth grade, her son was involved 
in counseling with the school psychologist each academic 
year, as requested from the princ1pal. She attributed his 
need for counseling to having behav1ora1 difficulty with 
female authority figures, such as teachers. This mother 
added that she experienced similar behavioral difficulties 
at home during the eight years she was a single parent. 
The student made no mention of this. 
SubJect number fourteen recalled that he earned about 
a 2.5 grade point average prior to relocation. He stated 
that these grades were about the same as his previous 
classmates, but that he was unsure how they compared to 
those of his new peers. By the fifth week at his new 
school, this eighth grader reported several changes. 
Changes 1n curr1culum included the loss of classes in 
social studies and ceramics. New classes were life 
sciences and art. This student stated that his new grades 
were about a 3.25 average and that they were "pretty high'' 
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when compared to those of hls friends. He added that he 
felt teachers had a better op1n1on of him than did prev1ous 
teachers because; "I JUSt talked too much at the other 
school." 
This eighth grader reported no change 1n the number of 
fr1ends during the course of this study. He reported he 
had "about 100 friends" before mov1ng, within the first 
week and at the flfth week at hls new school. This 
subJect added that he felt about the same about his new 
fr1ends as the ones he left behind. Prior to relocatlng, 
this student part1c1pated in football, baseball and 
basketball. When he moved, he substltuted volleyball for 
basketball and added swimming. By the fifth week, he 
dropped volleyball and swimm1ng. 
This student stated that he was involved in one 
disc1p11nary act1on at his prev1ous school and denied ever 
skipping classes or requ1ring disciplinary action at his 
new school. He added that his behavior at school and home 
had improved over what it was before moving. This eighth 
grader reported an 1nitially positive attitude about his 
new school wh1ch increased with time. 
Parent 
SubJect number fourteen's mother stated that the 
primary reason for relocating was to have a larger home. 
An added benefit was an option to easlly arrange financing 
to purchase the new house. She expressed her hope that 
this was the last family move, but was aware that JOb 
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transfer out of the city was always possible. About the 
only loss thls mother could identify was that her children 
now had to walk to school instead of take a bus. This 
mother cons1dered loss of school transportation a minor 
issue. When asked how she felt about relocating, she 
replied; "I'm really happy that we did." This parent's 
initial positive attitude about her son's new school became 
re1nforced over tlme. First impressions were based solely 
on exposure to the school building and counselor at time of 
enrollment. Later, this parent discovered that the new 
school had a swimming pool and activities not prev1ously 
ava1lable. This parent also was impressed that teachers 
were willing to work Wlth students follow1ng the end of the 
regular school day schedule. 
The reliability of this eighth grader's self report of 
his grades was somewhat questionable. His mother's 
prerelocation grade assessment of 1.8 is substantially 
below that reported above. There was however, substantial 
agreement that during the five weeks following relocation, 
grades did improve about .eo. The grade improvement this 
parent noted prov1ded her with convincing evidence that her 
son was adJUSting to his new school very well. She noted 
however, that even at the time of the follow up interview, 
her son continued to complain that he did not like his new 
school because it was too strict. She explained the 
discrepancy between his words and grades by stating; "He 
must like it 'cause he's doing better." 
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This student's parent noticed changes 1n her son's 
behav1or l!nmediately following relocation: "He's a little 
more mouthy." She attrlbuted his more cavalier and 
flippant speech to anx1ety surrounding the change of 
friends and schools. She stated that her son had 
apparently made a very good social and behavioral 
adJUStment to relocat1on inasmuch as he seemed to her to be 
a lot happ1er by the fifth week in his new school. She 
addea that he was less flippant in his speech and that he 
brought home more frienas and did so more frequently than 
at h1s prev1ous school. This parent did admit that her son 
may have prev1ously been inhibited from bringing his school 
friends home due to the more confining size of the house. 
This mother expressed a positive attitude about her 
new neighborhood. She stated that during the first week 
following relocation, she had met "more than one" of her 
neighbors and that both of her children had already made 
friends Wlthin the prox1m1ty. She had little to add to 
these initial impressions dur1ng the follow up interview, 
since the weather had turned substantially colder and she 
and her neighbors stayed indoors more. Due to the amount 
of travel th1s parent did for her work, she did not 
participate 1n any church or civic activities either before 
or after moving. By the fifth week following relocation, 




There was disagreement between the two teachers 
interviewed about the degree to which student number 
fourteen was prepared to be placed in their classes. It 
was apparent to the teacher of the elective subJect that 
this student's preparation was above average by virtue of 
the work he completed in her class. The required subJect 
teacher however, had serious doubts about the 
appropriateness of this student's placement in his class. 
These doubts persisted even after this teacher spoke by 
phone to this student's previous teacher in the same 
subJect area. The teachers did agree that academic and 
behavioral adJustment was completed by the end of the 
fourth week of school. Both teachers felt adJustment had 
been accomplished by this time because of the consistency 
they observed in the students' classroom behavior and 
grades. 
The required subJect teacher did report a trend in 
grades. While the student's grades in his class were 
consistent overall, it appeared to him that this student 
earned much poorer grades on tests than on homework 
assignments. This trend was attributed to the teacher's 
observation that students are allowed to grade their own 
homework assignments. One possibility, therefore, was that 
the student was inflating his homework grades. This 
teacher added that it was also possible that the student 
simply experienced test taking anx1ety. overall, the 
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teacher of the required subJect felt the eighth grader's 
academic adJustment to his class was poor. At the time of 
the follow up interview, the student had an earned grade 
point average of 1.4 and was in the bottom 20% of the 
class. 
By contrast, the elective subject teacher reported 
that the student's academic adJustment had been very good. 
In her class, he had earned a 4.0 average from the start 
and was in the top third of her class. 
There was a substantial difference between the number 
of students in the two classes this eighth grader attended. 
The elective subJect teacher reported that there were 29 
students 1n her class and that this was about average. She 
characterized her class as somewhat rowdy and noisy, due to 
the inordinate number of boys in the class. The required 
subJect teacher reported that he had 19 students and that 
this was his smallest class. He described the class 
composition as well mannered and quiet. 
Despite apparent differences of class size and 
composition, both teachers reported that their common 
eighth grade student exhibited about class average behavior 
after the first couple of days. During the initial period 
however, both teachers described behavior which they 
interpreted as predicting negative behavior in the future. 
The elective subJect teacher reported that this student was 
about 15 minutes late to her class on the first day. When 
asked about this, the student denied that he had come in 
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late and stated that he had been in the classroom from the 
time the bell had rung. It was only with confrontation 
from the teacher that the student finally admitted he had 
not been there. The required subJect teacher reported that 
this eighth grader's initial behavior seemed unusually 
casual and relaxed during a time the teacher is more 
accustomed to seeing some degree of anxiety from 
contentious students. The observation of relatively 
average classroom behavior was particularly interesting to 
the teacher of the required subject, since he had received 
reports that the student had been somewhat of a discipline 
problem to the same subJect teacher prior to relocation. 
Given the change from initially negative behavior, 
both teachers felt that this student had made a positive 
behavioral adJustment. The consistency the teachers found 
in this student's grades and behavior after the first two 
days caused them to conclude that relocation had little 
effect on the student. 
Summary 
Data gathered on each of the 14 students who 
participated in the study has been presented. Data 
gathered from each student's corresponding parents and 
teachers have also been summarized. In the following 
chapter, a cross case data analysis, conclusions and 
recommendations for future research are found. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The gathering of similar information from various 
sources allows for the assessment of reliability of these 
reporting sources. Reliability can be inferred from 
discrepancies found in the comparison of information across 
sources. In this regard a trend was found in which those 
students who, from teachers' reports, earned low grades 
tended to distort grade earnings in self report. The 
clearest example of this trend was a student who hid his 
report card from his parents due to bad grades. This 
trend was found to a lesser degree regarding the reports 
made by parents of these students. Parents' reports seemed 
to reflect a compromise between grades reported to them by 
teachers on report cards and the more positive statements 
made by their sons and daughters. 
A similar reporting trend was found in the area of 
behavior. In one case, both a parent and student reported 
the eighth grader demonstrated no behavioral difficulties 
at his previous school. One of the student's teachers 
reported that he had been in phone contact with the 
student's previous instructor. The teacher reported that 
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the student consistently demonstrated classroom behavioral 
problems which increased Wlth the imminence of relocation. 
The effect of underreporting of poor grades and 
behavior is unclear, since the extent of it cannot 
accurately be determined. Underreporting has been 
identified because information about grades and behavior 
was sought from several sources following relocation. 
Prerelocation grades and behavior however, were 
exclusively derived from reports of students and their 
parents. Students who underreported poor behavior and 
grades before moving may have misled this researcher into 
concluding that relocation had a negative, or little effect 
when a positive effect may have actually resulted. 
Due to the questionable reliability of self report 
from students about their grades and behavior, the cross 
case analyses of these variables surrounding relocation 
were based primarily on reports provided by parents of 
prerelocation grades and behavior. Only that information 
provided by teachers regarding postrelocation grades was 
analyzed. Analysis of postrelocation behavioral adJustment 
was based upon reports provided by both parents and 
teachers. 
Cross Case Analysis 
Discussed below are the findings which were common 
among the cases studied. A presentation of the cross case 
results tor the first research question found in Chapter I 
is presented first. This presentation is elaborated by a 
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subsequent discussion of the mediating effects of 
addltional variables which are identified in the third 
research question. Next, a response is made to the second 
research question, which involves postrelocation behavioral 
adJUstment. This response is elaborated by a subsequent 
discussion of the mediating effects of additional variables 
which are identified in the fourth research question. 
Academic Achievement 
A comparison of postrelocation academic achievement 
with prerelocation levels revealed how previous studies 
have produced inconclusive results. Superficial 
examination of the performance of the subJects tend to 
confirm that relocation and school transfer during the 
academic year produced no effect on postrelocation grades. 
In the present study, four students demonstrated 
deterioration of academic performance following relocation. 
Thcee students demonstrated improved performance and six 
produced stable grades. Several trends were revealed 
however, when mediating variables were considered. 
While six students' grades remained unchanged 
follow1ng relocation, two of these students earned a 4.0 
grade point average. Concluding that no changes of 
academic performance took place for these students may have 
therefore been misleading, since for these two students, 
postrelocation academic performance could have only 
remained stable or gone down. 
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Family Structure 
The intervening variable of primary interest was 
family structure. A trend in postrelocation academic 
achievement appeared to exist in which those earlier in 
birth order achieved better grades. Of the seven first 
born subJects examined, only two demonstrated deterioration 
of academic performance. One of the students demonstrated 
grade improvement, two demonstrated no change and two more 
earned 4.0 grade point averages before and after 
relocation. By contrast, one of the fourth born subjects 
retained consistent academic performance while the other 
one experienced deterioration. No trend of postrelocation 
academic performance was identified for a variation in 
family size. A trend was identified however, for different 
relationships subJects had to adults living in the 
household. Those subJects who lived with both biological 
parents or one biological and one step parent displayed 
better relative postrelocation academic achievement than 
did their counterparts from other single parent families. 
Sense of Permanence 
The maJority of both parents and students perceived 
their most recent relocation as a permanent one. Nine of 
the responding thirteen parents and eleven of their eighth 
grade students responded in this fashion. A trend was 
identified between sense of permanence and changes which 
took place in postrelocation grades. Among those parents 
who reported permanence in their relocation, one of their 
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students earned a 4.0 grade point average and three more 
experienced improvements. By contrast, while one student 
whose parent reported the relocation to be temporary earned 
a 4.0 grade point average, none of the students of these 
parents experienced grade improvement following relocation. 
A similar trend was identified among students. All of 
those students who experienced postrelocation grade 
. improvement also felt that their relocation was permanent. 
These findings suggest that students and parents generally 
agree on their perception of the permanence of relocation. 
Att1tude Toward Relocation 
No clear trend could be identified between parents' 
attitudes about relocating and postrelocation grade changes 
in their corresponding eighth grade students. This outcome 
was based on the finding that 12 of the reporting 13 
parents stated that they felt positive about their decision 
and experience of relocation. A trend was evident however, 
between the attitudes expressed by eighth grade students 
and changes in their postrelocation grades. All of the 
students who experienced grade improvements expressed 
positive attitudes about their changes of schools and 
residences from the first interview. By contrast, all of 
the students who initially expressed either an ambivalent 
or negative attitude about relocation experienced either 
unchanged or deteriorating grades. Two of the three 
students who earned a 4.0 grade point average are found 
among this latter group. One of these students still 
regretted moving when interviewed five weeks after 
relocation. 
Extended Support Systems 
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No trend was identified between the extent of extended 
support systems either the eighth grade subJects or their 
families experienced and postrelocation academic 
achievement. It was initially conceptualized that those 
families and students who experienced a sharp reduction in 
extended support would demonstrate postrelocation academic 
deterioration. This notion could not be evaluated due to 
limitations in the data. The majority of families and 
students participating in this study indicated that they 
had no extended support systems either before or after 
relocating. Those students and families who reported 
participation in extended support systems before relocation 
had generally re~tored that participation in similar 
organizations and activities by the fifth week following 
relocation. 
soc1oeconom1c Status 
No trends were found between any of the defined levels 
of socioeconomic status and postrelocation academic 
achievement. An additional analysis of income compensating 
for family size was performed. In this analysis, the total 
household income was divided by the number of people living 
in the household. No trend was found for the relationship 




When interviewed, teachers were reluctant to formulate 
or express expectations for academic performance based on 
initial impressions. Less than one third of the teachers 
interviewed were willing to suggest a specific grade they 
believed their new student would eventually earn. Among 
the nine teachers who did, four saw their expectations 
materialize. Students performed within 0.1 of a grade 
point of teachers• predictions. Three teachers found their 
expectations were too high, since their students performed, 
on the average, 2.3 grade points below predictions. The 
remaining two teachers found their initial expectations 
were too low. The1r students performed an average of 0.65 
above predictions. This sample size is too small to 
suggest whether teachers• expectations played a part in 
postrelocation acade~ic achievement. 
Class Size 
Larger class size was expected to correlate with lower 
postrelocation grades, due to greater time limitations 
teachers had to orient a new student. This expectation was 
not tested due to lack of variation in class size among the 
students selected for this study. 
Previous Grades 
A trend was identified between prerelocation academic 
achievement and postrelocation changes. The relationship 
of this trend is commonly referred to as regression towards 
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the mean. The direction of change in postrelocation 
academic achievement was inversely related to prerelocation 
grades. That is, the four students who experienced 
postrelocation academic performance deterioration 
demonstrated higher prerelocation grades than did the group 
who experienced no change in academic performance 
following relocation. Similarly, the group of four 
students who experienced no change in academic performance 
after relocation demonstrated higher prerelocation grades 
than did the two students who experienced improvement in 
academic performance following relocation. The magnitude 
of these trends was great enough to contradict Schaller's 
(1976) observation that prerelocation academic performance 
was the best correlate of postrelocation academic 
performance. The deterioration of postrelocation academic 
performance was so substantial within that group that their 
academic performance fell below that of the prerelocation 
grades of the group which experienced no change. 
Number of Previous Relocations 
A trend was identified in which those eighth grade 
students who had relocated during a school year more 
frequently demonstrated better postrelocation academic 
achievement. More specifically, all students who 
demonstrated postrelocation deterioration of academic 
performance had moved three times or less. By contrast, 
three of the seven students who had relocated four or more 
times demonstrated improvement in academic performance 
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while two more 4.0 grade point averages. No deterioration 
was noted in the latter group. 
Addltional Findings 
Several students who perceived that they had improved 
their academic performance following relocation attributed 
this perceived improvement to changes in their 
relationships with peers. They specifically indicated that 
their loss of old friends and the development of relatively 
few new ones caused them to become less distracted during 
class and to place more importance on their grades. Fewer 
social opportunities in the after school hours allowed more 
time to ensure completion of homework. 
Some teachers acknowledged that new students did not 
receive adequate orientation to class. One teacher even 
expressed her resentment of the disproportionate amount of 
time new students required. As a result, several teachers 
indicated that this limitation was occasionally compensated 
for by an informal orientation process. Some teachers 
reported that those new students who possessed the 
interpersonal skills to ask questions of fellow students 
became more quickly and thoroughly oriented than those who 
did not. Further, some classes required less new student 
orientation than others. These were classes which relied 
more heavily on student participation and less on an 
accumulated knowledge base. 
Behavioral AdJustment 
A trend was identified in postrelocation behavioral 
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adJustment. Reports from teachers and parents suggested 
that behavior improved following relocation. In this 
regard, only three students were rated as demonstrating a 
deteriorating behavioral trend or poorer behavior following 
relocation. Five students were rated as maintaining 
prerelocation levels of behavior while six students were 
rated as demonstrating better behavior or an improving 
trend. 
There appeared to be a difference between the reports 
made by parents and those made by teachers. Parents tended 
to provide more favorable ratings of their children than 
did teachers. Only two students were rated as 
demonstrating poorer behavior or downward trends by parents 
while six were so rated by teachers. 
Family Structure 
Although a trend was identified between birth order 
and postrelocation academic achieve~ent, no similar trend 
was found for ~ehavioral adJustment. Similarly, no trend 
could be identified to demonstrate that family size was 
related to postrelocation behavioral adjustment. A trend 
was identified however, between the different relationships 
subJects had to adults living in the household and 
postrelocation behavioral adJustment. Those subJects who 
lived with both biological parents or one biological and 
one step parent demonstrated better postrelocation 
behavioral adJUStment than did their counterparts from 
single parent families. In this regard, 31~ of all 
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teacher and parent responses about postrelocation behavior 
or trends in behavior were positive when referring to 
children livlng with both biological parents or with one 
blologica1 parent and a step parent. Only 17% of all 
responses were positive regarding students from single 
parent households and no positive responses were made 
regarding the student living with a biological parent and 
the biological parent's friend. 
Sense of Permanence 
As stated previously, nine of the participating 
parents and eleven of the eighth grade students perceived 
their move as permanent. When the reports of 
postrelocation behavior are compared between these students 
and those students or parents who felt relocation was 
temporary, no trend could be found. 
Att1tude Toward Relocation 
The possible relationship between parents' attitude 
about their relocation and the postrelocation behavior of 
corresponding eighth grade students was not examined. No 
examination was made because only one parent expressed 
anything other than a positive attitude about moving. 
Trends were identified among students. No student 
expressed a deterioration from their initial attitude at 
the follow up interview. Those students who expressed a 
consistently negative attitude about relocating and 
changing schools and friends most frequently demonstrated 
the poor postrelocation behavioral adjustment or 
deterioration between initial and subsequent behavioral 
adJustment. Those students who expressed consistently 
positive attitudes demonstrated better behavioral 
adJustment. Those who experienced a positive shift from 
initial attitudes seemed to demonstrate the best 
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behavioral adJUStment. In this regard, 25% of the 
behavioral ratings ot those students expressing a 
consistently negative attitude were negative while only 11% 
of the ratings ot those expressing a positive change in 
attitude were negat1ve. Conversely, only 17% of the 
behavioral ratings ot consistently negative students were 
positive while 33% ot those students expressing a positive 
change were positive. 
Extended Support Systems 
No mediating effect was identified tor the extent of 
extended support systems either the eighth grade subjects 
or their families experienced and postreloc&cion behavioral 
adJustment, either at home or at school. This research 
question was not evaluated due to limitations in the data. 
The maJority of families and students participating in this 
study indicated that they had no extended support systems 
either before or after relocating. Those students and 
families who reported participation in extended support 
systems before relocation had generally restored that 
participation 1n similar organizations and activities by 
the fifth week following relocation. 
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Socioeconomic Status 
No trends were found between any of the defined levels 
of socioeconomic status and postrelocation behavioral 
adJustment. An additional analysis of income compensating 
for family slze was performed. No trend was found within 
behavioral adJustment for this new level of socioeconomic 
status. 
Teacher Expectations 
No general trend could be identified between initial 
teacher expectations and behavioral adJustment. Teachers 
seemed unable to initially differentiate between new 
students who eventually demonstrated average behavioral 
adJustment and new students whose behavioral adjustment 
was better than average. By contrast however, teachers 
were apparently successful in being able to recognize those 
students who eventually demonstrated poor behavioral 
adJustment. In this regard, there were two students for 
whom thelr four teachers agreed would eventually 
demonstrate poor behavioral adJustment. Fifty percent of 
the behavioral ratings of these two students turned out 
negative while none of the ratings were positive. 
Class Size 
The research question was formulated that class size 
might mediate the effects of relocation upon behavioral 
adJustment. Larger class size was expected to correlate 
with poorer postrelocation behavior, due to greater time 
limitations teachers had to orient a new student. This 
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hypothesis was not tested due to lack of variation in class 
size among the students selected for this study. 
Previous Behavior 
The comparison of prerelocation behavior to 
postrelocat1on behavioral adjustment is based on limited 
data. One index of prerelocation behavior was the number 
of times students reported that they had skipped classes at 
their prerelocation schools. There was no variation in 
this index inasmuch as all students denied skipping classes 
both before and four weeks following relocation. The only 
remaining index of prerelocation behavior was student 
reports of the number of times they had been involved in 
disciplinary action before relocating. A trend between 
this index and postrelocation behavioral adJUStment was 
found. Those students who had been referred to the 
principal •s office for disciplinary reasons less than two 
times during the semester prior to relocation were rated by 
teachers and parents as demonstrating more frequently 
improved or better behavioral adJustment than were those 
students who received disciplinary referrals more than two 
times. More specifically, 28% of the behavioral ratings of 
the first group were positive or reflected improvement 
while only 17% of the ratings of the latter group fell into 
this category. Conversely, only 15% of the behavioral 
ratings of the first group were negative or reflective of 
behavioral deterioration while 25% of the ratings of the 
latter group fell into this category. 
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Number of Previous Relocations 
A trend was identified in which those eighth grade 
students who had relocated during a school year more 
frequently demonstrated better postrelocation behavioral 
adJustment. More specifically, 25% of the behav1or ratings 
of those students who had moved less than three times were 
elther negative or suggestive of deterioration. By 
contrast, only 12% of those students moving more than four 
times were so rated. Conversely, 21% of the behavior 
rat1ngs of those eighth graders who had moved less than 
three times were positive or suggestive of improvement 
while 41% of the ratings of those students who had moved 
more than four times fell into that category. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Relocation is prevalent in American society. This 
activity impacts individuals. families and social 
institutions. As parents make decisions about relocation, 
they frequently consider the possible effects of these 
decisions upon their children. Parents consider how 
disruption of friendships and schools may change their 
childrens' behaviors and grades. Similarly, school 
personnel at~empt to identify these effects. An adequate 
understanding of the effects of relocation upon subsequent 
behavior and grades might help parents make their decisions 
more confidently and assist school personnel in identifying 
and rnlnirnizing any detrimental effects. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
possibility that academic achievement and behavioral 
changes occur when eighth grade students from different 
family structures move and change schools during the school 
year. Changes were anticipated to differ due to the 
mediating effects of additional variables. The additional 
variables investigated were attitude toward relocation. 
class size, extended support systems. number of previous 
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relocatlons, previous grades, sense of permanence, 
socioeconomic status and teacher expectations. 
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This study used a case study design in which 14 
student relocations were examined. The first 14 voluntary 
eighth grade students from a large western suburban school 
district were chosen. Students, their parents and two 
teachers for each student became study participants. 
Participants were interviewed by the researcher during the 
f1rst and fifth weeks following relocation in accordance 
with researcher designed interview schedules. No teacher 
nor parent was interviewed regarding more than one student. 
No student was included in this study if relocation took 
place within the first or last six weeks of a school year 
or during the Christmas school vacation. 
Among the students examined in this study, no trend 
could be identified to suggest that relocation is related 
to changes in subsequent academic performance. This 
general finding is somewhat misleading. Closer examination 
revealed that changes in academic performace did take place 
when additional variables were considered. These 
additional variables were family structure, sense of 
permanence, previous grades and number of previous 
relocations. 
Family structure referred to family size, birth order 
and biological and legal relationship of subject to the 
adults living in the household. Sense of permanence 
referred to student and parent reports of the anticipated 
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length of time the family will remain in the new residence. 
Previous grades referred to student and parent reports of 
grades earned by the student at the school previously 
attended. Number of previous relocations was defined as 
student reports of the number of times since the first 
grade the student has changed schools because of moving. 
By contrast, an overall trend was identified regarding 
behavioral adJustment. Teachers and parents generally 
reported behavioral improvement and/or improving trends 
both at home and school for their eighth graders following 
relocation. Further examination of the data revealed 
mediating effects of several additional variables. These 
variables were family structure, attitude toward 
relocation, teacher expectations, previous behavior and 
number of previous relocations. 
Behavioral improvement and/or improving trends were 
found among those students who came from households which 
included both biological parents or one biological parent 
and one step parent. Improvement was also found for those 
students whose attitude toward relocation was positive or 
improved over time and for those whose teachers did not 
expect negative behaviors. Those students who demonstrated 
good prerelocation behavior and who had experienced the 
most frequent relocations also demonstrated behavioral 
improvement. 
Conclusions 
Reports from students regarding their behavior and 
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grades appeared to be distorted in a more socially 
acceptable fashion for those students with poorer grades 
and behavior. This distortion may have been produced by 
several factors. First, students with poor grades and 
behavior may attempt to present themselves as more socially 
acceptable to researchers than they really are. Another 
possibility is that these students may be unaware of the 
extent of their obJectionable behavior and poor grades. 
Academic Achievement 
The findings of the present study suggest that 
relocation produces no general impact upon subsequent 
academic achievement. This conclusion is consistent with 
other studies which have controlled for otherwise 
potentially confounding variables. A possibility exists, 
then, that some studies which have demonstrated 
postrelocation changes in academic achievement have 
erroneously attributed them to relocation when in reality 
the changes may have been produced by the confounding 
effects of unstudied variables not evenly distributed 
within the studied samples. 
Previous studies have suggested that students who earn 
good grades earn better ones following relocation and those 
who earn initially poor grades earn worse. Exactly the 
opposite was found in the present study. The present 
finding may be explained by the ability grouping of the 
subJects in this study following relocation. Ability 
grouping may have caused postrelocation instructors to 
grade their new students relative to the performance of 
new classmates. This approach to grade assignment could 
have caused relocated students to appear to have earned 
more "average" grades. 
Behavioral AdJustment 
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Present findings suggest that postrelocation 
behavioral adJustment improves over prerelocation levels. 
Findings also suggest that when deterioration is noted, it 
is found more frequently at school than at home. This 
finding suggests that sufficient novelty is intrinsic to 
the relocation experience, that relocated students do not 
seek the novelty more commonly found in exceeding the 
llmits of acceptable behavior at home or school. 
The latter finding suggests two possibilities. First, 
parents may be more favorable in reporting the behavior of 
their children than were teachers. Second, some students 
may tend to demonstrate more deterioration in their 
behavior at school than at home. This deterioration may 
result from greater change students experience at school 
or from more stringent behavioral expectations. 
Family Structure 
Present findings suggest that students who live in a 
two parent household demonstrate better postrelocation 
academic achievement and behavioral adJUStment than those 
who do not. Further, first born children demonstrate 
better postrelocation academic achievement, but not 
necessarily behavior. These findings may be explained by a 
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single possiblity. Perhaps parents tend to identify more 
with their first born children. This identification might 
include greater expectations for responsible, adult and 
successful behaviors than parents hold for subsequent 
children. If this is so, then it might also be true that 
children tend to respond to this identification in the form 
of a self fulfilling prophecy. Single parent heads of 
households may have less time to identify with their 
children, due to the multiple demands placed upon them 
which are more commonly shared by two people. Another 
possibility is that the children who live in these single 
parent heads of households families may have more recently 
experienced the loss of a parent. This loss may leave 
these students less equipped to adapt to changes intrinsic 
to relocation. 
Sense of Permanence 
Present findings suggest that students' and parents' 
sense of permanence is related to better postrelocation 
academic achievement, but not behavioral adJustment. One 
implication of this finding is that students may feel more 
motivated to invest themselves in their schoolwork if they 
are aware they will receive the rewards and recognition for 
this investment. On the other hand, behavioral adjustment 
seems unrelated to this consideration. One way of 
interpreting this finding is that students may perceive the 
grades they earn as dependent upon the amount of time they 
have to invest in earning good grades at the new school. 
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On the other hand, perhaps behavioral adjustment is 
dependent upon more stable aspects of students' 
personalit1es. These aspects may cause students to behave 
relatively consistently despite changes in schools. 
Attitude Toward Relocation 
Findings suggest that students' postrelocation 
academ1c achievement and behavioral adJustment are mediated 
by their attitude toward relocation and change in schools. 
These findings also suggest that parents' attitudes have no 
mediating effect. An exception to this general finding 
was two students who expressed either ambivalent or 
consistently negative attitudes about relocation. but who 
nontheless maintained a 4.0 postrelocation grade point 
average. 
This exception may indicate that students who feel 
dissatisfied about their new school and relocation may feel 
like important aspects of their life are not within their 
control. The resulting sense of frustration may, in most 
students, deteriorate their motivation to produce good 
grades and compliance with expectations for behavior. 
Among those students who academically excel, the 
frustration may be greater, since they strove harder to 
earn high grades. Perhaps this greater frustration 
sometimes takes the form of a defiant expression to 
establish a place of relative superiority in the academic 
arena. 
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Extended Support Systems 
No conclusions were made regarding the possible 
mediation of disruption of extended support systems upon 
either postrelocation academic achievement or behavioral 
adJUStment. Conclusions were not drawn due to limitations 
in the data. 
Socioeconomic Status 
Present findings suggest that socioeconomic status has 
no mediating effect upon either postrelocation academic 
achievement or behavioral adJUstment. This conclusion is 
contrary to that reported in the review of literature. One 
possible explanation is that the present study did not 
include sufficient variation of the socioeconomic variable. 
Only one fam1ly reported an annual income below $19,000 and 
this student displayed the poorest postrelocation grades 
and behavior. 
A second possibility is related to the research design 
itself. The mediation of socioeconomic status upon 
postrelocation academic performance and behavioral 
adJustment may be too subtle to be identified in the 
current study. The identification of socioeconomic status 
as a salient variable in quantitative research suggests 
that its contribution may be statistically significant, but 
possibly unimportant. 
Teacher Expectations 
No conclusions were drawn regarding the possible 
mediation of teacher expectations upon either 
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postrelocation academic achievement or behavioral 
adJustment due to the reluctance of most teachers to 
develop such expectations. This finding suggests that 
teacher expectations may not play an important role in 
postrelocation outcomes, since this sample of teachers 
appear to be quite open and free from preliminary bias 
regarding their new students. However, those teachers who 
dld express an anticipation of poor behavioral adJUStment 
were generally correct. This might indicate that while 
teacher expectations may not play an important role in 
postrelocation outcomes, teachers appear nontheless capable 
of making early identification of new students who are at 
risk of developing problematic behavior. 
Class Size 
Current findings demonstrated insufficient variation 
in class size to be able to examine whether this variable 
mediated the effects of relocation upon postrelocation 
academic achievement or behavioral adjustment. In 
addition, teachers suggest a more complex relationship 
Wlthin which new students with better social skills became 
more quickly oriented by their new classmates. This 
suggests the possibility that a relationship may exist in 
which those students with better social skills and 
behavioral adjustment also demonstrate better 
postrelocation academic achievement. 
Previous Grades 
Present f1ndings suggest that students who relocate 
l8l 
experience a regression of academic achievement towards the 
mean. Several things are implied by this trend. First, 
those with high prerelocation academic performance may have 
little room to improve. They may therefore be more 
vulnerable to experience deterioration in academic 
performance. 
Some of this deterioration may result from more strict 
grading procedures for assigning higher grades. One 
.teacher commented that a relocated student in her class had 
performed at the 4.0 level. This teacher did not grant an 
"A'' because she felt that to do so would be unfair to other 
students who had earned similar grades from the first day 
of class. 
Second, those students with poor prerelocation 
academic performance may have little room to deteriorate. 
Students who demonstrate poor prerelocation grades are then 
possibly more liKely to be classified as experiencing no 
change in academic achievement when they produce poor 
postrelocation grades. 
Previous Behavior 
Previous behavior appears to mediate postrelocation 
behavioral adjustment. Those students who were referred to 
the principal's office for behavioral reasons less than 
two times before relocation demonstrated better 
postrelocation behavioral adJustment than did their 
relocated counterparts. This finding adds support to the 
above mentioned possibility that postrelocation behavioral 
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adJUstment may be more immune to the effects of mediating 
variables because it represents a relatively stable aspect 
of relocated students. 
Number of Previous Relocations 
Present findlngs suggest that those students who have 
previously relocated more frequently demonstrate better 
postrelocation academic achievement and behavioral 
adJustment than those who have not. This finding suggests 
two possibilities. Perhaps students learn skills when they 
relocate which help them to adapt to future relocations in 
a positive way. It is also possible that these students 
and their parents have chosen a more mobile lifestyle 
because of the value they place on experiencing the novelty 
relocation produces. Under these conditions, one might 
expect a positive correlation between degree of mobility 
and attitude about relocation. 
~dditional Findings 
The maJority of students who felt they had improved 
academically attributed those changes to disruption of the 
peer network. In general, they stated that their 
involvement with school friends precluded the attention or 
dedication higher grades required. The disruption of 
social relationships caused the students to feel they 
focused more of their attention on academic matters than 
they had in the past. 
These reports suggest several possibilities. There 
may be an inverse relationship between students' popularity 
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and grades. This relationship might exist because students 
may have only a limited amount of energy to invest in two 
potentially mutually exclusive spheres. 
Students may also experience "social role lock." 
Prior to relocation, they may feel somewhat frustrated that 
the affiliatory expectations of friends precludes adequate 
pursuit of academic interests. This group of students may 
seize upon the disruption of peer relationships intrinsic 
to relocation in order to exchange popularity for more 
personally valued academic success. 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this study, following 
recommendations for future research are founded. 
1. The unreliable self report of grades provided by 
the subJects of this study suggest that reports of 
both grades and behavior should be gathered from 
school records. 
2. Interviews in person or by phone should be 
conducted with teachers in the schools previously 
attended. 
3. Additional follow up interviews should be held 
after sufficient time has passed for these 
students to potentially make as many friends as 
they report they had prior to relocation. 
4. Future studies should be conducted in schools 
which do not ability group new students. 
5. Further research should be conducted which 
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attempts to identify the differential contribution 
of mediating variables upon postrelocation 
academlc achievement and behavioral adjustment. 
6. The variables discussed in this study should be 
quantlfied so that future research can be 
conducted on larger samples. 
7. The present study should be replicated with 
samples which demonstrate greater variability on 
socioeconomic status, attitude toward relocation, 
teacher expectation and class size. 
8. A coherent conceptual framework of postrelocation 
adJustment should be developed. This more 
coherent framework should be based on inclusion of 
the otherwise confounding variables identified in 
this and previous studies. 
9. New research should focus less on structural and 
more on dynamic eleme~ts surrounding relocation 
adjustment. For example, family structure could 
be replaced with a measurement of the strength of 
relatlonships students have for each of their 
parents, step parents or other adults living in 
the household. 
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1. What are early indicators you look for which predict 
how well <student •s name) may do in your class? 
2. How many students are in (student's name) 's class? 
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3. What effect do you think mid-year transferring has had 
upon <student's name) 's subsequent academic 
performance? 
4. What effect do you think mid-year transferring has had 
upon <student's name> •s subsequent classroom behavior? 
s. Based on your teaching experience, can you think of any 
other important features which might influence 
<student • name) •s subsequent academic performance or 
classroom behavior? 
6. How long do you think 1t will take <student's name) to 
adJUSt, in terms of both academic performance and 
classroom behavior to <school's name)? Why? 
7. Based on what you already know about <student's name), 
what might you predict his/her academic performance 
will be like after a time for adJustment? 
8. What do you think <student •s name) •s classroom behavior 
will be like after a time for adJUStment? 
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PART II 
1. Do you think any more time will be needed for<student's 
name) to fully adJUSt to being a student at <school's 
namel? How much more time? Why? 
2. How does <student's name) 's classroom behavior compare 
to that of his/her classmates? 
3. What kind of grades has <student •s name) been making 
since starting in your class? 
4. How does that compare with <student's name) 's 
classmates? 
s. Do you see any trends of change in <student •s name) 's 
classroom behavior? 
6. Do you see any trends of change in <student's name> 's 
grades? 
7. Had <student's name) started this school year in 
<school's name), how do you think his/her school 
performance and classroom behavior would compare to 
what you presently see? 
8. How sufficient do you believe <student's name) 's 
academic background in your subject area was to make a 






1. For what reasons did you decide to move? 
2. What gains did you make by moving? 
3. What losses did you experience? 
4. How do you feel about having made this move? 
5. How do you like the neighborhood into which you have 
moved? 
6. How do you like the new school <student's name) 
attends? 
7. If you changed employment when you moved, how do you 
like your new JOb and its income? 
e. In what church, school or other community activities 
were you involved before you moved? 
9. In what church, school or other community acitvities 
are you involved now? 
10. How long do you think you will live here? 
11. What were <student's name> 's grades like at their 
previous school? 
12. Do you see any difference in <student's name) 's grades 
since you moved? 
13. Do you see any difference in <student's name) •s 
behavior since you moved? 
14. How may other people are there living here with you? 
15. What is the highest level of education you have 
completed? 
16. What is the highest level of education your 
spouse/exspouse has completed? 
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17. What lS your best estimate of your household's income, 
including any alimony, child support or public 
assistance? 
PART II 
1. Since we talked last, what changes have you seen in 
<student's name> •s behavior? 
2. What changes have you seen in <student •s name) 's 
grades? 
3. Based on present behavior, how well do you think 
<student's name> has adJUSted to the move? 
4. Based on present grades, how well do you think 
<student's name) has adJUSted to the move? 
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s. Do you think any more time will be needed for 
<student's name> to fully adJust to living here? If 
so, how much more time? Why? 
6. What new church, school or other community activities 
have you JOined since we talked last? 
7. How do you like the school <student's name) attends 
now? 





1. With how many brothers, sisters, step-brothers or 
step-sisters do you live? 
2. What number are you in the family? 
3. Are the adults you live with here your parents, 
step-parents, other relatives, or what? 
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4. Since the first grade, how many times have you changed 
schools because you have moved? 
s. How long do you think you will live here? 
6. What were your grades like at your other school? 
7. How did those compare to your classmates there? 
8. How do those grades compare with the grades of your 
classmates here? 
9. Since school began in the fall of 1984, were you kept 
after school, sent to the principal's office, 
suspended or involved in any other disciplinary 
action? How many times? 
10. Have you sluffed classes during that time? How many 
times? 
11. In what organizations, activities or clubs did you 
participate at your other school? 
12. In what organizations, activities or clubs do you 
participate now? 
13. What classes did you have before you moved that you 
don't have now? 
14. What new classes are you taking at this school? 
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15. Based on your feelings about the change in schools, 
how do you feel about having made this move? 
16. How many friends did you have at your other school? 
17. How many new friends do you have here? 
18. Based on your feelings about your change in friends, 
how do you feel about having made this move? 
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PART II 
1. Since we talked last, you have been in this school for 
several weeks. How are your grades turning out? 
2. How do those compare with your classmates? 
3. How is your behavior in the classroom? 
4. How does that compare with your classmates? 
5. Have you been kept after school, sent to the 
principal's office, suspended or involved in any other 
disciplinary action at this school? How many times? 
6. Have you sluffed any classes during that time? How 
many times? 
7. Has your behavior at home changed since we talked 
last? 
e. Has your behav1or at school changed since we talked 
last? 
9. In what organizutions, activities or clubs do you 
participate now? 
10. Based on your feelings about the change of schools, 
how do you feel now about having made this move? 
11. How many friends do you have now? 
12. Based on your feelings about your change of friends, 
how do you feel now about having made this move? 
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Research proJect involving selected teachers and 
students 
(date> 
(School's name) is participating in a research project 
which is designed to provide a better understanding of the 
effects of moving and school transfer upon grades and 
behav1or of students. The findings of this study may be 
useful because of the high turnover rates of our students. 
Attached to this memo you will find a form on which you may 
indicate your willingness to participate. Your 
participation would consist of several interviews conducted 
by the researcher. These interviews would be arranged 
during your planning hour and would each last about 20 
minutes. I encourage each of you to complete the attached 
form and to participate in this study. If you have 
specific questions about this research, please direct them 
to Larry Fox. He may be reached at his residence most 






I am conduct1ng a study to determine what things influence 
the academic achievement and behavior of eighth grade 
students who move and transfer schools during the school 
year. In order to conduct this research, I will be 
interviewing 12 eighth grade students who transfer into 
<school's name) between now and the end of this school 
year. I will also interview their parents and two teachers 
for each of the 12 students. 
Should you decide to participate in this study, you will be 
interviewed twice for some of the 12 selected students who 
might be enrolled in your classes. The first interview 
will be held during the student's first week of school and 
the second one will be conducted during the student's fifth 
week of school. I will obtain written consent from the 
parents of each these students allowing your participation 
prior to our flrst interview. I will keep confidential 
your responses to interview questions. It is my hope that 
the results of this study will be useful in identifying the 
effects moving and transferring schools may present to some 
students. I hope you will find this study of sufficient 
importance to commit a portion of your time for interviews 
during the remainder of this school year. You may make 
this committment by completing the attached form and 
returning it to <secretary's name) in the front office. 
Thank you, 
Larry s. Fox 
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TEACHER CONSENT FORM 
I consent to participate in the research proJect outlined 
1n the attached pages. I understand that the interviews in 
which I participate will be held in confidence by the 
researcher and shall be used for the purpose of this 
research proJect only. 
Signed: ________________________________ ___ Date: __________ __ 
Print your name here: __________________________________________ __ 
If you would like to receive a copy of this study following 
its completion, please print your home address below: 
Would you be interested in attending a faculty meeting in 
which the results of this study are presented? <circle 
one) 
yes no 
Return this form to <secretary's name). 
APPENDIX E 




Welcome to <school •s name). CSchool •s name) is currently 
participating in a research project which studies how 
students who move and transfer schools adJUSt to their new 
school. The information gained may help future students 
adJust more easily. In order to carry out this important 
study, you and your 8th grader are being asked to 
participate. 
To participate, you must give your consent to be 
interviewed. You will then be contacted by phone to 
arrange for two interviews to be conducted. Each of these 
will last about 20 minutes. The first interview will be 
held during your student's first week of school and the 
second one will be held about one month later. At the same 
time, your student and two of their teachers will be 
interviewed at school. General topics covered during the 
interviews include grades, feelings about the move, 
friendships and behavior at school and home. I am an 
Independent researcher carrying out this study with the 
consent of <school •s name) •s principal. (principal's name) 
and the <school district's name) school district. The 
content of interviews I hold with you, your student and 
their teachers will be held in confidence with me. If you 
need more specific information before consenting to 
participate. please call me at either of the phone numbers 
listed below. 




PARENTS' CONSENT FORM 
I give consent for myself and my 8th grade student to 
particlpate in the research project discussed on the 
preceeding page. I consent for my child's teachers to be 
interviewed and for the researcher to examine school 
records. I understand that the content of all interviews 
shall be used for this research only and that these 
interviews shall be kept confidential with the researcher. 
S1gned: ________________________________ _ Date: ____________ _ 
Print your student's name here: ______________________________ __ 
Home phone: ____________________________________ _ 
If you would like to receive a summary of the results of 
this study, please print your home address below: 
VITA 
Larry Steven Fox 
Candidate for Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Thes1s: THE EFFECTS OF RELOCATION AND FAMILY STRUCTURE 
UPON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND BEHAVIORAL 
ADJUSTMENT OF 14 EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS 
MaJor Field: Applied Behavioral Studies 
Biographical: 
Personal Data: Born in Ontario, Oregon, June 18, 1950, the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. v. Fox. 
Education: Graduated from North Eugene High School, 
Eugene, Oregon, in June, 1968: received Bachelor of 
Arts degree in Psychology and Sociology from Oral 
Roberts University in 1976: received Master of 
Science degree in Community Counseling from Oklahoma 
State University in 1982: completed requirements for 
the Doctor of Philosophy degree at Oklahoma State 
University in July, 1989. 
Professional Affiliations: Utah Psychological Association: 
American Psychological Association. 
Professional Experience: Counselor, Youth Services of 
Tulsa County, 1976-81: Counselor, Marriage and Family 
Counseling Services, 1982-84: Counselor, OSU/Bi-State 
Mental Health Clinic, 1982-84: graduate teaching 
assistant, Department of Applied Behavioral Studies in 
Education, Oklahoma State University, 1983: Psychology 
Intern, Salt Lake County Division of Mental Health, 
1984-85: Psychology Resident, Intermountain Sexual 
Abuse Treatment Center, 1985-87: Mental Health 
Therapist, United Clinics of Counseling, 1987-88: 
Psychology Resident, Intermountain Sexual Abuse 
Treatment Center, 1988 to present. 
